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THE

PRICE TEN CENTS.

L BANKING HOUSE OF

LOANER’S BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
(OKGAOTZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)

Continental Life Bulling,

HENRY

. TO INVESTORS.

22 Nassau Street, New York.

CLEWS

RAILROAD IRON,
&

CO.,

32 Wall Street, N. Y.
Circular Notes and Letters of Credit for travelers ;
also Commercial Credits issued available throughout

CAPITAL....................................................... $500,000
Subject to increase to............................... . 1,000,000

JOHN J. CISCO

&

SON,

Bills of Exchange on the Imperial Bank of London,

THEIR INCOME from means already invested in less land and all their branches.
profitable securities, we recommend the Seven-Thirty

Telegraphic Transfers of money on Europe, San

Gold Bonds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Com
pany as well secured and unusually productive.

Deposit accounts received in either Currency or

the Clearing House as if drawn upon any city bank;
The bonds are always convertible at Ten per cent, interest allowed on aU daily balances; Certificates of
premium (1.10) into the Company’s Lands, at Market

Deposit issued bearing interest at current rate; Notes

A. S. HATCH.

OFFICE OF

FISK & HATCH,
BANKERS AND DEALERS IN
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,
No. 5 Nassau st., N. Y.,
E3F” Opposite TJ. S. Bub- Treasury.

We receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
ers, Corporations and others, subject to check
at sight, and allow interest on balances.
We make special arrangements for interest
on deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.
We make collections on all points in the
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the
Union.
We buy and sell at current rates, all classes
of Covernment Securities, and the Bonds of
the Central Pacific Railroad Company ; also,
Gold and Silver Coin and Gold Coupons.
We buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange,
miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commis
sion, for cash.
Communications and inquiries by mail or
telegraph, will receive careful attention.

EISK & HATCH.

WARSAW RAILWAY,

and Drafts collected.
State, City and Railroad Loans negotiated.
CLEWS, HABICHT & CO.,

—yielding an income more than one-third greater than
U. S. 5-20s. Gold Checks for the semi-annual in

HARVEY FISK.

AND

Coin, subject to Check at sight, which pass through

11 Old Broad St., London.

Gold and Currency received on deposit ubject to
check at sight.
Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate
of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end of
each month.
ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CItV BANKS.
Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand,
bearing Four per Cent interest.
Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and
Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on
commission.
Collections made on all parts of the United States
and Canadas.

TOLEDO,PEORIA

Francisco and the West Indies.

per cent, gold) is equal now to about 8 1-4 currency

No. 59 Wall St., New York.

71 BROADWAY

National Bank of Scotland, Provincial Bank of Ire

Prices. The rate of interest (seven'and three-tenths

jBankers;

BY S. W. HOPKINS & GO,

To those who wish to REINVEST COUPONS OR the world.
DIVIDENDS, and those who wish to INCREASE

This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES and receives DE
POSITS.
Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants
will receive special attention.
FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUR
RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our
CUSTOMERS.
DORR RUSSELL, President.
A. F. Wilmabth, Vice-President.

FOR SALE

BANKING & FINANCIAL.

SECOND

MORTGAGE CON

VERTIBLE

7

PER

terest on the Registered Bonds are mailed to the postoffice address of the owner, All marketable stocks
and bonds are received in exchange for Northern
Pacifies ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS.

[JAY COOKE & CO.

A FIRST-CLASS

New York Security
AT A LOW PRICE.

THE ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAIL
ROAD COMPANY’S

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS
INTEREST
Are being absorbed by an increasing demand for them.
Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road,
Land Grant, Franchise and Equipments, combined
in one mortgage, they command at once a ready
market.
A Liberal Sinking Fund provided in the Mortgage
Deed must advance the price upon the closing of the
loan. Principal and interest payable in gold. Inter
est at eight (8) per cent, per annum. Payable semi
annually, free of tax. Principal in thirty years. De
nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons, or Regis
tered.
Erice 9U£ an accrued interest, in currency, from
February 15, 1872.
Maps, Circulars, Documents and information fur
nished.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New
York.
Can now he had through the principal Banks and
Bankers throughout the country, and from the under
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them.

The undersigned offer for sale the First Mortgage
Seven Per Cent. Gold Bonds of the Syracuse and Che
nango Valley Railroad, at 95 and accrued interest.
This road runs from the City of Syracuse to Smith’s
Valley, where it unites with the New York Midland
Railroad, thus connecting that city by a direct line of
road with the metropoMs.
TANNER & CO., Bankers,
Its length is 42 miles, its cost about $42,000 per mile,
No. 11 Wall Street, New York.
and it is mortgaged for less than $12,000 per mile; the
balance of the funds required for its construction hav
ing been raised by subscription to the capital stock.
The road approaches completion. It traverses a
Bankers*
populous and fertile district of the State, which in
sures it a paying business, and it is under the control
of gentlemen of high character and ability. Its bonds
91 and 21 NASSAU STREET,
possess all the requisites of an inviting investment.
They are amply secured by a mortgage for less than
Issue Letters *01 Credit to Travelers, available m all
one-third the value of the property. They pay seven parts of the world through the
per cent, gold interest, and are offered five per cent,
below par. The undersigned confidently recommend MESSRS. DE ROTHSCHILD AND THEIR
them to all class of investors.
CORRESPONDENTS.

AUGUST BELMONT & CO.,

GEORGE OPDYKE & CO.,
No, 25 Nassau Street.

CENT. CURRENCY BONDS.

Also, make telegraphic transfers of money os Callerakb Europe &ad Havana, ^
A

WARRANTS

PAYABLE

OCTOBER AND APRIL.

PRINCIPAL 1886.

We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds'ia
block. By act of reorganization of the Company these
bonds are convertible into the First Preferred Shares
of the Company, which amounts to only 17,000 shares,
and into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated
at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover
the entire line of 230 miles of. completed road, to
gether with all the rolling stoek and real property, to
the value of more than ten millions of dollars.

The

road crosses the entire State of Illinois and connect
with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missi s
sippi at Keokuk and Burlington.

The income of the

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on
all the bonded indebtedness and dividend on the pre
ferred shares.

For terns applyto

CLARK, DODGE & CO„
Comer Wall and William Streets,

2
M

B. RA.Y,

(Magnetic Healer,
PEEMANENT BESIDENOEj

X
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DR. DERKIINrS
Can he consulted as usual at his office,
No. 9 FIFTH STREET (Soutli Side),
OPPOSITE PUBLIC SQUARE,

181 SANDUSKY ST.,
ALLEaHANY CITY, Pa.,
Will be located for a few weeks at
109 HAMILTON ST., BROOKLYN, L. I.

KANSAS CITY, MO.,
or by mail, box 1,227, on the various symptoms of Pri
vate Diseases. The afflicted will take notice that I am
the only man on the American continent that can cure
you of Spermatorrhoea, Loss of Manhood, etc., caused
by self abuse or d'sease. I challenge the combined
medical faculty to refute the above statement by suc
competition. The symptoms of disease pro
EXAMINATIONS BY A LOCK OF HAIK SENT cessful
duced by nightly seminal emissions or by excessive
BY LETTER.
sexual indulgence, or by self abuse are as follows:
Loss of memory, sallow countenance, pains in the
Terms ------ $2.00
hack, weakness of limbs, chronic costiveness of the
bowels, confused vision, blunted intellect, loss of con
fidence in approacning strangers, great nervousness,
HITE STAB LINE.
fetid breath, consumption, parched tongue, and fre
For Queenstown and Liverpool,
quently insanity and death, unless combated by scien
Carrying the
tific medical aid. Reader, remember Dr. Perkins is
the
only man that will guarantee to cure you or refund
UNITED STATES MAIL.
the fee if a cure is not permanently made. Also re
New and full-powered steamships.
member that I am permanently located at No. 9 Fifth
Sailing from New York on Saturday, from Liver street, south, opposite the public square, Kansas City,
Mo., and I have the largest medical rooms in the city.
pool on Thursday, calling at Cork Harbor each way
Call and see me; a friendly chat costs you nothing, and
Adriatic, Saturday, February 1, 3.00 p. m.
all is strictly confidential. Post box 1,227.
Oceanic, Saturday, February 8, at 3.00 p. m.
Dr. PERKINS, Kansas City, Mo.
Baltic, Saturday, February 15, at 3.00 p. m.
Celtic, Saturday, February 22, at 1.00 p. m.
Atlantic, Saturday, March 1, at 3.00 p. m.
From the White Star Dock, Pavonia Ferry, Jerse;
City.
m West 33d Street
Passenger accommodations (for all classes) unrivaled
combining
{Bet. Fifth Avenue and Broadway).
Safety, Speed, and Comfort.
oppioe hours:
Saloons, state-rooms, smoking room, and bath rooms
in midship section, where least motion is felt. Sur
9 A. M. to 1 P. M. & 5 to 7 P. M.
geons and stewardesses accompany these steamers.
Kates—Saloon $80, gold. (For sailing after 1st of
April, $100 gold.) Steerage, $30, currency. Those
DR. DAXEE’S
wishing to send for friends from the Old Country can
now obtain , steerage prepaid certificates, $30, cur
APPOINTMENTS FOR 1873.
rency.
Passengers booked to or from all parts of America,
Elgin,
111., 1st and 2d; Rockford, 111.,’3d, 4th, 5th and
Paris, Hamburg, Norway, Sweden, India, Australia,
6th; Beloit, Wis., 7th, 8th and 9th; Madison, Wis., 11th
China, &c.
and
12th;
Watertown, Wis., 13th, 14th and 15th; Fond
Drafts from £1 upward.
Du Lac, 16th and 17th; Oshkosh, 18th, 19th and 20th;
For inspection of plans and other information, Ripon, 21st and 22d; Whitewater, 24th and 25th;
apply at the Company’s offices, No. 10 Broadway, Waukesha, 26th and 27th; Chicago, Matteson House,
New York.
J. H. SPAKKS, Agent.
26th, 29tb, 30th and 31st of each month during the
year. Offices, principal hotels in each city. Chronic
incident to both sexes exclusively and suc
NITED STATES, NEW-ZEALAND complaints
& AUSTRALIAN MAIL STEAMSHIP LINE. cessfully treated.
ENCOMIUMS FROM THE PRESS.
—The steamships of this line are appointed to sail
from San Francisco for NEW-ZEALAND and AUS
The Western Bural speaks of Dr. Dake as one of the
TRALIA, via Honoluln, upon
most successful physicians in thd'United States.
MAY 22,
|
SEPT. 11,
Dr. Dake.—That this scientific physician has no
JUNE 19,
| OCT. 9,
equal in the West thousands will aMrm.—Journal,
JULY 17,
I NOT. 6,
Beloit, Wis.
AUG. 14,
I DEC. 4, at Noon.
Live, energetic, liberal men, advertise. Such a man
For freight and passage, apply Vo
is Dr. Dake, who in the lasd three years has built up
one
of the largest practices of any physician in the
W. H. WEBB, 53 Exchange Place, New York.
West—Boc/cfbrd Gazette.
Duraon4 C. Dake, M. D., is having great success in
NLY DIRECT LINE TO FRANCE.
this city. He is active, whole souled, in fact, one of
THE GENERAL TRANSATLANTIC COM the “whitest” gentlemen we have ever known.
PANY’S MAIL STEAMSHIPS BETWEEN NEW
YORK AND HAVRE, CALLING AT BREST.
The splennid vessels on this favorite route for the
Continent will sail from Pier No. 50, North River, _as
follows:
“ Ville de Paris,” Surmont, Saturday, January 28.
“Washington,” Roussan, Saturday, February 8.
“St. Laurent,” Lemarie, Saturday, February 22.
“ Pereire,” Danre, Saturday, March 8.
Price of passage in gold (including wine) to Brest or
Havre:
179 South Fourth Street,
First Cabin. ..........$125 | Second Cabin............$75.
EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
These steamers do not carry steerage passengers.
American travelers going to or returning from the
Continent of Europe; by taking the steamers of this
ine, avoid both transit by English railway and the dis
WILLIAMSBURGH, N. ST.
comforts of crossing the Channel, besides saving time
trouble and expense.
GEO. MACKENZIE, Agent, No. 58 Broadway.
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Ladies’ Own Magazine.

AFETY, SPEED AND COMFORT.

NORWICH LINE.
SFor Boston, Worcester,
Fitchburg, Groton Junction,

Lowell, Lawrence, Nashua, Manchester, Concord, Pal
mer, Brattleboro, and intersecting points.
The new and staunch steamers
CITY OF BOSTON,
CITY OF NEW YORK,
CITY OF LAWRENCE and
CITY OF NORWICH
Will leave New York dally (Sundays excepted) at 4
o’clock p. m., from Pier No. 40, North River, foot of
Canal and Watts streets.
For New London, and Norwich, then connecting
with Express trains for the above points, via Vermont
Central. Norwich and Worcester, and Boston, Hart
ford and Erie Railroads.
For through tickets and rates for freight, apply at
the office, Pier 40, North River.
W. F. PARKER, Agent.
New York, June 7, 1872.

THE rONLY FIRST-CLASS LITERARY, HOUSE
HOLD AND FASHIONABLE MAGAZINE IN
THE WEST,

Dr. JOSEPH TREAT,

SUPERB ORIGINAL OIL CHROMO, WORTH $5,
FREE.

Of Vineland, N. J., gives

SUBSCRIBE AND MAKE UP A CLUB, AND

AND

THE ABLEST, BEST AND MOST POPULAR IN
AMERICA.
CHARMING STORIES, INSTRUCTIVE ESSAYS,
BEAUTIFUL POEMS,

Live Editorials, Superb Engravings,
OYER, TWENTY ABLE WRITERS EN' GAGED UPON IT.
Only $2.00 a Year, or Twenty Cents a Copy,
AND A

D XU R 3E Hi

DECTTJRRB:

SECURE A HANDSOME PREMIUM.

HENRY WARD BEECHER,
GEORGE FRANCIS TRAIN,
VICTORIA C. WOODHULL,
Risk of Hall and expenses taken, and 25 cents
charged for each Lecture.
If necessary the cream of the three rendered in one
Henry Ward Beecher illustrated by twice life-size
portrait.
Address, care of Weodhull & Claflin, 48 Broad st.,
N. Y., or of J. P. Mendum, 84 Washington st., Boston,
Mass., or of J. A. Lant, Editor of the Sun, Toledo, O.
THE

Western Rural,

We will send the Ladies’ Own three morfis on
trial for 50 cents, and allow that to count as the eub
scription if you renew for the balance ot the year,
new volume begins July 1.
M. C. BLAND & CO., Publishers,
287 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
SDEUAUATOXUUI-IEA.
CURED BY A SPIRIT PRESCRIPTION, AND
WARRANTED, FOR $10.
It is an outside application. No medicine given.
Send for free circular to
DR. E. WOODRUFF,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

THE GREAT

AGRICULTURAL & FAMILY WEEKLY
JOURNAL OF THE WEST.

TRUTH ABOUT LOVE.
The Most Startling Book of

H. N. F. LEWIS, Editor and Proprietor,

the Age!!

with an

Able and Practical Editorial Staff,
Has just been issued from the press of Wesley &

and ah

EFFICIENT CORPS OF SPECIAL AND VOLUN
TARY CONTRIBUTORS.

TERMS:
$2.50 per Year; $2 in Clubs of Four or More.

Co., and is having an IMMENSE SALE.
EYERY RADICAL THINKER SHOULD HAVE A
COPY.

SPLENDID INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS.

A PLUCKY PUBLISHER.

Erice

-

- $1.50.

[From the Chicago Daily Sim, Nov. 30, 1871.]
sent by mail 20 cents postage additional.)
“ One of the moat remarkable examples of Chicago (When
pluck and energy is given by Mr. H. N. F. Lewis, pro
prietor of the Western Rural, one of the ablest and
most widely circulated agricultural journals in the
W-AJXTIGIX
country. Mr. Lewis lost by the fire one of the most
complete and valuable printing and publishing estab
lishments in the West, and also his residence and
household goods. Yet he comes to the surface again
Address,
with unabated ardor, re-establishes himself at No. 407
West Madison street, where he has gathered new ma
J, W. HOLLIS,
terial for his business, and from which point he has
New York City.
already issued the first number (since the fire) of the
Western Rural, the same size and in the same form as
previous to the fiery storm. Nobody would imagine,
NOTICE TO INVESTORS.
on glancing at the neat, artistic head and well-filled
ADDISON CAMMACK.
C. J. OSBOEN.
pages of the Rural that anything uncomfortably warm
Has for sale, or to be rented out upon the usual Cir or specially disastrous had ever happened to it. Suc
cess to Lewis and his excellent Rural. Chicago ought
culating Library plan, an excellent selection of Supe to feel proud of it.”
rior Books, of a well-known highly advanced moral
and reformatory character.
No. 34 BROAD STREET,
“ The Largest and Handsomest Paper for
STOCKS, STATE BONDS, GOLD AND FED
Young People.”
Also “WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY,” the
ERAL SECURITIES, bought and sold on Com “BANNER OF LIGHT” and other Liberal Weekly
mission.
Papers.
y THE
COUNTRY BOARD.
Office Hours.—8)if to 12 o’clock a. m., and from 2)£ to
THE
o’clock p. m., daily, Sundays excepted.

BROOM PROGRESSIVE LIBRARY

OSBORN & CAMMACK,

CHICAGO AND C AH AH A
SOUTHERN.

Bankers,

Young Folks’ Rural, 7 per cent. Gold Bonds

LONG- HILL HOUSE
(Near Beer’s Mill depot, on the Housatonic Railroad),
Six miles from Bridgepori, Conn.
Address,
C. S. MIDDLEBROOK,
Box 778.
Bridgeport, Conn.
ANNA M. MEIXSEL,
DAYID S. CADWALLADER,

fh®mostWiond®rful Discovery

©f any Age.

PROF. D. MEEKER’S

A RURAL AND LITERARY MONTHLY JOURNAL
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE OF COUNTRY AND CIT Y.

TERMS:
$1.50 per Year; $1 in Clubs of Four or More.
A PAIR OF BEAUTIFUL BERLIN CHROMOS, MOUNTED
AND VARNISHED, SENT POSTPAID AS A

GIFT

TO

EVERY YEARLY SHBSORIBER.

AT 90 AND ACCRUED INTEREST. COUPON AND
REGISTERED. INTEREST PAYABLE IN
GOLD. APRIL AND OCTOBER.
We now offer these Bonds at the above VERY LOW
price. THE CANADA SOUTHERN, or Eastern end
of this line, whose Bonds were so rapidly sold last summer,

INFALLIBLE CUBE FOR THE OPIUM HABIT.

MAGNETIC HEALERS,

IS NOW FINISHED,

Bankers and Brokers,

and will he opened for business in connection with the
.TOLEDO AND WABASH and other Western Roads,
at a very early day. The CHICAGO AND CANADA
SOHTHERN, or Western end of this line, is now being
rapidly built, and the Company expect it to he finished
during the present year.
THIS GREAT TRUNK LINE, when completed
through, will he of immense advantage to the shipping
interests of the Great West, being Level, Straight, an
thirty-three miles Shorter than any other route.
wr
ing connections with all the lines running into u a o
at the East and Chicago at the West, and uncei ne
management of some of the most experience rai
oad operators of the country, its success is rem ere
a certainty, and its Borads must be a safe and profitable
investment. It makes the shortest and best connec
tions going West, both at Toledo and Detroit, an is
the only Seven Per Cent„ Bond on any through .-run i
line now offered.
Pamphlets and all inf( >rmation by

The Young FoUcs' Rural is a novelty among publi
A reliable and painless remedy for the Opium habit. cations for Young People—entirely a “ new idea,” and
1,114 CALLOWH1LL STREET,
Cures without any inconvenience to or interruption of different from any other in style and character. Six
teen pages and sixty-four columns—(Ae largest news
Philadelphia. Ousiness. Pamphlets sent free on application.
paper in Chicago!
Opeice Hours,
Address,
9 to 11 a. at., 4 to 6 p. M.
WHAT “THEY SAY.”
Drs. D. & L. MEEKER,
PSYCHOMETRIC examination op disease cobkectly
\From the Chicago Evening Post!]
P.
O.
Drawer
475,
La
Porte,
Ind.
MADE PROM A LOCH OP HAIR.
“H. N. F. Lewis, Esq., the well-known publisher of
that admirable weekly, the Western Rural, is publish
ing a monthly rural and literarv journal, under the title
BARTON & ALLEN,
of the Young Foils'1 Rural. *
*
* Mr. Lewis
is just the man to make it a ‘ big thing..’ ”
Psychometric Readings for persons who send me
[From the Letter of a Western Mother.]
their handwriting, or who will call on me in person.
Fee, $2. Address, 1,114 Callowhill street, Phila
“ The Young FoUcs' Rural is just -what our dear
No. 40 BROAD STREET,
delphia, Pa., by
J. MURRAY SPEAR.
children need. Altogether it is a noble enterprise, and
Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought and sold on com
will do an untold amount of good. It is the ‘ parents’
assistant,’ and all thinking parents will join me in
mission.
thanking you.”
MISSES GROVER & CROSBY,
[From a School Teacher!]
NEW YORK
“I am a teacher, and take the paper for the benefit
&
and amusement of my pupils. Eyes are brighter and
816 Fourth Avenue,
lessons better learned when the Young Folks' Rural
makes its appearance.
NEW YORK.
EIGHTH AVENUE,
(Between Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth streets.)
Cor. Fourteenth St.,
SPECIMEN NUMBERS SENT FREE.
Office Hours from 10 a. h. to 8 p. m.
Address,
BIX PER CENT. INTEREST
$2.00 to $3.00.
H. N. F. LEWIS, Publisher,
allowed on all sums from $5 to $5,000. Deposits Terms Chicago, 111.
made on or before August 1 will draw interest from JAMES FISK, Jr., Business Control of Miss GROVER,
Atigjist 1.
Both Western Rural and Young Folks' Rural furnished
Assets, $2,473, , -f5
for One Year for $3,00,
0BPSN GiroyiJR,
T.tcztf L. CbosbV
Snipfas, iSOOeWMlS

PSYCHOMETRY.

SAVING'S BANK, Business

Medical Clairvoyant,

Winslow, Lanier

& Co.,

Bankers, 27 Pine Street.
Leonard, Sijeldon & Foster,
Rankers, fp Wall ^jaheet.
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WOODHULn & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY

Tlie Books and Speeches of Victoria C. Woodlmll and
Tennie C. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid,
at the following liberal prices:
The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. Woodhull ...................................................................................... $3 00
Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin...............

2 00

The Principles of Social Freedom....................................

25

The Impending Kevolution................. .............................

25

The Ethics of Sexual Equality.............................................

25

INDUSTRIAL JUSTICE.
1. Go to, now, ye ricli men; weep and howl, for your miseries tliat shall
come upon you.
!
4. Behold the hire of the laborers who have reaped down your fields,
which is kept back by fraud, crieth, and the cries of them which have
reaped are entered into the ears of the Lord.
Gen. Ep. James v. 1-4.

5th. Education to he undertaken by the State; to be ob
ligatory, gratuitous, secular, scientific and professional.
6th. The subject of religion to be ignored by the associa
tion; no religious creed-or difference to be recognized.
7th. The abolition of standing armies, as being provocative
to war, and hostility to war itself as being destructive to the
best interests of mankind.
8th. Money to be issued by the government only, to be a
legal tender and to hear no interest.
9th. The adoption of the principle of associative produc
tion, with a view to the complete supercession of the present
system of capitalistic production.
But as the principle of autonomy, or the right of each na
tionality to determine for itself its own methods of action in
conformity to existing social and political conditions and
forms is fully recognized, at least two of the nationalities,
namely, Switzerland and America, have adopted as a tenth
and last measure the principle of the Referendum: “That
all laws shall he submitted to the people for their approval
or rejection; ” and they have accepted a form of organiza
tion adopted to accomplish this purpose. Our Sections, there
fore, are to be organized by primary election districts; our
Councils are to be municipal, State and National, and our
Congresses Federal. In other words, within existing forms
of government we propose to establish another of our own,
having for its object the emancipation of labor by the super
cession of capitalistic rule.
Believing that our principles are true and our measures
just, we therefore issue this our appeal to the workers of
America, and ask them to organize sections in accordance
therewith. Information may be obtained of either the re
cording or corresponding secretaries.
We may add that trades unions and other labor organiza
tions adhering to our principles are entitled to representa
tions in our Councils.
By order of the Council,
Wm. West, Recording Secretary.
B. Hubert, Corresponding Secretary,
19 Catharine street.
T. R. Kinget, Corresponding Secretary,
234 East Fifth street.
Wm. Carbey,
)
G. W. Madox*
>- Committee.
Hugh McGregor, )

ternational Federation of Labor,” “ The International Labor
Union,” “The International Labor League.”
PROCEEDINGS OP THE BELGIAN CONGRESS.

Tbe Belgian Congress of that Federation took place at
Yerviers on the 13th and 14th of April. Six federations
were represented by thirty-seven delegates. A large number
of policemen were on duty in the railroad depot to keep
order. The soldiers were under marching orders in three
neighboring towns, and at the first signal the militia had to
be under arms.
As soon as the delegates arrived in the place a procession
was formed by all the workingmen who had come to escort
them to the place of meeting; between seven and eight
thousand people were in line; everything went off peacefully
and harmoniously.
On the first day,Cit.Verryeken, of Brussels, offered a prop
osition, which, after discussion, was, adopted, to the follow
ing effect:
“ This Congress will appoint a committee to draw up In
ternational rules based upon the non-existence of a General
Council. These rules shall be submitted to each of the Bel
gian Sections and proposed to the Belgian Congress to he
discussed.”
On the second day the important question of tactic and of
principle, “ The General strike,” was discussed.
It was resolved to make an appeal to the working people of
the country (fields and farms), and a committee was accord
ingly appointedior that purpose.
RESOLUTION OF SYMPATHY WITH MRS. WOODHULL.

At the meeting of the Federal Council, held June 8th, on
motion of Citizen Madox, the following resolution was
THE INTERNATIONAL.
unanimously adopted:
PROCEEDINGS OP THE AMERICAN PEDERAL COUNCIL.
Federal Council op the L W A., [
Open Session, June 8, 1873. )
The time of the Recording Secretary has recently been so
Whereas, the cause of equal rights,which is the equal inher
fully occupied that he has been unable until now to revise
itance of all persons, is imperiled by the manifest conspiracy
and write out several important papers and resolutions in
of the ruling classes, therefore be it
tended for publication. We print herewith, however, the
Resolved, That we take cognizance of tbe persecution of
following result of his labors, which the reader will find in
one of our members in the person of Victoria C. Woodhull,
their natural order:
arraigned upon charges of which she must be presumed to
ADDRESS TO THE WORKERS OP AMERICA.
be innocent until her guilt has been established. We tender
Ctfisens—Believing that the monopolists of America, aware
her our cordial sympathy in her present illness, and we warn
that our mission is the union and organization of the workers PROPOSALS OP THE JURASSIAN PEDERATION TO THE AMER her enemies of the future that there is a storm gathering
and producers against the idle and non-producing classes,
ICAN FEDERATION.
over the heads of the oppressors of the people which must
are striving to excite the fears of the ignorant and weak by
1. That the General Congress take place on Monday, first sooner or later hurst and whelm them in a common ruin.
slandering ourselves and misrepresenting our principles and of next September, in a town in Switzerland; the delegates^
•------------------------ --------------------------------------------objects through a corrupt press and time-serving politicians;
to meet on Thursday, August 28, in the appointed place, to*
SOCIALISTIC.
believing also that our purposes and measures need but prevent intrigues like those of the Hague.
to be known to be indorsed by all honest men and women,
2. That the General Council shall be abolished and the folIn a Boston paper (for the “ educated classes”) of May 21,
we, the Federal Council of America, hereby submit to you owing different commissions substituted:
we find the following:
the following statement, and ask your co-operation:
First—A commission for correspondence between the sev
“Ellen Mahoney, a nymph from North street (the Five
The association originated during the course of the visit eral Federations, and especially to centralize correspondence Points of Boston), tried to commit suicide yesterday by
which a deputation of Parisian workmen paid to the Uni relative to the convocation of the G eneral Congress.
throwing herself into the sea at Sargeant’s pier. Shb made
versal Exhibition of London in 1802. They had been sent
Second—A commission of statistics gathered from all the a bad mistake, however, for an unromantic sailor, by the
over at the expense of their comrades to study the general Federations.
name of Nelson, fished her out, and she was then hung up to
condition of European industry, became acquainted with
Third—A commission of resistance to gather all facts re dry in Police-station No. 8.”
English workmen and were initiated into the nature of Trade lating to strikes, and to serve as a medium between Trades’
Is it possible to insult a despairing unfortunate in a more
Unions, and discussed the subject of strikes. The idea natur Unions wishing to have recourse to its services.
heartless manner than it is done in these words ? A girl
ally occurred to them that if the principle of co-operation in
These three commissions must sit each in a different Fed who has passed through all the degrees of the deepest degra
strikes was a good thing for the workmen when applied to eration. The Congress shall designate each jmar the Feder dation, and who still has retained enough moral strength of
one country, it would be far more effective when applied on ation where each commission shall sit. The personel of the reaction to put an end to her life by committing suicide,
a grander scale throughout Europe. The basis of an Inter commission shall he selected by the Federation in which the must originally have been endowed with the best of tenden
national Association was then proposed, whose members commission shall sit.
cies. She can only have been brought on the path of vice
should engage themselves to support each other in all coun
It was unanimously
through the guilt of others. In other surroundings she
tries, whenever strikes should be deemed necessary in the
Resolved, That the only General International Congress would, in all probability, have become a happy wife and
interests of the working classes, and it was agreed that a shall he the one directly convoked by the Federation them mother. This dops not, however, shield herfromthe judicial
great European meeting of delegates of workingmen should selves—not the one that may be convoked by the pretended tribune of man’s coarseness, which first drives her to despair,
he held in London in 1864. The meeting took place on Sep G. C. of New York.
and then vilifies her. She is (only a woman, And a woman
tember 28, 1864, in St. Martin’s Hall, and the association was
It was also
has no claims to be humanely judged, according to the ruling
then organized, and a Central Provisional Council appointed.
Resolved, That the Jurassian Federation will take the ideas of the male beast, particularly if this beast has managed
This council convened a General Congress of the working necessary steps for the choice of the - city where the next to lower her under his own level. To seduce the innocent
classes, which assembled in 1866 at London, and issued a General Congress will meet, and after having referred it to by means of lying and flattery, then put the seduced on the
declaration of principles.
the Jurassian sections, then to propose the subject to all the street, then traduce her, then bring the traduced to despair,
This declaration affirmed that the emancipation of the Federations.
Adolph Boos,
and finally to ridicule her in corner-loafer style, as one of
workingmen must be effected by the workingmen them
Rec. Sec. of Federal Executive Committee.
those fellows would the capers of a chased or wounded
selves. That the economic subjection of the workingman to
Louis Pindy, Cor. Sec.
animal—this constitutes the daily glorious doings of thou
the possessors of capital was the cause of his political, moral
Alex. Chatelain, Treasurer.
sands, who would be enraged if their humanity and fitness
and material servitude. That every political movement Locle, Switzerland.
as judges of morals, legislators and rulers of human society
should, therefore, be subordinated to his ecqnomical eman
were questioned. The one who would call them to account
PROPOSALS PROM THE ENGLISH PEDERATION.
cipation. That all efforts to arrive at this had hitherto failed
they would consider ripe for the insane asylum. In none of
through want of a common interest between the working
1. That there shall be a reorganiHition of the Association the relations of life can there be found such a deeply-rooted,
men of every profession in every country. That the Asso upon a federative basis, and that a declaration shall be in traditional want of conscience, which has become a second
ciation acknowledges no rights without duties, no duties serted in the general rules guaranteeing entire liberty of ac nature, as in the relation of the male sex to the female. No
without rights. And that everybody who accepts and de tion to each Federation, which right shall not be interfered slaveholder could be more penetrated by his matter-of-course
fends its principles is eligible to become a member.
with by any Congress or Council; such declaration to form right to abuse bis slaves, or sacrifice them to his humors,
The organization as finally settled consists of—1. Sections. the fundamental pact of the Associations.
than the majority of men are of the apriori conviction that
2. Federal Councils. 3. A General Council. 4. General Con
2. That in conformity with the organic principle of the As the weak woman is destined to serve as a sacrifice to his
gresses of each Federation and of the world. Measures sociation, there shall be held, as heretofore, annual Interna lust, and abandoned in reward; to be ruined as a consequence
originate in the Sections. The several Councils are but their tional Congresses, which sball discuss questions of principle of her degradation.
executive. And the General Congresses are the legislative and general measures of administration; but such Con
The Vienna papers lately announced the suicide of three
bodies, presumed to meet every year to determine the future gresses to have no power to alter or discuss the fundamental well-educated girls in one week. All of them had been se
course of the Association, subject to the approval of its pact or interfere in the internal affairs of any Federation.
duced by their “lovers,” under all kinds of pretenses, and
members. The various International Congresses held at
3. That the General Council be abolished and replaced by then been abandoned. The whole city busied itself with the
Geneva, Lausanne, Brussels and Basle, one called a private a “Federal Executive Council,” which Council shall serve unfortunate ones. Yard-long reports of their lives and
Conference, held in London, and the several National Con as a bureau of correspondence and inter-communication be their ends filled the papers; a numberless multitude
gresses held by each nationality, have discussed and adopted tween the different Federations, but to have no power to in conducted them to their grave* But not a word of con
the following points, which may therefore be said to con terfere in the internal affairs of the Federations; such Coun demnation was said of those who indirectly must he con
stitute the platform of the Association:
cil to he wholly or partly elected by the Federations. A con sidered as the murderers of the seduced girls, and who
1st. The total abolition of all class rule and all class priv tribution of Id. per member to be levied, as heretofore, to probably in the meantime have been selecting new victims
ileges.
for their consciousnessless. The unhappy girls found sym
defray the expenses of that Council.
2d. Complete political and social equality for all, without
4. That the Federal Councils be abolished and replaced by pathy because they belong to tbe educated classes, and were
distinction of sex, creed, color or condition.
“Executive Councils,” with the prefix of the respective not prostitutes. But even they did not excite any
3d. Nationalization of the land and of all, the instruments Federation attached, as for instance, “The Belgian Execu doubts as to tbe matter-of-course rights of the debauchee
of production.
tive Council,” “The British Executive Council,” “The Am to seduce credulous women and then deliver them over to
By which it is understood that the State shall, as speedily erican Executive Council,” “The Spanish Executive Coun despair. In another column we give some remarks about
as possible, without harm to any one, assume possession of cil,” &c. The title of “Federal Executive Council” to be re this matter from a Rhenish paper. It is the first ver
the lands and the labor-saving machinery which have been served for the central bureau as expressive of the Federative dict of condemnation about the responsibility of the males ill
alienated from the people, and thus he able to accord em Character of the Association and of the functions of the said this regard that we have seen from the other side of the
ployment to all who may need it.
ocean. But even in this Republic such a verdict would be
Council.
4th. A redaction of the hours of labor, so as tQ allow more
5. That the name of the Association be changed to one of something new. Does there, besides the Pioneer, exist a
time for improvement jud recreation.
the following, or a naine of a similar description: “ The In single paper, edited by men, which treats the consciousness
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and responsibility of the male sex in regard to ill treatment
of -women, and prostitution in an adequate way? Even in
cases of the greatest brutality, the moralizing press, which
under other circumstances understands so well to indulge in
rejections, has no words of condemnation if the victim be
a woman. We have never read so many reports of illtreatment and murder of women by their husbands as dur
ing the last few months. The facts were reported as simply
and in as dry a manner as a fire or an accident, and that was
the end of it. About any scamp who runs away with a few
thousands from a bank, about any public officer whose cash
account is short, long leaders are written, which go to show
how corrupt the times are; but the acts of brutality and
beastiality, which show the corruptness of the times in the
inhuman position of the “strong ” half of humanity to the
weaker, do not deserve any consideration. When, then,
will there be put an end to this state of affairs? When will
the pestilential excrescence which continually is spreading
the poison further through society, whose poison in it is
coming to an eruption—when will prostitution be extir
pated ? One fact is certain, it is not the men who are going
to rid society of this pestilence. As little as slaveholders
ever abolish slavery and kings ever introduce a Republican
form of government, as little will the great mass of men pull
the female sex out of the mud-hole of prostitution. The wo
men must themselves perform the main part of this work of
redemption, and they will not be able to do this before they,
through the ballot, have got a commensurable participation
in the making of the laws. We will risk to assert that this
participation would have been granted long ago to them, if
the majority of men,the brutal part, had not feared that the
abolition of prostitution would follow this measure as a con
sequence. If we imagine prostitution out of the way, the
majority of men would be in favor of women’s rights. The
anxious knights, who through the press express so delicate
regards for the womanliness of women in trying to keep
them from the ballot box, from the turmoil of politics, do
not have the slightest objection to the ruin of millions of
representatives of womanliness in the turmoil of prostitu
tion, and in reality only fight for the conservation of the
brothels.
And what do they thereby conserve? Only a warrantee
of their own ruin. It would be to credit the majority of
men with too tender feelings, to make them understand that
the free woman would ennoble themselves morally and
aesthetically. But they may perhaps in time become impres
sible to physical considerations. Statistic proofs are contin
ually filling up, which show that human kind is continually
deteriorating, and one might almost say rottening.
The scrofulous rabble is constantly increasing, and this not
alone among that part of the population which is sunk in
misery. How many men are yet to be found who do not
carry the vice poison in their veins as a punishment for their
contempt of woman, and threaten to let it be inherited by
their innocent offspring? This is'the only, also suicidal re
venge which hitherto the debauched woman can take on her
spoilers. In time it will only be the women not given to
prostitution who do not directly participate in the poisoning
of the human kind, and keep up the hope of a regeneration.
KEFORM.
BV MOWSHER JENlvINS.

Oh, list to the sound of that wave sweeping on,
So mighty and great and so grand;
’Tis the wave of Reform which will sure overwhelm
All who in its pathway stand.
The wave of Reform in the Church and State,
Steadily pursues its way;
Liberality pure is its steadfast mate,
And none its grand course can withstay.
Though bigots may howl, and its merits decry,
Their efforts will surely prove vain;
For the wave will push on—pass relentlessly by—
And crush them e’en while they complain.
Then all hail to Reform! all hail to the light
Which from mind’s serfdom millions will free!
’Twill be to all mankind a beacon most bright—
A beacon of sweet liberty.
WOMAN’S EQUALITY.
Boston, June 3,1873.
Dear Friends—Yon remember well the story from the
Bible of the woman who, being caught in the act of adultery,
was brought out by the authorities to be condemned and
stoned.
They have never informed us what was done to the man!
As usual, I presume he escaped without censure. Surely
there are many cases (are not all ?) so.
There must have been a man concerned, for adultery is
rather a difficult matter for a single person to commit.
Well, I suppose no one can account for the man’s escape,
so we will conclude that the custom of to-day was the
fashion of two thousand years ago, and vice versa.
Poor woman, even to-day, unless pretty safely guarded and
watched, she fears that she is being overlooked and neglected.
Eight out of every ten will tell you that they have all the
rights they need. They really don’t know any better, and
therefore deserve our compassion rather than contempt.
Deluded people! how little you understand the heavy
fight which Victoria Woodhull is making for you and your
unborn daughters! Did the women of America see as
clearly as I think I see, the tremendous issue upon which we
stand, they would flock in thousands and tens of thousands
round our banner and help us in this fight.
But what can be expected of a generation of slaves? Cen
tury after century has passed away and all this time the
stronger has ruled and trampled upon the weaker; woman
has been grovelling in the dust, it has become a second nature
to her to acquiesce. Certainly, Americans are better off than
are Europeans, Africans and Asiatics, but are they justly
treated, does this democracy take its cue from the old world ?
Churchmen wopld giye us tq uuderstansj
it did. We

don’t want such arguments; we are tolerably free, but not
entirely free, some distance from it.
The American press, as Mrs. Stanton said, is “ like a dumb
dog” on the question of social freedom. This is a sad evi
dence of its demoralization and corruptness. As Wendell
Philips once said of a conservative Boston daily, “You can
always hear the jingle of the Beacon-street dollar behind its
editorialsso it is with, alas! too many of our editorial breth
ren. Woman’s equality has no claim on them. Oh, no; some
women could make quite a little breeze if they wished to.
Like'the Massachusetts legislators, our male friends fear that
women will supplant them in their profession.
The slaveholder makes desperate efforts to hold his victim.
Whether he will succeed or not remains to be seen. The
gulf stream of new light which flows from such heads as that
of the late John Stuart Mill favors our ship. We may safely
count on the advance of years for strength. No earthly
power can stop the march of knowledge. The day is dawn
ing; the turning point is at hand; the harder we are pressed
the sweeter will be the victory. Let none be discouraged,
let none fall back, there is no word now but advance. Though
our leaders seem to be under a cloud for a time, the cause
still goes marching on.
When this movement becomes “popular and paying” we’ll
have the “big dailies” and small weeklies on our side.
Let every Free-lover stick to the flag, for prejudice, ignor
ance and slavery must go down, down together to their final
doom, and Woman, who represents the highest point to
which the race has developed, will rise free, pure and happy,
and “ the way for future generations” will have been broken.
W. B. Weight.
Editors of Weekly:
The following note was .received from the wife of an edu
cated Englishman, both over seventy years of age, now liv
ing in Illinois.
A. Kent.
Beloved Brother and Sisters—How I do love you with my
unchanging love. It was good to have a line again from you,
and deeply have we been interested in the Weekly you so
kindly sent us. Well, I trust I am a Free Lover, for God
and Christ have made me so. I feel that your pamphlet
should be spread far and wide. It needs a reintroduction
among society. * * * Your principles in that small
work have the transcendency above all I have seen. I wish
for truth’s sake and for the benefit of my own sex and man
kind in general that these few sentiments now impressed on
my mind could find a place in some honest, philanthropic
journal.
Mrs. M. A. Walker.
I never saw those people; but they are wise and good. I
think Mr. Walker was formerly a preacher. They are too
poor to take the Weekly; I must send them mine. If the
Weekly was not so crowded it would pay to print the other
side for the benefit of those good people’s prayers, if no more.
I have no truer friends.
A. Kent.
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE’S BOMBSHELL.
Our country papers roll up the sayings of the Chicago Tri
bune, “like a sweet morsel under their tongues,” just as
everybody expected they would do. We have good author
ity for saying that the Tribune is paid for administering this
large dose of “ rampant denunciation,” and as long as it
does pay, and that paper, as well as hosts of others in the
country are “bought” by the priest monopoly, they will
continue so to do. Of course there are plenty now like the
editor of the Commercia,l who want no better opportunity
than to skirmish in line of battle with the Tribune, and bring
their small artillery into action. Ho! every one that thirsteth for a sensation! Where could the elect ones find so
juicy a carcass to feed upon as a woman’s name, spoken to
day in mingled cursing and blessing, from Maine to Califor
nia, and one which is so much the property of “the people”
that on the one hand tens of thousands recognize in her the
advent of a new hope for the world; on the other, the Tribune
feels itself “ elected” to “cry aloud and spare not” in such
language as the following: “Coarse, gross, filthy, blasphe
mous,” and as a very marked crisis of editorial frenzy, the
the word “ nasty” comes near being the last word of this re
spectable journal. What a libel on their “brand-new” city,
that, as stated, “her audience frequently applauded her
and laughed with unrestrained freedom at her coarsest
jests!” Now, we beg leave to remark that whatever the
“ sentiments” of Mrs. Woodhull may be, and whatever she
may be personally, those who know her have never laid upon
her the charge of coarseness and ribald wit. One of our own
Toledo editors could, if he would, refute that calumny, and
and so far as his own private statement vouches for the truth
of anything, the verdict he gives from actual acquaintance
with Mrs. Woodhull, having frequently called upon .her at
her own home, bears testimony to her “ almost timidity,” and
and a face “as pure as the sun ever shone upon.” If to be
wholly truthful in setting forth the causes of our terrible
social evils be “obscene and libidinous;” if to show up the
lives of hundreds of prominent divines and laymen and their
secret indulgences be obscene; if nine-tenths of her announce
ment of the principles of social freedom, as set forth in her
speech at Steinway Hall, is sufficient to blacken her character
and call down the curses of this immaculate generation on her
head, we glory in this offering of herself a sacrifice for the
sins of the people. Talk about the heroes of the battle field!
The men or tlie women who do battle with the ignorance
and the “ills that flesh is heir to” in this generation, are
greater heroes than Waterloo or Bunker Hill ever saw.
Most reformers have been content to fresco, mansard and
filagree over a rotten structure, so that the outside was able
to be respectable, if the shams underneath did not show the
patching of the social system. Ah! Let all the Tribwnes
in the land howl and clamor and flourish the whitewash in
the faces of the people, the truth that this woman tells has
somehow the ring of the true metal in it, and all the news
papers in the land cannot fill the gap that grows wider every
day. In the words of Mrs. Isabella Beecher Hooker, quoted
by Mrs. Cady Stanton, in a letter published one year ago in
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several of the Eastern papers; we find the following: “ TM^
little woman has bridged with her prostrate body an awful
gulf, over which all womanhood will walk to freedom.” And
on this matter of personal invective I will quote Mrs. Woodhull’s own words: “That class of persons who have a pro
pensity to steal or destroy the character of others, are more
reprehensible than any other, save only those who invade
the rights of life, since to place them in such relations to
third persons is to destroy their means of happiness; and
those who invade the pursuit of happiness by others, should
be held to be the worst enemies of society, proportionably
worse than the common thief, since what the burglar takes
may contribute to actual needs, but that which the assassin
oUcharacter appropriates does neither good to himself nor
to any one else, and makes the loser poor indeed.”
Charlotte A. Barber.
FREE LOYE.
I believe in love; it is the only true religion. I love everybody—my neighbor as myself, but don’t want them to meddle
with my affairs or monopolize my husband (providing I had
one). I love and admire a beautiful man physically, morally^
intellectually and Spiritually, and true to the heart’s core.
I am seeking my affinity with the same deep earnestness, as
the Jews of yore sought the promised star of Bethlehem; and
his eye must be pure and as clear as that star, and his system
free from the diseases common to men that practice promis
cuous sexual indulgence.
J* A. Spaulding.
Dear Sisters—I undertake with great diffidence to present
some views counter to your own, as announced in your com
ments upon the article entitled “A New View of the Case,”
in Weekly of 26th ult.
That you made the wisest choice possible of a subject to
successfully carry out your very evident designs, in the
selection of Beecher, I think few will dispute; but I do not
so clearly understand or fully indorse your measurement or
estimate of his character—that he is not an intellectual giant
nor the profound thinker that his adoring friends would
have the world, with themselves, believe, ought to be patent
to all close readers and thinkers familiar with his writings
and speeches, sermons and lectures.
A master of rhetoric it may be admitted that he is, and in
his own peculiar line without an equal as an actor—in pos
session of an extraordinary and apparently inexhaustible
stock of literary finery and gewgaws exactly suited to his
extended range of superficial ideas, and not altogether lack
ing in the substantial and their appropriate habiliments—
these seem really to constitute the elements of his success,,
the basis of his great popularity, forced, however, upon the
public attention by the aids of the pecuniary influence and
so-esteemed highest and most refined social standing and
qualities of the renowned “ Plymouth congregation.”
The ideas of great goodness of heart which you insist upon
according to him, notwithstanding and in the face of his
many and undisguisable deviations from the “ straight and
narrow path” of truth and right, seem to me (pardon the
criticism) utterly incongruent, besides, a goodness of heart or
interior goodness of which he himself is unconscious and his
best friends do not suspect him, seems hardly in any reason
able view of propriety to be justly accredited to him.
That there is an interior goodness and wisdom in every
one, that shapes, controls and ultimately secures a desirable
destiny for all, I think I know, but that is not his nor mine.
A rose is only the medium through which its odors are
given to our delighted sense; and the same may be said of
the pathos fostida, except the delight.
The closing sentence of your comments reads thus: “We
feel that we know that the later philosopher (?) though com
pelled by the same great public, to save himself from moral
death, to declare that the world does not move, still knows
in his heart that-it does;” that is,- the great public has com
pelled the great philosopher, divine preacher and revered
citizen to virtually utter and act a lie, to save himself from
the very status in which that lie inevitably involves Kim and
at the same time furnishes the proof. Do you mean this,
my sisters ? I trow not; or is mine the unwarrantable infer
ence ?
Our Brother Beecher, since there is nothing unclean per se
(as Paul affirms that Jesns taught), may be a veritable Chris
tian, but the only acceptable evidence of such fact—evident
purity of motive in what he does—seems to be deplorably
wanting in his case. Now, with your permission, and with
the brotherly intent to relieve him from his present embar
rassing dilemma, I would propose to take the stand with
him (and perhaps others) and begin the revelation of every
private secret deed done in violation of God’s laws—or what
are assumed to be His laws, and so accepted—to the whole
world, to the intent that “everything now hid shall be re
vealed,” and thus a prophecy of Scripture fulfilled, assured
that what shall now be candidly confessed will not have to
be repeated at “the general judgment,” in which he, as a
minister of the Gospel, assuredly believes; giving him the
assurance, too, that such primal confession on the part of
the proposer will so far transcend his own as that his shall
appear as white as snow in comparison; in no boastful sense
or way, however, but that truth may be magnified and glori
fied by the sacrifice of self.
Our brother may think the proposition unfair, because un
equal, and unworthy of notice in consequence of the differ
ence in social standing or otherwise, but I would remind him
that the proposer may have as good a standing before God
(if not before the Plymouth congregation and the world) as
himself, and that his may be a false estimate of his own
value and qualifications, engendered by a perverted estimate
of what is substantially good and true, by those who have
placed him in his present dangerous and unenviable posi
tion.
Jealousy and envy being sometimes assigned as reasons for
such criticisms, I will only affirm, solemnly, that I would not
assume or accept his position with all of its emoluments of
peeupiary recompense and adula£jqn—if I posggssed far
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greater abilities’ than are conceded to him—in view of the
REFLECTIONS
unmitigated fraud that it imposes upon a blind and gullible RESULTING FROM A CONVERSATION WITH AN INTELLIGENT
humanity, and because I esteem the conscious approval of
FRIEND ON THE SOCIAL EVIL.
God infinitely more satisfying than the praises of men, or
Speaking of the earnest workers for the enfranchisement
anything else, real or imaginable.
of woman from a thralldom more terrible than a thousand
deaths, the friend could not conceive of the good resulting
Thine sincerely,
.
'
S.
from the radical views of Yictoria Woodhull, especially her
doctrine of Free Love. I suggested, doubtless she was an
WAS HE HENPECKED?
agitator, to produce a moral earthquake and awaken deep
thought. Lightning and thunder from Jehovah’s eternal
BY PHEBE CARY.
throne are requisite to purify the atmosphere and disperse
the fog and smoke arising from the dens of iniquity—a bot
“ I’ll tell you what it is, my dear,”
Said Mrs. Dorking, proudly,
tomless pit in which the victims of the social evil are rapidly
“I do not like that chanticleer
sinking. Remedies and way-marks are vailed in utter dark
Who crows o’er us so loudly.
ness, and the breathings of torment, anguish and despair
rend earth and heaven. Let earth and heaven join in con
“ And since I must his laws obey
And have him walk before me,
cert-prayer for their enfranchisement! Let all creation
I’d ratl^r like to have my say
supplicate for a deliverance for the abandoned! Are they
Of who
should lord it o’er me.”
not our brothers and sisters ? Should not our sympathies be
•
moved to render aid ? If a fellow-being was sinking beneath
“You’d like to vote.” he answered slow.
“Why, treasure of my treasures,
the waters, assistance would be rendered immediately, and
What can you, or what should you know
the drowning man rescued. Is not the soul infinitely more
Of public men, or measures ?
precious than the body ? And shall those who can render
kid tarry and doze, letting the golden moments flee forever
“ Of course you have ability—
without making an effort ? Solemn thought!
Of nothing am I surer;
You’re quite as wise perhaps as I,
Woman in the present era is catering to sensualism in all
You’re better, too, and purer.
her movements. Society, caste, dress, food are incentives
in this direction. The matrimonial relations are subservient
“ I’d have you just for mine alone;
to this ignoble end. In maternity woman’s thoughts and
Nay, so do I adore you,
I’d put you queen upon a throne
aspirations flow in the same low channel, as she is all the
And bow myself before you.”
while an appendage or slave to the inordinate passions of her
lord and master. Is legalized prostitution any less sinful,
“You’d put me ! you! now that is what
when weighed in God’s scales of truth and justice? Is it a
I do not want precisely;
I want myself to choose the spot
wonder that woman’s voice should be crying aloud against
That I can fl.ll most wisely.”
such slavery ? Should she not make an effort to break her
shackles? Has she not an inalienable right to freedom?
“ My dear, you’re talking like a goose— t
Should she not have power over her own body, and keep the
Unhenly and improper;”
spirit inviolable from all carnal desires ? She must lead off
But here again her words broke loose,
In vain he tried to stop her.
in her enfranchisement, and attract man to a more elevated
life. Instead of drawing him downward, and consenting to
“ I tell you, though she never spoke
be a slave to his base desires and sensual loves, refine and
So you could understand her,
lift him heavenward. Like a magnet, draw him, inspire him
A goose knows when she wears a yoke
As quickly as.a gander.”
with unselfish love, that his imagination and thoughts may
be pure. Thus she will aid him to rule his passions.
“ Why, bless your soul! what would you do?
Such a help-mete will solicit his magnanimity, caH out
Write out a diagnosis?
his manhood and he wiU be pleased to aid her in her earnest
Speak equal rights? join with their crew,
And dine with the Sorosis?
struggles for freedom.
Let the sexes co-operate and move in concert, this will
“ And shall I live to see it, then,
speed this important reform, and thus confer honor on each
My wife a public teacher?
other.
And would you be a crowing hen,
Should the secret caverns of the social iniquity be opened
That dreadful unsexed creature?”
and ventilated, human nature would be shocked and ap
“ Why as to that I do not know;
palled ! Should the secrets be revealed in the marriage state,
Nor see why you should fear it,
If I can crow, why let me crow,
where man has a legal right to indulge his unbridled pas
If I can’t then you won’t hear it.”
sions, where there are no bounds set to the unfruitful works
of darkness, would not humanity shudder ? Are such abuses
“ Now why,” he said, “can’t such as you
of God’s great law of uses any better than Mormonism ? Let
Accept what we assign them?
You have your rights, ’tis very true-;
facts speak and the hidden abominations be proclaimed, and
But then we should define them!
the highest law of reproduction instituted, that the race may
be improved.
“We would not peck you cruelly,.
A conflict is imminent, and woman, by persistent will, di
We would not buy and sell you;
And you, in turn, should think, and
vine love and earnest struggle, will compass man, attract him
And do just what we tell you!
to purity, enlisting his higher faculties. He will solicit her
inspirational and spiritual element to aid him to ascend the
“ I do not want'you made, my dear,
summit of holiness.
The subject of rude men’s jest;
I like yon in your proper sphere:
Thus shall the sexes harmonize and perfect each other by
The circle of a hen’s nest!
strict adherence to Jehovah’s equitable law.
Dear heroines, move on, be true to the principles of justice
“I’d keep you in the chicken-yard,
and truth, and know no word like impossible. You are the
Safe, honored and respected;
pioneers of a great enterprise, a mighty revolution, which
From all that makes us rough and hard,
Your sex shall be protected.”
doubtless wiU result in great good to mankind. May a
divine hand guide and endow you with wisdom from the
“ Pray, did it ever make you sick?
highest intelligence is the sincere prayer of your friend,
Have I gone to the dickens?
Olive F. Chandler.
Because you let me scratch and pick,
Both for myself and chickens?”
“ O, that’s a different thing, you know,
Such duties are parental;
But for some work to do, you grow
Quite weak and sentimental.”
“ Ah! yes, it’s well for you to talk_
About a parent’s.duty!
Who keeps your chickens from the hawk?
Who stays in nights, my beauty? ”
“ But, madam, you may go each hour,
Lord bless your pretty faces!
We’ll give you anything but power,
And honor, trust and places.
“ We’d keep it hidden from your sight
How public scenes are carried;
Why menjare coarse, and swear, and fight—”
“ I know it, dear; I’m married! ”
“ Why, now you gabble like a fool;
But what’s the use of talking?
’Tis yours to serve, and mine to rule,
I tell you, Mrs. Dorking! ”
“ O, yes,” she said, “ you’ve all the sense,
Your sex are very knowing;
Yet some of you are on the fence
And only good at crowing.”
“ Ah! preciousest of precious souls,
Your words with sorrow fill me;
To see you voting at the polls
I really think would kill me! .
“ To mourn my home’s lost sanctity,
To feel you did not love me;
And worse, to see you fly so high,
And see you roost above me! ”
“ Now, what you fear in equal rights
I think you’ve told precisely;
That's just about the place it lights,"
ftaicl Mrs, Dorking wisely.

- SPIRITUALISTIC.

spirit communion are so convincing to my soul that I have
not a single doubt as to the final result of a free investiga
tion by the Materialists. But at the present time the great
mass of Spiritualists are not inclined to ignore the fact that
the creed of Spiritualism is very different from the creed of
any other religion in existence, because they are based upon
faith, and Spiritualism alone is based upon the laws of nature,
as it has tangible phenomena, which places it at once beyond
the realm of faith upon the demonstrable basis of a science.
Materialists have no right to ask us to ignore our knowledge
of the science of organic chemistry, because it has a basis
in natural phenomena which can' be reproduced. It is
equally absurd for them to ask us to ignore the Spirit
ual phenomena which underlie and form the basis for the
demonstrable science of spirit life, because they may not
happen to have a knowledge of or have investigated the
phenomenal basis upon which it rests. When scientific
minds of recognized ability and standing acknowledge that
there is an inteUigent power or force which produces these
phenomena, outside of the physical organism, which they
cannot explain upon any other theory than that of Spiritual
ism, it is useless to talk of Spiritualists ignoring their science
of life; when thousands of the most obdurate of Materialists
have been convinced that Spiritualism has a phenomenal
and scientific basis, it is of no use to talk of unity upon a
common platform other than for free discussion.
The co-called Christian church denies that discussion in
her religious press and on her rostrum; hence it is the solemn
duty of Spiritualists to put to shame this spirit of intoler
ance and bigotry of Christianity. It is a burning-shame to
the so-called independent secular press of this Republic, to
say nothing about the spiritual and reformed press, that they
have permitted the muzzle of prejudice and Christianity to
hold them trembling in the attitude of moral cowards, be
cause they dare not mete equal and exact justice to all the
conflicting phases of religion, or the individual right to ex
press opinions.
If materialists will examine candidly the claims which
Spiritualism presents for its recognition as the science of all
religion, and not as a religion of faith, they will not be many
years in coming upon the only ground which Ought to form
the common platform of unity of all religions, and
that is expressed in few words, viz., the honest truth! I
recognize all as brothers and sisters who have equal rights to
express their views and opinions, and that those opinions are
entitled to the same respect and reverence as mine. Reason,
common sense, love and charity are the final standards of
truth. I freely accord to materialists a free platform for
discussion; but my creed and my faith are my own individ
ual property or right; and I stand ready to defend my princi
ples and opinions against the combined world if necessary,
until they are shown to be erroneous. Upon this broad plat
form of unity I can cordially meet materialists and acknowl
edge them to be worthy brothers and sisters in the great
cause of human emancipation.
I will now proceed to analyze the proposition that “his
ideal is to unite all Spiritualists and Materialists upon a com
mon platform, and that can only be accomplished by admit
ting the reciprocal relations and convertibility of spirit and
matter.
Physical matter may be defined as that which has size,
bulk and inertia. Spirit may be defined as that principle of
life or instinct which vitalizes, penetrates and intermingles
with all forms of matter. Physical matter has the quality of
inertia, while spirit is endowed with eternal motion; hence
they are antagonistic in property, quality and principle.
Spirit acts upon, directs, governs and subdues matter by ap
propriating it to the evolution of physical life in accordance
with nature’s chemical processes. On the other hand physi
cal matter is acted upon by spirit and moulded into the di
versified forms of life. The whole plan of the various king
doms of nature are ordered, arranged and executed by the
intelligence of spirit power; while matter is only the inert
subject acted upon. This is apparent even in the advance
ment of science, art and civilization, as the intelligence of
the spirit world in conjunction with spirits in the bodv are
continually gaining grand conquests over the inert substances
of earth. Spirit becomes the master while physical matter
is powerless to resist the intelligence of spirit.
The egg is nature’s chemical laboratory, wherein individ
ual life-soul is transplanted from the Spiritual to the Mate
rial school of life; but you cannot produce life from the egg,
or any other physical substance, unless the life principle has
been obtained from ihe spirit side of life and incarnated in
matter.
The spirit, or soul, within is the active power that urges
forward all the processes of development in nature. While
matter is not created by spirit because it is eternal, yet spirit
is constantly changing ite forms. Just in the ratio that the
soul can succeed in controlling the physical body in harmony
with law will we see perfected specimens of physical beauty.
Beauty must first exist in the soul nature before she can make
it apparent through physical matter; but the highest capa
cities and beauties of soul may exist beneath an imperfect
physical organism. It is true that disobedience of physical
law may produce a poor body, although there may be a noble
soul within struggling to find expression.
This illustrates the reciprocal action of spirit and matter
upon each other, as to act and react are nature’s methods of
evolution; but nowhere is spirit or soul converted into mat
ter or the reverse.
It is well established that our spirit friends can and do re
turn to earth and give the most positive evidence of their
identity, as well as assure us that they are immortal. They
also bring back spirits who inform us that they have been
thousands of years in spirit life and who claim still to be the
same individual souls as when on earth, except that they
have progressed in intelligence, and are less affected by
earthly conditions.
These spirits teach that reincarnation is part of the great
plan of nature, as it is a common thing in about say 3,000
years for spirits to be incarnated in another physical body.

SPIRITUALISTS vs. MATERIALISTS;
Or, The Relations of Spirit and Matter.
Brother Tinney writes, requesting a further expression of
my views on points which are of a deep general interest, as
follows:
He says “ I contend that the relations between spirit and
matter are reciprocal, that they are the same in substance
and convertible into each other; I hold this in opposition to
the divided basis upon which all phrases of religion are
founded. My ideal is to unite all Spiritualists and material
ists upon a common platform, and that can only be accom
plished by admitting the reciprocal relations and converti
bility of spirit and matter.”
In advocating the unity of spiritualists upon a common
platform, I do not wish to be understood as leaving the
materialists standing out in the cold, because I recognize the
fact that they have souls—even if they do not themselves;
yes, and many of them have noble, vigorous and grand
souls too! The fact that I insist upon Spiritualists recogniz
ing individual freedom in the press and on the rostrum,
gives the assurance that the materialist, and Christian too
for that matter, shall have equal opportunity to present their
views before the bar of reason as the Spiritualist. If the
objection is raised that I advocate a single article of creed,
or expression of a faith or knowledge in a future life which
the materialist does not believe in and consequently can
not unite with Spiritual societies, I reply that the primary
point to secure is freedom of speech in the press and on the
rostrum, so that those who differ from us may have an
opportunity to present their views, as the truth has noth
ing to fear in freedom—only error and bigotry fears to be ex
posed to a free discussion of all sides of questions.
If Spiritualists and Materialists desire to unite upon a com
mon platform without any expressed creed I shall not raise
a single objectipn, because my knowledge of the truths of These spirits who have passed through a series of successive
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reincarnations do not lose their soul identity, as they are the
self-same souls—this soul-life which builds different physical
organisms in order to acquire new experiences is constantly
subduing matter and moulding it to its uses. The body is
constantly changing through assimilation and disintegrating
processes, so that once in about seven years it is an entirely
new body; but the substance of the soul is always the same
throughout eternity. Each impression is recorded accu
rately within the soul life, but never does it lose these im
pressions, neither is it possible for it to lose a single function
or capacity, as you cannot divide the individual soul; neither
is it possible to merge two souls into one, so that they will
lose their identity and become one soul. If you cannot add
to, take from, make a division of a soul, it is of necessity im
possible to convert spirit or soul into physical matter other
than the form in which jipnl has always had existence.
It is true that there isfjjhvisible physical matter which can
be converted into visible matter, but both these forms of
matter are wholly subject to and governed by the laws of
physical evolution.
Spirit is also invisible matter or substance, but it is that
substance you must bear in mind, which is so ethereal that
it will intermingle with, or pass through all other substances,
hence it possesses a quality which cannot belong to any
other substance known as physical matter.
A substance in nature which possesses a quality that does
not belong to any other form of matter i's placed at once
beyond the laws of physical matter, and hence it must be
subject to other laws which rule in its sphere. Our spirit
friends inform us that spirit is subject to laws that matter is
not, and this information is in harmony with the analysis of
reason. The logical conclusion from our chain of reasoning
is, that it must be impossible to convert physical matter into
spirit, as it does not possess all the qualities which would
enable it to be subject to spirit laws. On the other hand, it
would be equally absurd to suppose that the laws of physical
evolution could be made to chemically change the form of a
substance whose existence was entirely beyond the control
of physical law, neither spirit or matter can be subject to or
controlled bylaws which govern in qualities they do not
possess. In, this analysis we find that spirit or soul and
physical matter are not the same in substance, and we also
find that they are not convertible substances, but their true
relations are as opposites. In the reciprocal relations of free
antagonistic discussion we find our platform of unity with
materialism.
Jons'Beown Smith.
Philadelphia, Pa., June 2, 1873.
STANZAS.
Qhl chide me not for weeping,
She’s still the same to me,
Though she has long been sleeping
Beneath the willow tree.
That name, when lightly spoken,
Falls sadly on my ear;
Deem not that death hath broken
A spell so strong, so dear.
Can the cold grave e’er smother
The heart’s first, warmest flame?
That heart enshrine another,
And still love on the same?
Say not she early perished,
As flowers in autumn die,
And that the form I cherished
Dwells where her ashes lie 1
No! Oft when tears are flowing
(As they are^alling now),
And life’s chill winds are blowing
Fiercely upon my brow,

3. To the making of prisons schools of, reform instead of
dungeons of darkness, dampness, fetid air and torture.
I. To the enfranchisement of women and the perfect equal
ity and entire freedom of man and woman, socially and po
litically.
5. To the amendment of our present marriage laws, alias
legalized adultery and prostitution; believing that taking
the customary marriage vows and the consequent legal obli
gations is selling a beautiful birth-right of freedom and pure
love, such as angels adore, for mutual dislike, misery, dis
ease and crime, entailing upon offspring a blight and curse
blacker than the mark of Cain.
6. To the overthrow of modern (so-called) Christianity,
alias modern hypocrisy, superstition and mental slavery,
7. To the building up of the religion of humanity, love and
universal brotherhood in its stead, and the developing of
the science of life and government, with its multiform im
provements and benefits.
To my very numerous, near and dear friends—I have near
ly a hundred letters before me, filled with words of friend
ship, encouragement and sympathy. It would be the great
est pleasure of my life to answer them, and let my soul flow
out in return as it fain would do. The former I cannot do,
for to remain idle or to yield even to such pleasures in these
times would cause an angel’s wings to droop.
“We must all be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate,”
^hat the Sumpter guns that have really opened the war may
not result in carnage.
We shall not be separated, however, for through the mag
netic card of sympathy we, who have a common cause aud a
common purpose, will hold sweet converse.
The fiat has gone forth! The reveille is sounding! The
world is waking! Soon the armies will be in battle array.
The hosts of light, freedom and progression on the one
side, and the minions of ignorance, despotism and eternal
night on the other.
L. F. Cummings, B. P. Journal Office, Chicago, 111.
P. S.—I lectured yesterday morning and evening before
the Free Religious Society of this place. The Liberalists
and Spiritualists of St. Louis are noble men. and women—
true as steel—and they deeply sympathize with you.
L. F. C.
Chicago, June 1, 1873.
Editors Woodhull and Claelin’s Weekly:
Dear Friends—Bong may •'you be spared to give the public
facts which other reformers knew but lacked the moral
courage to proclaim. I am not in the-publishing business,
nor a lecturer, but find plenty of time to admire and some
means to help those who will not be muzzled—wbo utter
their own convictions in spite of persecution and leave their
work to the deliberate judgment of history.
The Weelly can now be found in most of the book stores
in Chicago, whereas a few weeks ago it was difficult to pro
cure a copy. The 11. P. Journal, with its characteristic
smallness, joined the rabble against you at a time when you
most needed encouragement; now its local sale is trifling
compared with that of the Weekly, and likely to become
“beautifully less.” When Spiritualists as a body see that
no subject is too sacred for discussion, while many things
are too sacred and important to pass without investigation,
they will begin to realize the true objects of the liberal
movement—free, honest thought, “untramelled lives,” and
social and industrial justice. So far as denominational in
tegrity can be secured or maintained under these prin
ciples it is well, but should never be sought at their expense.
Yours truly,
R. p. Lewis.
WILCOXSON rs. WOODHULL.

That loved one who before me
Flew to her native sky,
Is bending fondly o’er me
As in bright years gone by.
How thin the curtain hiding
The spirit-world from me;
How oft, like shadows gliding,
That cherished form I see.
Then, though she has been sleeping
Long ’neath the willow tree; .
Oh, chide me not for weeping,
She’s still the same to me!
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Grand Central Hotel, St. Louis, {
Monday, March 31, ’73. ')
To Victoria C. Woodhull, Tennie G. Claflin, George Francis
Train, and all 'whom it may concern—Fov the past months I
have been dumb from 'sheer amazement at the startling
events that have taken place in rapid succession, and this is
one of the reasons -you have not heard from me before. I
have for the past two years been employed constantly as a
lecturer, principally upon the spiritual rostrum. Exhausted,
worn out, and despirited an hour ago, I have just been re
vived and respirited by reading the last number of Woodhull & Claelin’s Weekly, which to me is indispensable.
On this 31st day of March, the anniversary of one of the
grandest epochs known in the history of the world, I calmly,
deliberately^ and voluntarily, from a sense of duty and for
no other reason than the obligation I owe to all mankind and
the consciousness of right, have come to this resolution and
make this solemn affirmation, which I pray that God’s angels
and all who sympathize with me in this work may help me
to keep, viz.:
To devote my time, my energies, and all the strength and
resources at my command, wholly and unreservedly, to the
accomplishment of the following ends, until they shall be
attained:
1. To the removal of the clutches of monopoly from the
feroat of the poor laboring classes.
2. To the procuring of the abolishment of the barbarous
and inhuman practice of capital punishment.

Farmington, Mich., April 20,1873.
About two years ago the Clwistian Union said: “There is
a paper, the Religio-Philosophical What-ye-call-it, published
out in Chicago—there is.” (Brother Beecher, suppose we
call it the Beecher Advocate?) A late number contained a
long article by Mrs. Wilooxson, commending Beecher and
Tilton and condemning Mrs. Woodhull.
One of the
prophets said: “ The old heavens and the old earth shall pass
away with a great noise.” Mrs. Wilooxson says, in substance,
there has been so much noise of late that she remained
silent. Why that ill-timed prudence? Hoise attends the
battle, and confusion the flank movement. Why did she
not join Smith and Jones, forbidding the Woodhull to blow
tbe ram’s horn around the Jericho walls of our government ?
How that the Woodhull is abroad again, may we not inquire
if it is not tbe Wilcoxson’s fault? O, that fatal silence!
Where was her patriotism that she did not insist that no bail
should be granted—not even at a hundred million? Better,
far better, that one little woman should perish in prison
without a trial, than that the whole world should be turned
upside down. And then her lifeless body would have been
so haudy to bridge our way to freedom! If the morning sun
only would go back to midnight, then the star from the east
(Emma), and all the lesser lights would shine on our be
nighted (souls, through the Religio-Phildsophical-What-yecall - if—that gallant paper that has a whole*colnmn for Mother
Eve, but not one brave word for Sister Victoria.
George Roberts.
Mattone, 111., April 7, 1873.
Dear Weekly—Is not the following extract from a private
letter from a Hew York gentleman of letters worthy a place
in your columns ?
Helen Hash.
Hew York, March 24, 1873.
I was transported, translated, thrilled last night, listening
to Jennie Leys in “ God-in-the-Constitution.” She came
to the support of Woodhull with a power and eloquence un
surpassed in the history of logic aud eloquence. I presume
a report of the lecture will be given in the Woodhull
Weekly. I but speak the opinion of some of my intimate
acquaintances, men of mark and intellectual power, when I
assert that Jennie Leys is the most remarkable woman of
these latter days. She makes a point ia this century of in
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tellectual progress, and, like Joan of Arc, she leads the van
in the starry constellation, now sweeping the zenith of intel
lectual and moral criticism. She stands forth the most posi
tive battery ever charged for truth’s elucidation. Far in ad
vance she upholds the standard of progress with an enthusi
asm and eloquence unequaled. I would only wish she could
deliver her two lectures—“ Modern Paganism ” and “ God-inthe-Constitution ’ ’—in every city in the land. More positive
and terrific onsets upon wrong and outrage were never
uttered from mortal lips. Remember I have only seen her;
I have never spoken to her nor written to her, but speak my
impressions from her thrilling magnetism and power. But
I need not attempt to give you a description of her. It is
enough to say that her efforts on the platform are convincing
annihilations of dogmas and creeds, and all the baseless
superstitions that have for centuries propped them up and
kept a semblance of vitality in them.
a.
J. L. MAHSFIELD.

*

Will you allow me to say to the friends of radical reform,
through the Weekly, that our brother, J. L. Mansfield, of
Sharon Center, O., is about to enter tbe field as a lecturer?
I have been intimately acquainted with our brother during
the last five years, and know him as one possessing great
force of character, combined with earnestness, sincerity, and
a genuine sympathy with the most radical reform. He was
put in the Insane Asylum, at Utica, H. Y., five years ago, at
the instigation of bigots, on account of mediumship. His
influences took such surprising turns that he was removed
successively into the various wards and there became an eye
witness to the inhuman treatment to which the inmates are
subjected. And now, since the recent schemes to convict
the Woodhull fraternity of insanity, and the outrages perpe
trated against George Francis Train, our brother is burning
to unmask the corruption that permeates our Insane Asy
lums ; and he is capable of doing it. He will therefore take
the field on that line. Our brother is si very effective speak
er, a man of the age and hour, one who is brave enough to
face the exigencies of revolution and who will give no quarter
to tyrannous institutions. I most cordially recommend him
to the favorable consideration of all reformers.
E. Whipple.

Havana, 111., April 30, 1873.
Mrs. Woodhull—In behalf of a multitude of interested and
inquiring minds, I wish to propound to you a few questions,
in the hope of eliciting replies that will enlighten these
minds upon a few obscure points. I will try to speak briefly
and to tbe point. First, let us say for ourself that we admit
the correctness of your theory of social freedom. We fully
concur with you that the question of sexuality is the question
of all questions, and upon the proper solution of this de
pends, not only the health, but the perpetuity of the race.
Long ago we were convinced of this, b/t had not the pene
tration to discern how this solution was to be made a practi
cal one. How, up to a certain point you have made yourself
perfectly clear, I think, to all. But beyond this we are left
in doubt. We do not understand you to make any provision
for the results of social freedom, and they certainly cannot
take care of themselves as society is organized to-day, except
at too great a cost to those who accept them. What I mean
is this: We believe, nay, we know, that men and women
naturally demand, and require for perfect health and devel
opment, the sexual embrace. But, suppose a woman ex
periences this desire, and obeying the call of nature, seeks
and finds natural gratification. Well, what is the almost
certain consequence? Why, conception, of course. How
just here is the point we are in quest of enlightenment upon.
In this case, suppose the women do desire maternity, where
or to whom shall she look for support or maintenance for
herself and child, in many a probable emergency, when she
may be powerless to maintain herself? We think we do see
a solution of this difficulty, in some sort of communistic life,
but we fear tbe practical realization of this is afar off. Mean
time, what provision is to be made for these results ?
But we have another case, hedged round by still greater
difficulties. Suppose a woman do desire and need sexual
intercourse, but, for reasons which to her are all sufficient,
do not desire maternity, what shall she do? Forego the
pleasure and the benefit to be derived from the sexual act,
and repress these natural desires, or resort to preventatives of some sort (which, it seems to me, must be un
natural), or accept the possible consequences, though un
willing to do so? I cannot see how we are to resist
the conclusion, that we are forced to sacrifice enjoyment
and benefit or abnegate self, if we accept either alternative;
and we must, in this case, accept one or the other. We must
either refuse or deny Hature’s demands, or resort to preventatives of conception, or else accept the results. Perhaps
we are to practice, as some teach, upon the theory that
women are to bear children every or every other year, as
trees hear fruit. Again, I can imagine how, in communistic
life, where the cares and burdens of practical life are more
equally distributed, this might be possible, and women have
less care than in our present isolated family life, with but
two or three children. Still, it appears to me, that if a
woman take upon herself the responsibility of maternity
every time her nature may call for the realization of the act
which leads to that, she cann ot pursue vigorously, persist
ently, nor with the assurance of permanent success, any trade,
pursuit, or profession whatever. We might, perhaps, could we
bear our babes witb as little pain and care as the trees their
fruit, or the birds their young; but this is not so. We all
know, who have had experience at least, that children re
quire unceasing care and watchfulness, from the hour of
conception even until they attain the years of majority.
We see everywhere that women strive in every possible way
to avoid tbe frequent responsibility of maternity, even when
happily married, and in the possession of abundance. Why?
Hot because women do not love and wish to be mothers,
hut because in isolated family life these cares, added to
others always accompanying domestic life, completely hedge
woman, in, not only from many needed and coveted enjoy-
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ments, advantages and associations, but make it impossible
for her to follow out the wish of any ambition of her being
that may call for action outside of home life. If she possess
talent, or genius even of a high order, it must all be repressed
or crushed out under the burden of home and maternal
cares and duties. 1 know from experience how this is, for
my soul constantly cries out against this terrible repression
of all its higher ambitions and faculties. It is plain enough
to me why women object to large families, at least women
who have some overpowering aspirations to pursue a special
art, pursuit or profession in life which they do not have in
common with men. Not only ambition, but capacity, talent,
yea, and genius is feminine as well as masculine, and either
sex demands expression.
Now. having submitted these questions and reflections
to you, who we believe comprehend this social problem
from its first to its final principles, we will close, only adding
that to you the public look for guidance out of this wilder
ness of doubt and dread upon these social issues into the
sunlight of certainty and happy assurance.
Thine in the cause of truth,
Elvira Wheelock Ruggles.
ILEA.YEN HERE.
Sometimes we say, “there could have been
In all the world no pain like this,”
And mourning for the pleasures gone,
These 'present miss.

*

Unlike the saints who strangely teach
In Heaven to look for perfect bliss,
Descend to things of earth, and make
A Heaven of this.
’Tis here my soul shall exercise
Her powers of thought—of love—of care;
We famish here for deeds of love,
Not upward there.
Judge here the vile, here help the good,
Be this thy faith, thy prayer, thy fast,
Nor wait for Heaven’s deferred assize,
Or trumpet blast.
Who looks not back, but presses on,
Disdaining earth for far-off prize,
His manhood tramples under foot
And God defies.
As castles founded deep in earth,
In giddy height securely stand,
So deeds of love shall here create
The promised land.
E’en though the storm in deepening gloom
Pass over thy devoted head,
To him ivho loves there is no% tomb—
JTo mouldering dead.

Weekly to learn that the Independent Tract Society has
been scarcely less hampered in its action than the firm of
Woodhull & Claflin.
Its aim is precisely the same, consequently its enemies are
equally virulent and implacable. The institution, however,
“ still lives; ” it has passed through the perilous stage of in
fancy, and seems to be, like the reformer of Nazareth, grow
ing in favor with God and man.
But the conflict is mighty. We have been trying for
months to get the time to write and the means to issue an
elaborate circular and appeal to the radicals of the world.
Time and means have hitherto been insufficient. A score
of tracts on subjects of the most vital importance to man
kind are delayed from the same cause. In partial explana
tion we will state that it was found imperatively necessary
to start a weekly organ in this locality wherewith to fight
the opposition and defend ourselves from the wanton at
tacks of tke local paper. Accordingly we are nearly ready
to issue the first number of the Reflex, to be issued every
Wednesday at $1 a year in advance.
.»
We sincerely hope and trust ourfriends who are interested
in the continued life of the “Independent” will rally to our
support at once by subscriptions. We have not as yet re
ceived a single life subscription to the Tract Society. This
we record with regret; but we have had a great many annual
subscriptions, all of which we intend soon to publish.
Dear friends of progress and free thought, we write in
much haste and great tribulation. Will you not aid us in
this our work for all humanity ? Every cent shall be devoted
to this cause, even though we starve ourselves and endure
every privation.
The writer of these words, prepared and presented for signa
tures, thefirst protest against Yictoria Woodhull’s imprison
ment. That protest was regarded with distrust by an assem
bly of Spiritualists to whom it was submitted. But, thank
God, we finally prevailed, and soon followed a shower of ear
nest protests against the unprecedented outrage. Subsequent
ly, on the 29th or 30th of December last, the writer drew up the
first protest in behalf of that grand man—George Francis
Train. So our friends will see what our earnestness and our
sacrifices must have been. We have been in this fight for
the last thirty years, we are there still: and intend to speak
the words needed at this last hour:
While language lasts
Or life remains.
To all inquirers who inclose twenty-five cents,' full written
particulars will be sent regarding this enterprise, and all
who inclose a one-cent stamp shall receive circulars, pros
pectuses, etc., which will acquaint them with our whole plan.
Hoping, for the sake of suffering humanity, that you will
generously respond,
I remain, yours forever,
A. Briggs Davis.

MATRIMONY.
I fear the marriage consummated between the Spiritualists
and Liberalists of Worcester, by A. A. Wheelock, will be
RESOLUTIONS
PASSED BY THE SPEAKERS’ CONVENTION RECENTLY HELD AT under the necessity of applying to the courts of Indiana for a
divorce, for Mrs. Spiritualism has learned to her sorrow that
DANSNILLE, NEW YORK.
she cannot affinitize with Mr. Infidelity, and the conse
S. N. Walker read the following from tbe Committee on
quences are a deal of hard pulling to determine which will
Resolutions:
be master; and Liberalism being a useless appendage (like
Whereas, we believe that the signs of the times portend
some other men), the result is apparent, for you know a
danger to liberty, especially in our own land, therefore,
woman seldom fails to accomplish whatever she undertakes.
Resolved, 1st. That it is every man’s duty to speak his
J. A. Spaulding.
opinion, and that we will everywhere, on all proper occa
sions, express our views.
LETTER FROM MOSES HULL.
2d. That while, as a body of Spiritualists, we cannot, with
out injustice to individuals, unqualifiedly approve or con
Kokomo, Ind. June 10, 1873.
demn any system of ideas derived or claiming derivation
Dear Sister and Brother—I feel that I must steal the time
from the cardinal doctrine of Spiritualism—the possibility to write you just a few lines, to let you know that my heart
and actuality of spirit communication with earth—yet we do still beats in harmony with you and your especial work. I
recognize in the malignant persecution, contrary to all law am neither dead nor asleep; with my heart and soul I am
and justice, of Victoria C. Woodhull and George Francis pulling with you in every department of this movement. I
Train, the first overt acts of a Christian conspiracy against remember hearing the angels say, using Victoria’s organs
freedom of thought and action.
of speech: “ We will not let her suffer as much in the future
3d. That, accordingly, as the only way to preserve invio as in the past; we will take her out of this.” I only fear that
late the rights of American citizenship, secured in legal her physical strength will not hold out.
forms by the founders of our constitution, it is necessary for
Can I do anything for you, if so command me. Myall, not
us to resist to the uttermost the attempt now making to in excepting my life, is in the cause. Elvira is with you fully,
oculate it with the virus of amendment in the interest of not only in sentiment but in preaching and practice.
Christianity—a special form of religion not universally ac
Let me say the number of your Weekly, of May 17, I con
cepted by the American people, and also to watch and resist sider the most important document it has been my province
any other attempt making or to be made for the furtherance to meet. If I had the means I would circulate them like
of any scheme whatever against the unalienable right of all autumn leaves. I will see you about the 4th of July.
persons to their own opinions and to the freest possible ex
Truly your brother,
Moses' Hull.
pression thereof in both word and deed, subject only to the
condition of non-interference with the equal right of
Mrs. F. A. Logan, after spending two months in this city
others.
is again Westward bound, and has recently lectured in CanResolved, That our thanks are due, and are hereby ten
dered to the good Spiritualists and' others of Dansville for astota, Syracuse and Rochester, to appreciative audiences,
on the various reforms of the-day. Her sister, a trance me
providing commodious apartments for holding these meet
dium who sees and describes the departed, is in company
ings, and for the bountiful supply of refreshments furnished,
with her, and will make engagements to lecture and hold
and also to the officers, speakers and musicians, for the in
tellectual feast provided for our instruction and entertain seances in towns and cities on the line of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railroad, between Buffalo and Chicago.
ment.
Address immediately,
The report caused a very animated discussion. An amend
Mrs. F. A. Logan, Buffalo, N. Y.
ment to strikeout the names of Woodhull and Train was
put to vote and lost, and the resolutions were then unani
mously adopted.
Sebewa, June 2, 1873.
Dear Woodhull—Please insert in the columns of the
CIRCULAR.
Weelly the following
notice :
Office Independent Tract Society, )
The Spiritualists of Sebewa, Ionia County, Mich., will
Clinton, Mass., May 26, 1873. \
To all Friends of Free Thought, Progress and Reform through hold a Grove Meeting, near Sebewa Corners, on Saturday
and Sunday, June 21 and 22, 1873. Let all Spiritualists and
out the World:
Whereas, we are daily receiving letters of inquiry as to the friends of liberal thought consider themselves invited to at
aim and objects of the Independent Tract Society, which tend, Preparations will be made by the friends of Sebewa
letters it is impossible for us to answer through the mails, to entertain all strangers from abroad. Come one, come all,
therefore we avail ourselves of the best medium extant to and let us have a feast of reason and a flow of soul.
By order of,
P. G. Cook, President.
inform those who have written and all others, that we can
Mrs. Ellen Reeden, Secretary.
not reply to but few, unless twenty-five cents accompany
Friendly papers please copy.
the request. It ought not to surprise the readers of the
Geo. Vaughan, of Virginia.

Cornville, Maine, June 10, 1873.
Dear Victoria—Will you confer upon me the favor of an
nouncing in the Weekly that I speak in the State of Michi
gan during the autumn months; and that societies in that
State which have a free platform, and desire a radical
speaker, can secure my services by addressing me in Corn
ville, Maine, care of Seward Mitchell.
Truly your friend and follower,
Nellie L. Davis.
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SPIRITUALISTS.

New York, June 16, 1873.
A meeting of the Board of Trustees of the American Asso
ciation of Spiritualists is called to meet at 48 Broad street,
New York, on Wednesday, June 25,1873, at 12 o’clock, noon.
As business of importance will come before the meeting, a
full Board is specially requested.
Victoria C. Woodhull, President.
MASS MEETING.
The Spiritualists will hold a Grove^ Meeting in Battle
Creek, Mich., on Saturday and Sunday, June 28 and 29.
Six or more speakers are engaged. The radical questions of
the hour will be the themes of agitation. A great multi
tude is expected. Bring food, money and the good angels
with you.
Com.
A NAME FOR ANY SEEKER AFTER TRUE AND
USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.
Scientxalism, n.—That which produces either science or
art; doctrine that any person may justly search for any idea
and justly proclaim, after thorough investigation, any idea
that he or she believes would be either useful or truthful to a
part or to the whole of mankind.
Scientialist, n.—One who believes the doctrine of
scientialism.
Sciential, a—“ Producing science;” pertaining to scien
tialism and scientialist.
Stowe, Vt., May 1,1873.
Rolin C. Paul.
REFORMATORY LECTURERS,
In view of the determination recently manifested by certain would-be
authorities in Spiritualism, and from a sincere desire to promote their
expressed purposes, to set up a distinction that will produce a free and
a muzzled rostrum; we shall henceforth publish in this list the names
and addresses of such speakers, now before the public anfl hereafter to
appear, as will accept no engagement to speak from any committee of
arrangement, with any proviso whatever, as to what subject they shall
treat, or regarding the manner in which it shall be treated. A reforma
tory movement, such as Spiritualism really is, cannot afford so soon to
adopt the customs of the Church and fall into its dotage. On the con
trary, it demands an unflinching advocacy of all subjects upon which the
Spirit world inspires their mediums under the absolute freedom of the
advocate. To all those speakers who wish to he understood as being
something above the muzzled ox which treads out the corn, this column
is now open:
C. Fannie Allyn, Stoneham, Mass.
J. I. Arnold, Clyde, O.
Rev. J. O. Barrett, Battle Creek, Mich.
Mrs. TJ. F. M. Brown, National City, Cal.
Annie Denton Cridge, Wellesley, Mass.
t
Warren Chase, St. Louis, Mo.
A. Briggs Davis, Clinton, Mass.
Mrs. L. E. Drake, Plainwell, Mich.
Miss Nellie L. Davis, North Billerca, Mass.
Lizzie Doten, Pavilion, 57 Tremont street, Boston, Mass.
R. G. Eccles, Andover, Ohio.
Mrs. Elvira Hull, Vineland, N. J. *
Moses Hull, Vineland, N. J.
D. W. Hull, Hobart, Ind.
Charles Holt, Warren, Pa.
E. Annie Hinman, West Winsted, Ct.
Anthony Higgins, Jers§y City, N. J.
W. F. Jamieson, 139 Monroe street, Chicago, 111.
Miss Jennie Leys, 4 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.
Cephas B. Lynn, Sturgis, Mich.
Mrs. F. A. Logan, Buffalo, N. Y.
Anna M. Middlebrook, Bridgeport, Ct.
J. H. Randall, Clyde, O.
A. C. Robinson, Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. J. H. Severance, Milwaukee, Wis.
Laura Cuppy Smith, No. 1 Atlantic street, Lynn, Mass.
M. L. Sherman, Adrian, Micb.
John Brown Smith, 812 N. 10th st, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. H- F. Stearns, Corry, Pa.
Dr. H. B. Storer, 107 Hanover street, Boston, Mass.
C. W. Stewart, Janesville, Wis.
J. H. W. Toohey, Providence, R. I.
F. L. H. Willis, Willimantic, Ct.
Lois Waisbrooker, Battle Creek, Mich.
Prof. E. Whipple, Clyde, Ohio.
*
John B. Wolff, 510 Pearl street, N. Y.
Wm. Rose, M. D., 102 Murison street, Cleveland, O.
Dr. Geo. Newcomes, Jackson, Mich.
Mrs. L. H. Perkins, Kansas City, Mo.
James Foran, M. D., Waverly, N. Y.
Mrs. C. M. Stowe. San Jose, Cal.
Clara A. Field, Newport, Maine.
Hannah T. Stearns, Trance Speaker, Corry, Penn.
H. H. Brown, 387 W. Madison street, Chicago, 111.

The Alderney Dairy, at 113 Nassau street, has become
one of the recognized institutions of the city. * It is unique
and popular, and conducted strictly upon temperance princi
ples. . Milk is the specialty, but everything into which it
enters as a constituent is furnished in real farm-house style.
If you are thirsty you may be sure of getting a drink of
pure milk at this establishment; and if you are hungry, you
may he equally sure of a nice treat in the delicacies that too
often at usual restaurants are spoiled in their preparation.
Indeed, this may be considered an imported country farm
house. Every thing that grows upon a farm in this country, and
everything that is manufactured from what grows upon a
farm is here constantly served in the neatest and most pleas
ing manner. We advise our hungry and thirsty friends to
call and examine this institution.

#dOl3^trLt & CLA^LiiTg
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.
One copy for one year, - $3 00
One copy for six months, -----150
Single copies, --------10
CLUB RATES.
Five copies for one year, ------$12 00
Ten copies for one year,
------- 22 00
Twenty copies (or more at same rate), 40 00
Six months, -...............................One-half these rates.
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION
OAK BK MADE SO THE AGENCY OF THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, LON
DON, ENGLAND.

One copy for one year,...............................$4 00
One copy for six months,
---- S 00
RATES OF ADVERTISING.
Per line (according to location),
From $1 00 to $2 50
Time, column and page advertisements by special contract.
Special place in advertising columns cannot be permanently given.
Advertiser’s bills will be collected from the office of the paper, and
must in all cases, bear the signature of Victoria C. Woodhull.
Specimen copies sent free.
Newsdealers supplied by the American News Company, No. 121 Nassau
treet, New York.
All communications, business or editorial, must be addressed

in the framing and passage of the statute under which these
proceedings were instituted, I am quite clear that a case of
this character was never contemplated, and under ordinary
circumstances I should at once release the accused.
‘ ‘ In view, however, to the importance as well as to the
subtlety of the questions involved, the anxiety of the prisoners,
all well as the community for definite settlement of the whole
matter, I am disposed to and shall hold the prisoners to
await the action of the Grand Jury, to the end that a judicial
determination by the Circuit Court of the United States may
be had, and the rights both of the prisoners and the public
be finally ascertained.”
ALLEGED

CONTEMPT.

June 28, 1871
obscene writing which you had and would be liable to a like
condemnation.

I am so firmly convinced that I am right in this that if I
were your counsel I should advise you to make no further
defense, but mere matter of law, reserving any defense you
may have to be put forward whenever you may be indicted,
as if the publication is false, you may well be, for a false
and scandalous and malicious libel against the party,in
jured, which is a crime of itself unless the publication is
true and from good motives.”
Benj. F. Butler.
Further, we claimed then, and still claim, that the paper
of November 2d was written, published and circulated
through the mails directly in the interests of morality.
We hold it to be the duty of all public journals to point
out the disreputable conduct of all members of the com
munity coming to their knowledge, and failing to do which
they become directly responsible for the continuation of
such conduct and for the involvement of future victims.
We therefore claimed, and we still claim, that we had a per
fect legal right to circulate that paper in the mails, and that
in so dqjng we neither violated nor intended to violate any
statute law of the country.
It could not be expected by District Attorney Bliss that
we should forego our legal rights simply because he or his
predecessor—Noah Davis—had seen fit to arrest us upon a
trumped up charge of obscenity to vindicate the reputation
of Mr. Beecher, and, therefore, he cannot say that there
was any intent on our part to commit contempt of the
United States law or Courts. Indeed, no court had then
taken cognizance of the case, and contempt even admit
ting that any of the papers had been mailed was therefore
impossible. Or, did he expect by permitting this charge
to hang over our heads untried, that thereby we were to be
prevented from reprinting the Beecher article? This evi
dently was the end to be gained, as recent events have
clearly demonstrated; but it did not prevent it, as we re
published in No. 128 the whole Beecher-Tilton Scandal.

It will be observed that Commissioner Davenport failed
to find anything in the paper alleged as obscene that came
within the meaning of the statute law of the United States
—the Challis article even being no exception. No men
tion was made of the remainder of the paper.
Upon
the examination, however, Mr. Purdy made a great
noise about the enormity of the contempt we had
exhibited in daring to send more papers through
the mails, when there was an untried indictment pending for
a like offense. We held, however, that there was no offense
Woodhtdl & Claflin’s WeeMy,
48 Broad Street, New York City. committed, and that the charge was made purposely and
solely to cover Mr. Beecher from the necessity of taking any
steps to defend himself. We held that there was no statute
law of the United States or the State of New York that
could prevent us from telling the truth about Mr. Beecher
or any other member of the community, being alone res
ponsible to such individual for the truth or falsity of the
charges, and not to any law for obscenity. Neither could
there be any law to prevent the full and free discussion of
the principle of social freedom, since to hold differently
would be virtually to say that the discussion of any subject
may be prohibited by statute law and the freedom of the
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 1873.
Press thereby invaded. But we did not proceed upon this
supposition until we had fortified our own opinion by the
MORE ACTION NECESSARY.
PERSONAL.
judgment of some of the best legal opinions to be had in
Finding by this action on our part that we still insisted
the country, among the rest the following from Gen. B. P. upon exercising our legal rights and to maintain a free press,
The readers of the Weekly will please excuse the lack Butler seems to be conclusive upon these points :
in spite of all their threats and illegal acts, further action
of usual editorial matter in this number. I am not yet suf
became necessary; and-as they could not very well arrest us
OPINION OP GEN. BUTLER.
ficiently recovered to labor as is my wont, but trust when
upon a new charge before disposing of the old ones, they
Washington, Jan. 19, 1873,
another paper shall be issued that the Weekly will have re
were
compelled to make an appearance of trying the in
Mrs. Yictoria 0. Woodhull, 48 Broad street, N. Y.:
sumed its accustomed appearance.
dictments. Consequently, we were notified, to appear for
Dear
Madame—I
shall
not
be
able
to
find
time
from
my
To those who have so kindly sent me assurances of love
trial. We did so, but made a motion to quash the indict
and confidence, and words of comfort and cheer, during my public duties to take part in the trial of your cause. While ments, upon the ground of their insufficiency. They
I
thank
you
for
the
offer
of
retainer,
and
should
regret
not
prostration, I return heartfelt thanks, trusting in the future
charged simply that the whole paper was obscene, and made
to be able to retain by continuous labor the confidence and being able to afford my services as counsel where I think no specifications as to what particular language was to be
a
legal
wrong
is
being
done,
yet
I
cannot
believe
that
in
the
esteem my past has won.
Victoria C. Woodhull.
only prosecution of which I have any knowledge, or to held to be so. It was at the argument of this motion that
<
---------- >—<®>—<---------which I could attend, if I had any time, to wit, the prose Mr. Purdy discovered that he had only the original Nov.emTHE OBSCENITY DODGE OUTRAGE.
cution of yourself and sister for sending obscene literature ber indictment in court, and announced that he did not in
tend to proceed to trial upon that. This, of course, ended
THE U. S. GOVERNMENT THREATENING THE FREEDOM OF through the mails in the courts of the United States, there is
the proceedings for that time, since there was nothing be
the
slightest
need
of
my
services
or
the
services
of
any
THE PRESS.
fore the Court.
It could.not have been surprising to any reader of the counsel.
At a subsequent date, however, we Were notified to ap
Weekly to learn that the United States, represented by
I feel as certain as I can of any question, upon the con
pear for trial, when the motion “to quash” was renewed
District-Attorney Bliss, Assistant District-Attorney Purdy, struction of the statute, that the action of the United States
for the second indictment. Although Judge Blatchford
having immediate charge, never intended to bring us to trial prosecuting attorneys was based wholly upon a miscon
overruled the motion, it seems to us, upon his own after
upon the indictment for obscenity, upon which we were con struction and misconception of that statute upon which the
action, it should not have been overruled. When the mo
fined in Ludlow-street Jail during the month of November newspapers inform me the prosecution against you is based.’
tion to quash was denied, the following colloquy ensued:
last. In the Cooper Institute speech of January 9, it was That statute was meant to cover, and does cover, sending
Mr. Jordan (of our counsel).—“May it please your Honor,
frankly announced that it was our belief the intention that class of lithographs, prints, engravings, licentious books
how are we to know to what we have to make answer?
never was to bring the case to trial, but that the indictment and other matters which are published by bad men, for tbe
This indictment leaves us entirely in the dark. It sets out
would be held as a threat over our heads indefinitely. This purpose of corruption of youth, through the United States
no language contained in the paper that is to be relied upon
prediction has been verified by the announcement in open mail. It is a very proper statute, and well framed, and
to sustain the charge of obscenity, and we cannot be ex
Court of the District Attorney, that “we do not intend to effects a good object, and the Committee of'the Judiciary
pected to be able to make a defense unless we know with
try them on that indictment, but we do intend to try the of the House are considering how far they may extend it.
what we are charged. ”
indictment found in January.’’J.,
But that it was intended to cover or prevent a description
Mr. Purdy (Assistant District Attorney).—“We hold that
I of facts alleged to have happened or acts to have been done
THE OBJECT OP THE PROSECUTION.
the whole paper is obscene.”
It will be remembered that on tbe first arrest it was pub by any individual manifestly not for this purpose, however
Judge Blatchford.—“ That cannot be. For instance, the
licly announced in Court by Assistant District Attorney, improper or wrong any other purpose might have been in
indictment sets forth that a certain paper called Woodhull
General Davies acting for 'Noah Davis, then District Attor the mind of the sender as regards the person about whom
& Claelin’s Weekly is obscene. Now, the title of the
ney, now a Judge of the Supreme Court of the County of the facts are set forth, the statute never was intended to
paper certainly is not obscene, neither can you say that its
New York, that the arrest was for the purpose of vindicat reach.
date is obscene. You must, therefore, specify what parts
ing the reputation of a revered citizen, it being well worth . Without giving any opinion of the propriety or impro
of the paper you are going to depend upon to maintain this
the while of the United States to make the arrest for that priety, the truth dr falsehood of matter set forth, or of the
charge. You must furnish counsel for the defense with a
purpose. The fact that a preliminary examination was de taste or want of it, of publishing it, in my judgment as a
bill of particulars, that they may know the nature of the
nied by the immediate finding of an indictment and the lawyer, the publication of which complaint is made against
charge, of which the indictment furnishes no clue, so that
issue of a Bench Warrant carried out that theory.
you was made under your responsibility for indictment for
they may prepare a defense.”
A SECOND ARREST.
publishing a libel upon the persons implicated, subject to
It seems to us that this action on the part of the Court
After having detained us in jail a whole month by the im such defense or want of it, from the truth or falsehood of
contradicted the overruling of the motion to quash, because
mense bail demanded, and finding that did not prevent us the article, as you may set up.
it was on account of this very indefiniteness of the indict
from release, nor from continuing to publish the Weekly,
I am led to this opinion because, assuming the facts pub ment, which he so clearly set forth in his remarks to the
nor from making a speech—“The Naked Truth”—it was lished by you to be true in exactly the form you state them,
District Attorney, that the motion was made. A Bill of Par
found necessary to make another effort to squelch us, and when we come to the guilt or innocence of their publica
ticulars is really an amendment to the indictment, and a
accordingly another arrest was made, planned to prevent tion, that must wholly depend upon the motives for their
direct acknowledgment on the part of the Court that the
the Cooper Institute speech, in which it failed. Under this publicity; because the most offensive and most terrible
indictment was incomplete, and therefore that it ought to
arrest we hM a preliminary examination before Commis facts, such as are dealt with frequently in court in many have been quashed.
sioner Davenport, resulting in holding for a second indict classes of cases, are published and distributed through the
But we presume the Court assumed a similar position to
ment upon the following decision:
mails. They are not libelous because they are true, and that of Commissioner Davenport, set forth in the above decis
1 ‘ I have carefully examined the various grounds of de the motive for publishing them is a justifiable one; and the ion, that ‘*1 in view of the importance as well as the subtlety
fense urged on behalf of the prisoners, together with all the difficulty in bringing this class of publications under the of the questions involved, the anxipty of the prisoners (?) as
authorities cited on both sides, and but for the ruling in a statute against transmitting obscene literature through the
well as the community (? ?) for definite settlement of the
recent English case (Regina agt. Shore), ‘ not cited, should mails, is that the truth or falsity of the fact stated in the ob whole matter,” I shall hold the indictment good and put
have considerable doubt as to the Challis articles being, as jected to writing cannot be tried, nor can the motives of the
the defendants upon their defense, and shall set the case
is claimed by the prosecution, obscene in law.
sender, however justifiable or however proper, be put in for Monday, June 16, at 11 o’clock.
“ The case of Shore is so nearly parallel, however, to that evidence as a defense. To test it: suppose on your trial,
On account of our appearance in the Oyer and Terminer
of these defendents, and the grounds of defense and argu the indictment should set out the words which you are Court on the charge of libel on Monday, this case neces
ments of counsel so much the same as to compel me to alleged to have sent, and then District Attorney should sarily went over, Wednesday, the 18th inst., being named.
adopt the ruling therein and hold the article in question to send a copy of that indictment through the mail to his as At this time it seemed that the prosecution was not ready to
he obscene.
sistant, and the words should be held to be obscene writing, go on, and the case stands over until next Monday, 23d inst.
Upon the further question as to the intention of Congress then he would have transmitted through the mails the same Can it be possible that the near approach to an actual trial

fttne 28, isfi.
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brings the danger of a failure to convict like “ Banquo’s circulated obscene literature?

Will our regular readers the affections of the people. This was a slow process, with,
almost the whole press of the country inimical to its inter
ests. So fearful has this influence been, that thousands who
have never seen the Weekly would consider its coming into
their hands as the visit of a hydra-headed monster, while
thousands of others, who are actually in sympathy with the
HOW SHALL ALL THIS END ?
principles advocated, are prevented from even examining
As we have said before we do not believe the District At it by the terrible misrepresentations that have been made of
"1
The United States
torney ever intends to try this case, and we never shall until it and of us.
the trial is begun in real earnest. Virtually, when we are
To sustain it through this period of persecution, required
rs.
put upon trial for this charge, every other paper in the all the means we had and all we could command.
So
United States is also on trial, because it is not obscenity that long as we had it to give we asked assistance from mo
Victoria C. Woodhull, et at.
is really at issue, but the freedom of the press.
one, but, without money or price, circulated it wherever
In such an issue we can well afford to stand the active there were people who would read it. It was only by such
In obedience to a suggestion by his Honor Judge Blatch
ford, I give you notice that the particular passages which I champions, well knowing, even if we are convicted and action on our part that the revolution it has succeeded in
shall present to the jury in the above cause are as follows, sent to prison, that it will be the beginning of a revolution arousing was begun. We have expended our all, and have
to wit: The article on the second page of the paper entitled that shall sweep over this country and cut off all persons been deprived of various methods by which we ministered
Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly, Vol. 5, Whole No. 3, and laws that can, by the remotest possibility, be construed to its needs, by the action of the United States authorities
dated Nov. 2, 1872, said article being entitled “Beginning into the right to curtail freedom of discussion in the public in- the attempt to suppress it, and it now rests with its
press, either regarding the acts of public or private citizens, readers whether it shall continue to advocate the grand
of the Battle.”
Also that part of the article entitled “ The Beecher and or of any question affecting the rights or interests of the truths of the new social dispensation; and more especially
Tilton Scandal Case,” found on the tenth page of said paper, people.
will it require the active co-operation of all its friends and
This Court may be foolhardy enough to rule that a paper the friends of freedom as opposed to despotism everywhere
first column, beginning with the words “More than two
that exposes the acts of such men as Mr. Beecher is obscene, if the United States Qourt, in the attempt to suppress it*
years ago,” and ending with the paragraph.
Also that part of said article found on the same page on but we do not believe it. The whole country is looking on shall send us to prison for obscenity.
third column, beginning with the words “Ibelieve that the to see the issue of this matter; and if it is decided that the
We charge you that the Weekly must be supported. A
marriage institution,” and extending to the first column of United States can interpose its dictum to protect the reputa little earnest work every week by its friends will carry it
the eleventh page, to the words “I paid no special atten tion of any man, even though he be the acknowledged vice forward to be a permanent institution. Surely the friends
gerent of Christ, then will a wave of indignation roll over can afford to labor for it until its first year of persecuted ex
tion,” on said page and column.
Also all that part of said article beginning at the head of the people and awaken them to a realization that their liber istence shall be completed, and if they do. so, it will for
the second column of said eleventh page to the words ‘ ‘ ex ties are lost.
ever after work for itself sufficiently. Then let your re
There could be no higher honor than to be convicted in sponses to its requirements be met at once. Let new clubs
tract from a letter.”
Also all that part on said column beginning with the such a cause; and if the United Statep Courts, Judge Blatch and subscribers roll in and thus testify to the appreciation
wmrds “The existence” and ending with the words “his ford presiding, is prepared to take this step, we can assure in which the principles of social freedom are held by those
own lips.”
the people that we are ready and willing to abide the results, who are so far advanced as to have comprehended their
Also all that part of the third column of said page, from and thank heaven that we are accounted worthy to suffer in reach, and their application to the future condition of hu
so good a cause—in a cause in which the liberties, rights and manity.
the top of column to the word “statements.”
Also all of same column, beginning with the words “Mr. inalienable privileges of all citizens are so directly involved.
Every great cause must have its martyrs; every abolition of
Tilton” and ending with the word “counsel.”
IN GETHSEMANE.
Also all of the twelfth page, first column, beginning with existing slavery its John. Brown or its Abraham Lincoln;
the words “I ridiculed” and ending with “private affairs.” and if the United States elect that we must stand for the
Never since Paul launched the demoralizing doctrine of
Also all of said column, beginning with “I believe” and abolition of sexual slavery, we are content.
the atonement upon the world, and never since the sweet
But it ought to be remembered that bolts and bars will Nazarene wrestled with fate, in that lone agony of the gar
ending with “true science.”
Also all of the third column on said page, beginning with not stop the progress of this revolution; nay, verily, they den, has mortal been so recklessly misjudged in doctrine
the words “ my position ” and extending through the first shall accelerate its movements to double its present speed. and deed, and so utterly deserted by disciples and friends
column of the thirteenth page into the second column of Neither can they stop the Weekly. Its regular issue is in as is to-day Yictoria 0. Woodhull.
Never did grander in
sured beyond the power of courts, indictments and prisons. strument than she respond to the sweet touch of angel handssaid page to the words “its persecution.”
Also all of the third column of the said thirteenth page; Hundreds of brave souls stand ready to take up our and yet there are evil whisperings in the ears of friends who’
also all of the column of the fourteenth page, beginning work, if we are compelled to silence by conviction forgetting that they have left her to be played upon byand imprisonment, where editorial labor is impossible, as demons, are prone to condemn the slightest discord.
with the words “This man.”
“Yictoria C. Woodhull dying!”
I also reserve the right to read to the jury such other por is threatened in our case; and where thousands now support
tions of said paper as may be necessary to show the ten it for the brave stand it has maintained, in spite and in
To those who search for a wise purpose behind each prov
defiance of the so persistently continued charge of ob idence, may well come the question: Why did that wail o’er
dency of the matter to create obscene ideas.
scenity, hundreds of thousands will rush to its standard and the wires have need to be sent? Only a woman at the gates
Respectfully,
George Bliss, U. S. Attorney.
support, in protest to such despotic desecration of the rights of death; only two weary feet amid the grateful cool of the
MR. BEECHER DRAGGED INTO COURT.
Thus for the first time we are told that a large part of the of free speech and free press by the government of the mystic river; only a heart-crushed wife and mother going to
Beecher article is held to be obscene. The United States at United States, acting in obedience to the commands of the the sure consequences of a righteous life; and yet the mighty
last assume that a newspaper shall not be permitted to criti God-in-the-Constitution Y. M. C. A., through the obscene impulse of a million prayers combined to stay her steps ^and
cise in its own method the acts of “ revered citizens,” whose jackal, Comstock, alias Beardsley, alias a half-dozen, more lead her back to the work unfinished. Was it simply the
or less, other convenient names. We call on the people to strain of physical toil that so well-nigh snapped the chords'
reputations it is well worth the while of the United States
to vindicate. Mr. Purdy did not dare to assume this upon be ready, and if such an infernal outrage be committed, to of life, or did the mighty angel of life’s night step in to
the preliminary examination, but distinctly averred that it see to it that the Weekly lacks not the needed support. shock her sister workers into a sense of their apathy and
was “the trophy of her virginity” that was the obscene We are ready for trial. We know we have violated no law, apostacy?
thing contained in the Weekly.
The friends of Mr. nor been guilty of writing an obscene article. Convict us
When the prison loomed before her, and the leprousthen, if you can
Beecher have thus far held that he has nothing to do with
liveried church was seeking to destroy her, and calumr y
this case; but this action of the District Attorney drags him
had plaited its crown of thorns; when disciples denied her
THE WEEKLY.
into Court in spite of himself, the parts selected con
and not a whilom friend stood by, what wonder that the
sisting in part of the charges against Mr. Beecher. We
agony of her Gethsemane should have well-nigh cheated the
The Weekly has now passed into its sixth volume and cross? Where then were Lucretia Mott, and Elizabeth Cady
could have wished for no better thing than this.
This
makes way for the public discussion of the whole matter. is rapidly approaching the end of its third year. Since May Stanton, and Paulina Wright Davis, and the legion of lesserThis step certainly could not have been taken by the con 14, 1870, the date of the appearance of its first number, lights who of yore were pleased to crown her queen of the
sent of Mr. Beecher, and therefore shows that there is there have great changes appeared in the several depart grand reform? Alas, that these noble names should for once
another influence at work in some way to compel this mat ments of socialistic organization. Politics have taken on be clothed in shame!
ter to further investigation.
Possibly the “Covenanters” altogether a new garb. Women are now beginning to act
Cannot all see that the gamut of human progress is from the
are not all serene in their silence. Perhaps some one of upon the proposition of possessing all the rights as citizens earth heavenward? We ascend by force of heavenly aspira
them may wish to take advantage of this case to divert the that any man possesses, and are also beginning to feel that tions, and the altitude of heights attained is according to soul
public attention in a different direction from that in which the era of individual dependence is about to dawn upon the capacity. We also descend by force of inverse aspiration
it was set by the publication of the covenant between sex.
since heavenly hope turned earthward is changed to grovelingBeecher, Bowen and Tilton.
The change in the controversy between the laboring and desire. Therefore, cannot all perceive that by the self-same
And this view of the case is sustained by the fact that the capitalist classes has also been equally marked. From a law that angels sweep the strings demons may also play?
District Attorney has obtained another indictment—a third question of Trades Unions, equally as despotic against un Who dares to deny the grand capacity of Yictoria C
—based upon the Thunderbolt number of the Weekly, con skilled labor as capital itself, it has risen into a grand prob Woodhull? If, at times, from out the slough of her soul’s
taining the republication of the Beecher article. This fact lem of Industrial Justice. It is not now what is right and despair vile demons spring to rend the air with discord
was only learned to-day (Wednesday). Now, this action proper between the employer and the employe, but what is shall we forget that when the strings are swept by ano-el
can mean but one of two things. It must be war upon Mr. equity between all people—a vast stride toward what was hands, from out of the same grand nature may be evoked a
Beecher through the means of which use was first made to termed the era when all-sided justice should be the founda strain so exquisite that even denizens of realms celestial may
vindicate him, or it means that the United States are deter tion upon which a reconstructed society shall be based.
well be fain to lend a listening air. What matter if a curse
mined to prevent the advocacy of social freedom, and thus
But it is in the sexual relations that the most marked should chance to fall from lips that were framed to bless?
make every numbef of the Weekly indictable. Perhaps changes have occurred. New ideas of these relations have Does it reflect upon the integrity of the wire if a demon
the two things may be the real aim of the prosecution ; but been born in the breasts of almost the whole people. They should chance to seize the key? Is it blame-worthy if the
this will be demonstrated on the trial on Monday next, for have arisen from a condition of quiet ignorance regarding same soul that, like a mirror, reflects the countenances of
which we are fully prepared, and to which we invite the themselves, and are earnestly inquiring into the real nature angels should also chance to reflect the demoniac influences
prosecution without further dodging, perfectly willing to and extent of the rights of individuals as the subject of sex. of little minds in envy cast upon it? Do not the blas
accept whatever issue they can make of it, with all their And especially are women waking up to the fact that en phemous utterances of the cow-boy echo back from the*
preparations and manipulations of the various methods forced sexual intercourse, whether in or out of marriage, is same grand mountain that gathers in its bosom the crash 0f
known to the initiated in the facts behind the scenes.
nothing more nor less than a condition of slavery, and there heaven’s artillery.
ARE ALL READERS OF THE WEEKLY OBSCENE?
is already an incipient revolution existing which is liable to
Alone in the shadow of Sing Sing! Shame on tb'e cowards
But how does this business on the part of the United be developed by any sudden or unexpected emergency.
who have pronounced the word reform! Ten noble
States affect the thousands of readers of the Weekly ? At
Now all this has been largely the result of the extended mothers, ten worthy wives, ten sweet sisters, aye ten poor
least five millions of people have read the Beecher-Tilton circulation of the Weekly and of the principles that have wanderers from social shelter standing bravely by and to
Scandal. Are all of them willing to quietly sit under the been advocated in its columns. In its early days it had to day might the cup of this foul wrong pass away. ’
.____ • • n I «
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ghost,”1> 4too
vividly before them; or what
is the matter?_ ^r-r-rWe uietly
accept the allegation that, every week, they receive
think the Bill of Particulars furnished will let in some light an obscene paper into their homes, to be read by their fam
on this otherwise dark subject.
ilies? Let the United States beware! When we are con
victed of obscenity, thousands upon thousands of other citi
BILL OF PARTICTJLAKS.
United States District Court, Southern District of New York. zens are also convicted along with us.

insinuation that they have dealt in, haye bought, read and fight its way wherever it went, and win for itself a place in

But this is the sifting time.

On the shore of the future if
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gathered a little hand, piloted thither hy the hand of this
fearless woman. Above her towers the frowning battle
ments of the marital Ticonderoga. In the gray mist of ap
proaching dawn the leader fails to discern if her followers
be nerved by a courage true. O, for the inspiration of
grand old Ethan Allen that she might say, “Now let
cowards pass to the rear, but he that is with me let him
poise his firelock.”
L. S. Crakdall.
SUSAN B. ANTHONY’S TRIAL.
Indictment for Voting in Violation of Laic—Judge Sdden's
Plea for the Defense—An Eloquent Championship of
Woman's Bight to Vote—The Inequalities of the Law.
Canandaigua, June 17, 1878.
The case of the United States against Susan B. Anthony,
who was indictecl for voting in violation of law in Rochester
at the last November general election, was called in the
Circuit Court of the United States in this village at 3 p. m.
to-day. The defendant personally appeared in Court, ac
companied by Mrs. Matilda J. Gage and other ladies, and
was represented by her counsel, the Hon. Henry R. Selden
and John Yan Yoorhies, Esq., of Rochester. The Hon.
Richard Crowley, District Attorney, represented the United
States. A jury was empaneled without difficulty, the
government exercising the right of challenging but once,
and the defendant three times. The District Attorney made
a brief statement of the facts on which he relied for a con
viction, and which were charged in the indictment—“ That
Miss Anthony voted at the last election for the Congressional
candidate for the Twenty-fifth District, and for the Con
gressman at large.” It was conceded that the defendant
was, on the 5th of November, 1872, a woman.
THE PROOF OF THE CHARGE.

Beverly W. James was then sworn by the government as
a witness, and testified that he knew the defendant; that he
was an inspector of election in the Eighth Ward, first dis
trict of the city of Rochester ; that Miss Anthony voted the
Congressional, State and Assembly ticket at that poll; that
he put the several ballots in the boxes where they respect
ively belonged ; that -Miss Anthony was not challenged ;
that he was one of the Board of Registry; that the defend
ant appeared before the board and claimed the right to be
registered ; that objection was made as to her right to vote ;
that the board decided that she was entitled, and registered
her name ; that one of the Federal Supervisors of Election
was present and advised the inspectors that the defendant
was entitled to be registered, and they did it; that Miss
Anthony claimed the right to vote under the United States
Constitution, and not under the State law. She claimed the
right under the Fourteenth Amendment. The name of the
defendant appeared on the poll list as No. 22, and it also
appeared that she voted the Electoral, State, Congress and
Assembly tickets.
THE DEFENSE.

The crime, therefore, consisted not in the act alone, but in
the fact that the person doing it was a woman, and not a
man. He believed it was the first time in the history of the'
world in which a woman had been arraigned in a criminal
court merely on account of her sex. The right to take part
in the establishment of government is founded in a natural
and inalienable right of every citizen. Women have the
same interest in the maintenance of good government as
men. No greater absurdity, to use no harsher term, could
be presented to the human mind than that of rewarding men
and punishing women for the same act without giving
woman any voice in the question of which shall be rewarded
and which punished. He referred to the fact that all politi
cal rights and many personal rights are denied to women, and
that it is often said that this is no disadvantage to them be
cause they are represented by men, and their rights protect
ed by them. He spoke of instances occurring in his own
professional life of the manner in which married women are
sometimes protected by this kind of representatives, when
by the inequality of the law gross injustice had been done to
women.
He referred to the changes that had been made in the law
by the Acts of 1848 and 1860 in reference to the rights of
married women, and the great change the law had under
gone in the last twenty-five years in that respect, and said
that there were great ameliorations of the law, but, said he,
how have they been produced.? Mainly as the result of the
exertions of a few heroic women, one of the foremost of
whom is her who stands before you as a criminal to-day.
For a thousand years the absurdities and crudities he alluded
to have been imbedded in the common law and in the stat
ute book, and men have touched them not, and would not
have done so until the day of final doom had they not been
goaded to it by the persistent efforts of the noble women to
whom he alluded. He insisted that the time had come when
the civil and political rights of women should be placed
upon a perfect equality with men.
WHAT THE PROSECUTION SHOULD SHOW.

To make out the offense charged against the defendant
the prosecution should show, affirmatively, not only that the
defendant voted conscientiously without having a right to
vote, but that she so voted, knowing that she had no right
to vote. The word “ knowing ” related not to the fact of
voting, but to the fact of the want of the right to vote. He
referred to many authorities on this point. Great emphasis
was given to the right of women to vote, as secured by the
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments to the Federal Con
stitution; and a learned and exhaustive exposition was given
of these two articles as bearing upon the question. The re
marks of Judge Selden were extended on the point as to the
knowledge of the defendant that she was committing an ille
gal act, and severely criticised several cases bearing upon
that part of his argument. Referring to the case of the People m. Hamilton, reported in 57 Barb., he characterized it as
outrageous, and said that if the judges who pronounced
that decision were to be tried for their mistakes of the law
by the rule which they laid down in that case, they would be
sent to State Prison themselves instead of the honest boy
whom they sent there.
The argument of the distinguished lawyer was listened to
with profound attention from beginning to end, occupying
the attention of the Court until the hour of adjournment.
It was an eloquent and sound championship of woman’s
right to vote.
--------------«---------------------- CONVICTION OF MISS ANTHONY.
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you progressive people of the Nineteenth Century! inasmuch
as you want more liberty, we will give it you with all its
consequences. If there is anything in it you do not like,
it is because you have made it so. I could not decide other
wise, unless I accept the old theory so generally repudiated,
that the wife is the property of her husband!” The decision
is righteous, the judge evidently supposed it righteous to a
fault, and its consequences will extend yet further than was
anticipated by its authors. Other questions will grow out
of this. If woman has the right to exercise the privilege of
citizens, in acting in her own name in a business capacity,
what law can rule that her husband shall be her proxy at
the polls, voting often against her wishes? Indeed, there
has been no reason why she should not have exercised the
elective franchise under the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments; but now that this decision declares “her
brain, hands and tongue are her own,”'and that “ if she is
emancipated she should no longer be enslaved,” there can
be no decision against her exercise of the elective franchise.
Woman’s social condition is now entirely different from
what it has been in the past; and if she is not elevated to
her legitimate place, now that the law decides her status in
all respects equal to man’s, it will be her own fault.
But the worst is to come. The opinion further states that
“the ancient landmarks have disappeared; that the unity of
husband and wife has been severed. They are now distinct
persons, having separate estates, contracts and debts.” A
few years ago many of our conservative friends feared that
when the negroes were freed that they would all come in the
North and marry their daughters. We may now expect to
hear a howl from these same individuals that know the re
sult of Judge Thornton’s proclamation will emancipate
their daughters from the legal control of their sable hus- .
bands. This, however satisfactory it may be to them, is not
the worst: the very fact that a wife and husband may enter
into a partnership and dissolve it at will establishes the
right to form matrimonial alliances upon the same basis.
Carrying out all the points of this opinion, our marriage
laws are only a mere formal ceremony, having no effect
whatever. The law ceases to pronounce them one, only as
their interests for the time being may be identical. Sic
transit gloria tyrannis.
D. W. Hull.
■-------------»■-«♦> -*------------INSTRUCTIONS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
In writing to us the following rules should be observed :

1st. Every letter should be plainly dated—town, county
and State.
2d. When the letter is to contain a remittance, which, if
a check or money order, should be made payable to Yicto
ria C. Woodhull, the necessary explanations should be intro
duced at the head of the letter ; a failure to observe this
rule subjects the person in charge of that department to
much needless reading to find out what it is all about.
3d. After definitely stating all business matters, and espe
cially if it be a renewal or a new subscriber, then should
follow any friendly words, which we are always happy to
receive from all.
4th. We request those who send either articles or personal
letters intended for publication to write graphically and
tersely. The necessity for this will be apparent when we
say that we have already in “ our drawer” enough personal
communications, full of words of hope, cheer and comfort
to fill a dozen papers. Many of them we shall be obliged to
pass over.
5th. All letters should close with the signature of the
VERDICT OF “ GUILTY” BY INSTRUCTION OF THE COURT.
writer in full ; and it should be plainly written. Many let
Canandaigua, N. Y., June 18, 1873.
ters that we receive are so badly signed that we are obliged
Under instructions of the Court, the jury in the case of to guess at what the writer’s name may be.
Susan B. Anthony, indicted for voting in violation of the
------------- »—'-<»->—<------------law, returned a verdict of guilty.
PREMIUMS TO CLUBS.
The Court refused to poll the jury.
------------- »---------------- -—In a short time we intend to present the most magnificent
JUDGE THORNTON’S LATE DECISION.
The late decision of Judge Thornton, in the Supreme schedule of premiums for new subscribers and clubs that
Court of Illinois, is pregnant with important results. It was was ever offered, as an introduction to which we now present
a case of libel, in which the husband, Mr. John Martin, was the following:
For every subscription (from one to four) received we
sued for slanderous words-said by his wife about one Janet
Robson. The case being decided in favor of Janet Robson, will send the Weekly one year and one of the dollar photo
was carried up to the Supreme Court of Illinois, where the graphs—Woodhull, Claflin or Blood.
For every club of five subscribers—fifteen dollars—five
decision was reversed.
The reluctance with which the de
cision is given is everywhere manifest.
He says: “The copies of the Weekly one year, five photographs and one
structure of the past must fall before the innovations of the copy of “Constitutional Equality, a right of woman,” by
present. The legal supremacy of the husband is gone. His Tennie C. Claflin, price $2.00.

In opening the defense, Judge Selden claimed that the
case was of great magnitude and interest, not only to the
defendant but to the whole people. When the defendant
claimed her right to be registered and to vote she was as
much entitled to both of those rights as any man, and when
she voted, if she fully believed that she had a right to vote,
she committed no crime. The question for the jury was
whether she did vote in good faith, believing that she had a
right to vote.
Judge Selden then stated that for the second time in his
professional life he was compelled to offer himself as a wit
ness in behalf of his client. Being sworn, he testified that
before the defendant voted she called on him for advice as
|;o her right to vote; that he took time to examine the ques
tion, and did so very carefully, and that he then advised her
that she was as much a voter as he or any other man; that he
believed then that she had a legal right to vote, and he be
lieved so now and on that advice she voted.
The defendant then offered herself as a witness on her
own behalf on the subject of intent and good faith.
The District Attorney objected to her incompetency to tes
tify ii} her own behalf and the objection was sustained.
The defense then rested.
John E. Found was then sworn by the prosecution. He
testified that on the examination before Commissioner Storrs
the defendant stated that she should have offered to vote
even if she had not had Judge Selden’s advice; that she had
not a particle of doubt of her right to vote.
There was no further testimony given, and Judge Selden
addressed the Court and jury in an exhaustive argument, sceptre has departed from him. The wife, on the contrary,
occupying nearly three hours in its delivery.
can have her separate estate; can contract with reference to
JUDGE SELDEN’S ADDRESS.
it; can sue and be sued at law upon the contracts thus made;
He enunciated three propositions: first, that the defend can sue in her own name for injury to her person and slan
ant was legally entitled to vote at the election in question; der of her character, and can enjoy the fruits of her time
second, if she was not so entitled, but believed that she was and labor, free from the control or interference of her hus
so, and voted in good faith in that belief, such working does band. The chains of the past have been broken by the pro
not constitute a criminal offense under the statute; and gression of the present, and she may now enter upon the
third, that she did vote in such belief and in good faith. He stern conflicts of life untrammeled. She no longer clings to
sad that the two first questions wpre for the Court, and the and depends upon man; but has the legal right and aspires
last for the jury, unless the Court should consider it so clear to battle with him in the contests of the forum; to outvie him
that the defendant acted in good faith as to leave no ques in the healing art; to climb with him the steps of fame, and
Her brains, handstion for the consideration of the jury. Mr. Selden insisted that to share with him in every occupation.
the only alleged ground of the illegality of the defendant’s and tongue are her own, and she should be responsible for
vote is that she is a woman; that if the same act had been slanders uttered by herself.”
This, given with such a bitter tart, seems like the “ quail
done by her brother under the same circumstances, it would
have been not only innocent, but laudable; but being done by story” of ancient times, where the Jehovah Deity gave them
his client, because she is a woman, it is said to be a crime. meat in his wrath ad museum. It is as much as to say, “ Ho!

For every club of ten subscribers—thirty dollars—ten
copies of the Weekly, ten photographs and one copy each
of “ The Principles of Government,” by Yictoria C. Woodhull, price $3; and “Constitutional Equality” (each book
containing steel-plate engraving of the author).
For every club of twenty subscribers—sixty dollars—twenty
copies of the Weekly one year, forty photographs and two
copies each of “The Principles of Government” and “Con
stitutional Equality.”
For every club of thirty or more subscribers, accompanied
by three dollars for each subscriber, thirty copies of the
Weekly one year, ninety photographs and one each of the
books—“The Principles of Government” and “Constitu
tional Equality”—for every ten subscribers; and
For a club of fifty subscribers—one hundred and fifty
dollars—fifty copies of the Weekly one year, fifty photo
graphs, a set of the books and a Wheeler & Wilson Sewing
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YOICBS OF THE PEOPLE.
Pktjersfiei,!), Hants, (Eng.), April 6, 1873.
Dear Airs. Woodhull—Your good papers come very regularity. ’Tis idle in me to point to any particular remark
therein; ’tis also good and full of truth, so that I treasure up
the whole of it in my memory.
The allusion to children is quite true, and the same cir
cumstance, dire and dreadful as it is, may be applied to all
ages of both sexes and in every clime and color; and mas
turbation, self abuse, onanism, or the sin of Onan, and
sodomy, the same as practiced in Sodom and Gomorrah,
and all the cities of the plain, is done to this very day;
and in our convict establishments, army and navy, all these
things are done, and bestiality also, and it will ever be.
’Tis the Bible is the cause of much harm. There ’tis said
you must not look, you must not touch, you must not speak,
as every idle word is judged; that it is better to pluck out
the-right eye, and better to cut off the right hand, and much
stuff similar; that consequently the two sexes are to be seen
apart in day light, and women are passed by and shunned as
though they were mad dogs, but at darkness of the night,
fellows, the males, slink about seeking what innocents they
can devour. Oh! terrible ,state of things, and nothing but
the advocacy of your clever doctrine will alter it.
The wedding-ring or shackle upon the woman’s finger, and
husband fellows go free. On every husband I would put a
ring through his nose. Again the band around the woman’s
leg, I mean the petticoats, and men go free to run here and
there and everywhere. I say give fellows the muff, the silly
vail and foolish parasol, and to woman I would give the
tarry trowsers and shining hat, and sailor’s jacket, and
make men of them, and have them in the councils of nations.
Nothing will ever make us free, but.that would make us free
indeed.
I am but little seen in Petersfield, being inland, although
I have my letters directed there for me, as I travel every
week throughout the year in two or three different counties
weekly, so that I never continue long in one stay. But
should you come to England, I could see you in London if I
had sufficient timely notice thereof, as I pass through Lon
don, and often stop there for a day; then I am again like)the
waves of the ocean or wafted as on the wings of the wind,
by that powerful traveler the steam horse on the iron rail;
but I should be pleased to pass a few hours with you at any
time. I see no chance of woman deliverance nor yet of man
improvement. ’Tis no use to shirk our doom; women must
suffer, and men must work. But God is the great original of all
this sorrow, as he says he knew what is, what was, and what
is to come, and can you call that mercy ? Oh! what a nick
name. Yours truly,
•
R. Vinnett.
P. S.—Let me know if you visit England.
Mesdames Woodhull and Claflin—A few days since I for the
first time saw a copy of your Weekly, and handled it (by rea
son of previous representations in regard to the character of
the paper) very cautiously, expecting to find its columns filled
with matter most objectionable and disgusting, if not im
moral. I was indeed surprised on reading some of the arti
cles to find that they taught more of purity, physical and
moral reform than I have heard uttered from pulpits or lec
ture-rooms during the past thirty years; and I saw nothing
to object to in the paper so far as was made to appear to my
understanding.
But there is one point on which I greatly desire to be in
formed.
You hold that every woman should claim and hold com
plete ownership of her body; that she has the right to decide
who shall be the father of her offspring.
Now, supposing a woman is wedded to a man between
whom and herself there exists no conjugal affinity, but who
in the purity of her nature desires to assume maternal rela
tions, may she, in your opinion, rightfully and virtuously co
operate with any other man than herweddedhusband to effect
that purpose ? I am told that you do hold to this freedom
and privilege in cases like the one here stated.
This is the point I ask you to state plainly in answer in
your next issue, or soon after, and that you forward to me
the copy of the paper in which your answer shall be made.
Yours in all that is pure,
Antoxa Barnaby.
Dear Mrs. Woodhull—Raving the good fortune to reside
in the Ninth Ward of the city of Detroit, where Mr. Peter
Hill was Alderman, I applied to him soon after the Four
teenth Amendment was adopted to be registered as a legal
voter, claiming that by it my sex w<?re enfranchised through
out the United States. Mr. Hill being a staunch Liberal, at
once recognized the justice of my request and complied with
it. Since then I have voted at every election held in the
city. Accounts of my doings were reported in several news
papers and freely commented upon, but so far have in no re
spect that I am aware of been injurious to me. My success
encourages me to advise all wopaen who feel the conscious
ness of being free and entitled to the right of choosing their
rulers, should, whenever they have officers like Mr. Hill, try
the experiment of becoming enfranchised.
About a month since, during a trip to our Eastern cities, I
visited Woodhull, Claflin & Co.’s office in New York. I was
anxious to see at her home the able and energetic woman
who was so earnestly advocating our cause, and who had
been the first to obtain the action of Congress upon it, especi
ally after her sixth incarceration in a government bastile.
Presuming that the public know but little personally of your
situation, and of course have a curiosity upon the subject, I
will say that I found the office, 48 Broad st., New York, a live
business place. Mrs. Woodhull and her husband were receiv
ing numerous visitors, up to their eyes in the myriad books
and papers of a combined newspaper and exchange office. I
was glad to find them in good health and spirits, and earnest
as possible in the cause for which they were being perse
cuted.
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complexity than any other of human interest. Prom their
earliest existence, mankind have been studying the great
problem of how to live. Viewing the world at large, little
else than external and internal discords can be seen. Mon
ogamy, polygamy and every possible variety of social con
ditions are being pretty thoroughly tried, with the general
results of being popular to those who adopt them, and horri
ble to those who reject them. Looking internally, it is
doubtful if any condition could be worse or more unhappy.
Where peace and love ought to be supreme, so little of it ex
ists in the home circle generally, that it seems like a bur
lesque to use any such terms. Every person is familiar with
the discords almost universally prevailing, so that it is un
necessary for me to state them. It would seem as if any
theories ought to be an improvement—it certai nly would be
difficult to make matters worse. For one, I regard the hue
and cry against any change in our system as evidence of the
ignorance of those who dread it. I should be glad to see any
plan tried that promised improvement, and hence am very
willingto see agitation of the subject. But feeling more inter
est in the suffrage than in the social question, I would prefer
that the Weekly should remain the able and powerful
advocate of woman’s rights, and continue to do effective
service in behalf of her sex.
Having lately changed my social state from that of widow
to wife, I now propose to see whether my rights continue
the same. I would state that my present husband has long
been known as an earnest advocate of our cause.
Nannette B. G-arjdner Smith.
Detroit, Mich., March 30, 1873.
A SHOE THAT FITS MANY EDITORS.
We give place to the following because it has a general
application to a large number of papers besides the Utica
Herald:
John Brown’s Tract, May 27,1873.
To the Editor oe the Utica Herald:
You have herein my protest against the false evidence you
have borne against certain radical reforms and reformers.
My attention was first called to your prudish course in com
menting on the Judge Cartter decision. The comments were
an absurd mixture of blunders and libel, evidently written
by some one who failed to comprehend the decision itself,
and was ignorant of the law and principles involved.
In the same line you attempt to ridicule and prejudice the
case of Susan B. Anthony, prosecuted fpr voting.
She bravely vindicates her right to a voice in making the
law that controls her person and levies a tax upon her
property. A natural and constitutional right, so held by the
ablest lawyers in the country. For all this you have my
contempt. Not for opposition to radical theories, but for
vain attempts to ridicule one whom I regard as an intel
lectual giant as compared to the best of your scribblers.
Then, when Woodhull was in prison, your paper repre
sented for weeks that she was unable to get bail, when you
knew that she was daily refusing proffered bail. You have
left your readers to think that she is yet in jail. You have
withheld from them even',the slightest reference of anything
tangible to the greatest scandal of the century, as if it was
your duty to protect corruption and rottenness in church and
society. You have sent your dogs after Henry Ward
Beecher’s accusers. You have corruptly attempted to shield
the gentle church in the person of its pope. But why is it
so ? She disturbs that priestly influence and money monoply that you (of the salary steal))live by and try to bolster
up.
You slur Edward H. G-. Clark for summing up the seandalum mgnatum and publishing the Thunderbolt.
When insult is offered to law and decency in the case of
Train, and when the other journals of the country are resent
ing the insult, you conceal the point from your readers and
turn up your pug nose at Train. You have continually mis
represented and concealed the facts in his case during his
long imprisonment. You have sought by obscure headings
and statements to mislead your readers, a trick quite com
mon with you. One would think that you employed an ex
pert to mix and confuse matter when you would conceal the
truth. To-day you leave your readers to think that the habeas
corpus is denied by Judge Fancher, and by this same mean
trick.
You are lending your servile sheet to crucify the prophets
of this generation. Their crime is that they have told the
truth, and you are one of the Pharisees who stand ready to
scourge them.
This world is controlled by an undercurrent*that you fail
to perceive with your short sight, but you will feel its mighty
force. So if you will keep up this dark seance, beware the
air is full of revolution and you are marked for the coming
crisis. Don’t think that superstition can scare the people to
keep up the church and priesthood, and still enforce peace in
this half-free, half-feudal country. Don’t think that the
press can be subsidized to sustain corruption and plunder of
the peoples’ earnings without provoking revolution.
Your indignant critic,
John Brown the Second.

erals—Spiritualists in particular—than from priest-ridden
sectarians, and have found that the more narrow-minded,
bigoted and superstitious a people are, the more uncharitable
are such toward those who differ from them in opinions.
Emma, are you retrograding? If even so, still, mindful of
the good you have accomplished, we will endeavor to be con
sistent by extending to you that charity you denied to our
leader and your sister co-worker in reform, so far in advance
of you; and hereafter—
Should you feel inclined to censure
Faults you may in others view,
Ask your own heart, ere you venture,
If that has hot failings too.
Let not friendly vows he broken,
Eather strive a friend to gain;
Many a word in anger spoken,
Finds its passage home again.
Do not, then, in idle pleasure,
Trifle with a sister’s fame;
Guard it as a valued treasure,
Sacred as your own good name.
Do not form opinions blindly,
Hastiness to trouble tends;
Those of whom we’ve thought unkindly.
Oft become our warmest friends.
It illy becomes you to attack American ladies, born and
educated in a country comparatively free, and accuse them
of “animalism” simply because they advocate principles of
social freedom and reform far in advance of your compre
hension, principles which, like the Golden Rule, are perfect
in themselves, and can be made practicable when you and
other opponents will be honest, and advance to that stage of
progression that you can truly live up to them. And would
you hereafter regain your lost ground, advance the interests
of the catise in which you are engaged, and build up your own
reputation, never attempt it by disparaging or misrepresent
ing that of Yictoria C. Woodhull, in whose defense thou
sands of liberty-loving freemen will every rally.
Therefore, be charitable, and lest ye be not harshly judged
Judge not. The workings of her brain
And of her heart thou canst not see.
What looks to thy dim eye a stain,
In God’s pure light may only be
A scar, brought from some well-worn Held
Where thou wouldst only faint and yield.
Yours for freedom and charity,
Spirit oe ’76

Quincy Point, Mass., June 12, 1873,
Dear Friend—Although I never saw your face or heard
your voice, yet I call you friend—the friend, the benefactor
of all the great sisterhood, the mouthpiece of thousands who
are sending up the great cry for emancipation from the op
pression and tyranny of “ custom’s iron chain.”
God speed you in your noble work. A writer has desig
nated the emancipation-of the negro slaves “the grandest
flower that ever bloomed.” I believe that the “bud of
promise ” which you are holding before the world, whose
petals are unfolding one by one, slowly but surely, shall
eventually develop into a flower tenfold more noble, grand
and glorious than any this earth has ever yet beheld—a
flower upon which millions yet unborn shall gaze, and bless
you for the rearing. Go on, brave, noble worker in the cause
thou hast espoused. Falter not, fail not, though thy burden
be heavy, and thy path hedged with thorns. Let this one
thought comfort and strengthen thee, “after the cross
cometh the crown.”
Yours for truth,
Anna Leavitt.
To the Editor of the—---------- : Please permit me to says
word or two in your columns on the infallibility of the
Bible. The chronology of the Bible says that Cain killed
his brother Abel the same year that Gpd made their father
Adam out of the dust of the ground. Now, if God inspired
Moses to write that, why did He not inspire him to write the
truth, instead of a falsehood ? Perhaps some member of the
Y. M. C. A. may have an answer, as our priests and teachers
utterly ignore a thousand just such questions and still keep
telling you that the Bible is God’s revelation to man. It
looks to me like the work of fallible man, instead of an infal
lible G od; and the sooner its infallibility is repudiated the
better for humanity. We then shall be free to punish mur
derers in some other way than strangling them.

____

E. R. Ladd.

San Francisco, May 10,1873.
Victoria C- Woodhull—My attention has been called to
your paper within a few weeks, and my feelings now may be
likened unto the blind man that was suddenly restored his
lost sense—I am dazzled and confused. My opinions of you
and colaborers have changed for the better. I believe that
you are not so black as you have been painted, although
your words have somewhat upset my notions of society. I am
forced to admire your grit, wonder at your ability, and can
not doubt your sincerity. Go on in your good work, ever
seeking the goal of truth; let sycophants and hypocrites
stand from under. Your Beecher expose was to me like a
flood of light, and I have hardly got over the effects of it
San Francisco, Cal., May 18, 1872.
yet.. The press published the meagre dispatches from time,
Airs. Woodhull—Acknowledging yourself to be our stand to time, but it is only now that the public are beginning to.
ard-bearer of social freedom in the advance guard of prog realize that an outrage has been perpetrated, a parallel of
ress in America, it was with pride, pleasure and renewed which we may find in the annals of the Dark Ages.
confidence in your sincerity, genuine courage and nobleness
I remain, a seeker after truth,
Pat. J. Healy.
of soul that I read your reply to Emma Hardinge’s attack
upon yourself and the advocates of Free Love generally in Woodhull and Claflin’s Weelly:
your issue of April 5 (a hitherto missing number just re
ou may count me among the number of those who are
ceived), in which, notwithstanding the recent persecutions willing to contribute to the fund which is intended to free
and misrepresentations heaped upon you from other sources,
your press from the fangs of the American inquisition.
you still maintained your reputation for charity toward
I admire its heroic defense of “ Liberty of Speech and the
those who differ from you, and thereby retain our unabated
Press, and, without expressing either favor or dissent on
confidence that you war only for principle’s sake.
; You never uttered a truer saying than that “ a true friend other subjects discussed in its columns, I am ready to say
is one who calls attention to faults rather than one who with ancient Pyrrho, “Let them he further investigated.”
praises virtues only.”
About a century ago the Rev. Martin Madan, of London,
The social question is probably of greater magnitude and | I had long since learned to expect more charity from lib under a British, monarchy, was tolerated in writing and

publishing a work called “Thelypkthora,” in which your
social doctrines are proven from the Christian or Bible stand
point. William Blake, William Godwin, Mary Wollstonecraft and Shelly were not imprisoned for avowing and ad
vocating the same doctrines from a rational or humanitarian
standpoint; and yet, judging from recent events in a govern
ment of the people, founded on the principle's of individual
liberty, with a Constitution forbidding the enactment of
laws “abridging the freedom of speech or of the press,”
Protestant Christians are combining and conspiring to strike
down these sacred rights.
They have subsidized the
American Congress and procured the enactment of a loose
and latitudinarian law, punishing with fine and imprison
ment the transmission of obscene or vulgar literature through
the mails.
Under this law they are arresting and dragging publishers
of Infidel newspapers before Christian judges and United
States Commissioners, who resort to the rulings of the des
potic Courts of the English Star Chamber to establish the
position that anything which reflects on religion, morality or
virtue is obscene and vulgar.
We had innocently believed that we had outgrown the age
of active Christian persecution, but we are obliged to ac
knowledge our error; for, as in the palmy days of Puritan
ism in the American colonies, when Charles II. interdicted
the hanging of Quakers for opposing the dogmas of an or
thodox faith, the Church resorted to accusations of witch
craft to rid themselves of troublesome skeptics. So now,
under the pretense of vulgar and obscene literature, Chris
tians of our day are persecuting and imprisoning those who
dissent from and satirize their unnatural and evil dogmas.
One of the periodical fever fits of Christian frenzy seems
to be raging in our midst, and government officials fly with
alacrity to do their fanatical bidding.
The American press, hitherto the great bulwark of the lib
erty of the citizen, is pandering to these disgusting acts of
forcible Christian propagandism. o
What wonder, then, that these should produce a counter
irritation, and the air be filled with the presages of “ Coming
Dictators,” riot and revolution.
My hope is that the sober second thought of the American
people will come in time to save the liberties of the only
government on earth that has proclaimed “ that governments
derive their just powers from the consent of the governed,”
and that neither Christian fanatics nor Pagan dictators shall
be able to plunge the nation into anarchy and civil war.
To this end I give the right hand of fellowship to any jour
nalist whose columns are open to the most unrestricted and
free utterances of thought on any of the great problems of
life, liberty and humanity.
E. P. Bassett.
Toledo, June 1, 1873.

But great as is the work of woman in the Christian Dis
pensation, their example is really the present main-stay of
Christian progress. Does any one suppose three churches
could exist in Brooklyn if our sisters, wives and mothers
confined the exhibition of their piety to their own homes ?
We are not, indeed, so bad as the French, but women greatly
exceed men in attendance at religious services. If they
were to absent themselves during two Sundays what would
be the Christian showing on the third ? We indicate a known
and increasing weakness of the stronger sex: is the thought
ful pastor to overlook this tendency and not adopt measures
to restrict it Tin jury and prevent its spreading?
Now, what better means can the mind of man devise than
that adopted by Mr. Beecher? The female heart is peculiar
ly adapted to feel and express emotional religion. Mr.
Beecher accustomed himself to study all its chords, and to
educe its finest symphonies. Could he have succeeded so
well as he is known to have succeeded, if he had practiced
the habits of a hermit, and suffered the interest of his fe
male membership to flag by confining his intercourse with
them to his open congregation? The question answers itself.
There never should have been reason for its asking.
The true Apostle, however, thinks of more than present
results. He forecasts and anticipates. Congregations die.
The Species lives. The second generation must be secured
to Christ; and the second generation can only be secured
through the mothers. The mothers must, therefore, be con
ciliated and retained, if Christian life is to have either fam
ily conseoutiven,ess or congregational character. Herein,
again, Mr. Beecher appears at his best. By so much as he ex
celled other pastors in attention to his female supporters, by
so much do the fruits of his teaching exceed theirs in num
ber, and probability of permanent beneficence.
{From the Dubuque Telegrapft.]
PLYMOUTH CHURCH TRINITY.
The tripartite treaty to which Henry Ward Beecher, Theo
dore Tilton and Henry C. Bowen are parties, is one of the
curious events of the day, and if there was nothing else to
prove the truth of Mrs. Victoria Woodhull’s charges and the
allegations against other parties, this treaty would do it. For
what was the use of a treaty if there was not some misun
derstanding to treat about; why stipulate to keep silent
about each other if there was nothing to talk about; and if
it was not something scandalous to keep silent about, why
stipulate with each other that it should not be mentioned ?
But it is needless to ^tgue the matter further. We don’t need
any farther proof than this treaty stipulation that all three
of those parties are no better nor near as good as they should
be. This treaty, although made before Mrs. Woodhull’s
charges against Henry Ward Beecher were made public, is a
complete vindication of her course, and a corroboration of
her allegation.

fast as she was bailed out on one charge she was thrown into
jail on another of the same kind, being thus kept in a prison
cell a considerable part of the winter. It looked very much
like an attempt to prevent an investigation, by sheer brute
force. If such was the design, it has not resulted in silenc
ing the accuser until enough truth has been let out to make
further investigation imperative.
Whatever the intention, the accusations were treated by
Mr. Comstock and his- backers in entirely the wrong way.
We are very ready to admit that Mrs. Woodhull is a bad
woman. We are also very ready to admit that the late M.
T. Walworth was a bad man. But wo are not ready to admit
that a bad man ought to be murdered by his son, or a bad
woman hounded to death for telling the truth.
Bad as she may be, her present sickness and probable
death are largely attributable to the illegal acts of Mr.
Beecher’s friends, with the acquiescence of himself and
Mr. Tilton, Mr. Frank Moulton and several * others. What
has been called “brave silence” is in reality the most
cowardly and disgraceful silence, and every day it continues
adds strength to the evidence of guilt.
{From the Grand Rapids Daily Eagle, May 31.]
THE THREE MASTIFFS.
There once lived in adjoining kennels three mastiffs of
noble breed. Not that they were titled mastiffs by hereditary
right, but they were noble in the respect that they were
agreed in noble purposes, the chief of which, being learned
in dogology, and the good and evil of canine nature, was the
purpose to become teachers of their fellows and to train up
and elevate dog society to mutual love and friendship, and
respect for each other’s rights and possessions. There had
been in the dog community of which these mastiffs became
prominent philosophers and teachers, in the olden time,
much tyranny exercised by the stronger over the weaker;
and the time had been, too, when there was but the law of
strength of jaw and fleetness of foot, combined with win
someness of looks and bearing and gentleness of bark, to de
termine the sway of the gentlemen mastiffs over those of the
weaker sex. It was might and artifice combined. But these
three mastiffs who by much observation and study had
grown wiser than the rougher and poorer curs, sought out
the better way and strove nobly likewise to educate and
elevate their fellows to their own high standard. They even
aspired to bring about an era of good fellowship when all
dogs should know and love each other from the least to the
greatest, and to usher in a dog millennium. Their names
were Bose and Mose and Rose respectively, and they were
much admired by the females of their race. And they pros
pered and grew popular and were , everywhere praised—
scarcely a whine or a yelp was raised against them in all the
lai’ge moral dog reform association which they had formed
and led to distinction in the land; but wherever they went
they were greeted with joyous barking and wagging of tails,
and other demonstrations .of pleasure. And Tray and
Blanche and Sweetheart, and all other ladies of the kennels
vied with each other in leading Mose and Ros® and Bose by
the side of sparkling waters and giving them to taste of the
most delicious morsels from the shambles. But by-and-by
Mose became little jealous of Rose, and Rose became suspicious
of Bose, and Bose eyed Mose askance, and soon each of the
three friendly mastiffs was stealthily watching the others.
One of them espied the other coming out of the rear
gate of a neighboring sheepfold ; and soon he in turn
was caught in private dalliance with the lambs
of another flock, and at length they had all caught
each other wool-gathering and knew more of each other’s
little peccadilloes than they cared to tell, lest scandal might
breed mischief in the moral dog reform society. But the
jealousy grew stronger, and Mose barked out his innuendoes
about Bose—he could raise a great breeze if he would—but
he was no scandal monger—nevertheless, it might be his
duty, to preserve dog purity, yet to expose the misdoings of
Bose. And Rose began to think the code of laws of that com
munity might have been a little too strict, that a little more
charity might prevail. The fact was Rose had himself dis
covered where were some sweet bones, like those which
Bose was suspected of picking. Then a coolness grew be
tween Rose and Mose; but the while they began to whisper
to each other how they might disgrace Bose. Presently there
was a soup party among the females of that society, and
gossip having been started, the scandal was much better
known to them than to their male companions who were
wont to meet them to pass the evenings in mutual counsel
for the common good. From gossip it became scandal, and
the mastiffs began to put oh airs; however, the whole story,
as it had grown by what it fed upon, was freely told by the
impetuous Blanche.
Then there was quaking among The
watchdogs, and much shrewd silence with the three leaders—
the mastiffs, who affected dignified contempt; they were
so above the common curs that they disdained the light
snapping and barking. But slyly they put their heads to
gether and met for council.
They said to each other:
“This will never do. We have ourselves furnished the
stones with which our accusers are beginning to pelt us. We
know too much of one another’s sly stealings to let this thing
go on, or to be the enemies of each other. Let us make com
mon cause and common vindication, and quench this scandal
by a triple effort.” And so they joined in an agreement of
amity, and a triple alliance, offensive and defensive. And
they issued a manifesto of mutual admiration. Each sol
emnly declared that he knew no ill of the others, and that
they and each of them were just as good dogs as he; that
there was no more propensity in their hearts than his to go
into stray pastures. And so there was a little lull of the
tempest in the families of the three mastiffs, and the scribes
of the Moral Dog Reform Society made haste to send abroad
the certificate of character which Mose and Bose and Rose
had signed for each other. And thus they closed the win
dows of their glass houses, and put the loose stones thereof
out of sight in the walls of the foundation. And the moral

{From the Ottumwa Democrat.]
The war against Henry Ward Beecher on the charge of his
--------- ----------------improper conduct with women continues, to the great injury
of his paper, the Christian Union, the circulation of which
SPIRIT OF THE PRESS.
has fallen off wonderfully within the last few weeks. His
friends urge him to denounce the statements as false, and in
[From the Brooklyn Press.]
all probability he will do so before many days, although he is
A SECOND APOLOGY EOR BEECHER.
himself opposed to such a course. Theo. Tilton and Bowen,
The honored pastor of Plymouth is still without any other editors of the Independent, are solely responsible for the slan
defender than this journal. The whole press seems to have ders, and as Bowen sits in Beecher’s congregation, the feel
been stunned into silence by the enormity of the charges ing against him runs high.
against him; and not knowing what to say in explanation or
palliation, they have adopted the cowardly course of letting
[From the Commerce {Mo.) Dispatch.]
his libellers monopolize every avenue to the public ear, and
The newspapers which were so ready to call Mrs. Woodhull
possess themselves in peace of the assistance of the public
very foul names are beginning to think that if Mr. Beecher
conscience.
is lied upon, it is not her lie, and that two of the leading
This were scurvy treatment of any minister of Christ; but
members of Plymouth Church are guilty of a foul slander, or
in the case of Mr. Beecher it is despicably ungrateful. A
their pastor is both a hypocrite and scoundrel. We would, for
man of the press himself, even in his vestments, they should
the sake of society and mankind, like to believe that Henry
rush to his side, and remain at his side while the slightest
Ward Beecher is innocent, were it not for the scoundrelly
hope remained of re-establishing his reputation: and even
efforts to strangle the rights and freedom of a defenseless
if the worst came, and what is allegation became proved fact,
woman. Let Mr. Beecher’s crimes be what they may, he can
they should chivalrously recount his many claims on public
be guilty of no greater one than standing back and seeing
gratitude, and interpose the heartiest possible pleas of pal
his Jesuitical flunkeys gagging and bucking a free press and
liation in behalf of a rather aged, over-wrought, and perhaps
free speech.
onstrung mind. Instead of doing anything so noble and
■manly, they add the injury of their silence to the malice of
{From the Buffalo Morning Express, June 9,1873.]
his accusers, and convey the impression to the public that
THE WOODHULL PROSTRATE.
there is nothing to be said in his behalf. Conduct like this
The news, published in our telegraphic columns, that the
deserves only one sort of comment. It is as unworthy of the
notorious Victoria Woodhull has been stricken down by
press as it is ruinous to the preacher.
We indicated last week how Mr. Beecher, naturally and heart disease, and that her life, as the physicians say, “pangs
innocently, felt himself compelled to intimate associations by a thread,” will attract far more attention at the present
with the gentler souls of his congregation for the praise time than would usually be aroused by her character, her po
worthy purpose of preaching with more efficiency to them. sition or her intellect. The great scandal which she pub
We omitted to show that this course was taken in the in lished, though she did not originate, regarding the foremost
terest of Christian progress, as well as to assure the reverend preacher of America, is just reaching its climax, and- it will
gentleman the fund of current sentiment necessary to a be a strange coincidence if the accuser shall sink into her
grave just as the civilized world shall be pronouncing judg
teacher who would excel his brethren.
Subtract the work done by good women from the aggregate ment against the accused.
Moreover, it is extremely probable that her present condi
of Christian effort, and how much will remain ? Let them
reclaim their share in our churches, from the cellars to the tion has been brought about, and that her death, should it
steeples; let them withdraw the products of their pious dis soon occur, will have been hastened by the numerous im
interestedness from our parochialjhouses; let them require prisonments to which she has been subjected during the past
return of all their investments of time and money, and ad winter—imprisonments which were utterly unnecessary to
ministrative talent from our charitable and reformatory further the ends of justice. Her offense was either a most
edifices and institutions, and the residuum will be found to atrocions libel or it was nothing. It would have been per
consist of brokers’ advertisements and the conscience-money fectly proper for Mr. Beecher or his friends to have her in
percentages of repentant or hypocritical merchants. Indeed, dicted for that crime, so that the truth or falsehood of her
were it not for the persistent unselfishness in the cause of accusations could have been proven; and if they were false,
the Gospel of these Marys, Marthas and Veronicas, we should five years in state prison would not have been too much for
have very little evangelical work done, and the motives con so cruel a libel on an innocent man and woman. But, instead
trolling the doing of that little almost universally impugned of that, Mr. Beecher’s friends, using Anthony Comstock as
and derided. The pastor knows this melancholy truth; and their tool, commenced a prosecution for obscenity, evidently
fii@ must either submit to see Christ served with suspicious hoping to prevent investigation as to the truth or falsity of
.devotion or attach to the working out of every devotional her accusations, though no unprejudiced person could read
,or philanthropic effort in the Master’s cause, the tender, them without seeing that, though if false, they were horri
truthfnl and devoted hearts of Christian maidens, wives ble libels, yet they were not obsene in the ordinary meaning
j of tke English, language. She was not brought to trial, but as of this ancient story was not told,
m& mothers,
.
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a vigor of mind seldom seen in females, and exceptional in
men. In debate she is fluent and brilliant, and as an authoress
BEECHER.
Ret him be brought to the fore. The proof is piling Up has gained considerable reputation. In business she was
nothi^ !jim, eV6ry day- The charaoter °f Woodhull has shrewd, energetic, and possessed a tact that made her popu
lar among merchants and business men.
she
f t° ^ tbe faCtS convictinS him. She is what
Engaged in a business—the brokerage—that requires the
uUt she presents her evidence in such a shape that
b ™ TSih6 a plain denial of ifc’ or Henry Ward Beecher utmost vital mental qualities, she distinguished herself by
“ be landed. The United States Commissioner, Os- her thorough knowledge of all money matters, and her even
orne, may interpose, the United States District Attorney, ness with the oldest and most experienced brokers in all
avis, may interpose, a subsidized press may keep silent, their tricks.
Her life has been a very eventful one, and owing to the
an n® Brooiclyn church may continue its devotion to the
man whose wordy sentimentalisms entrance it, Bowen and terrible strain upon her mental and physical forces, she
liltonmay write retractions on parchments as thick as the being of a rather delicate constitution, it is supposed she has
seven-foM shield of bull’s-hide which Ajax wore at the siege seriously impaired her health. Her recent trouble, too, in
° ro-f’ bu^ a11 tbese acts, and failures to act, cannot cover the Beecher Scandal, with the excitement attendant upon
ne indelible brand of infamy which recorded evidence the approaching trial, have caused her great anxiety, and
haye culminated in her illness.
stamps on the forehead of the wearer.”
Mrs. Woodhull is a woman of slight stature, a medium
The witnesses are Woodhull, Tilton and wife, Henry C
Bowen, Frank Moulton, Cady Stanton, Paulina Wright blonde of classical features, and has a prepossessing, intelli
iJavi’S, and Susan B. Anthony. Their testimony is con gent face. She and her sister live in elegant style at their
firmed by the letters of Tilton and Bowen, the action of the mansion on East Thirty-fourth street, and their acquaintances
courts, and the silence of Beecher. If the man be not guilty, are intelligent and of good repute.
In case of her sister’s death Miss Tennie Claflin proposes
1 e im speak in disproof. His position is not of such proud
pre-eminence that he can remain silent touching the charges disconnecting herself with the brokerage business and lead
made against him, supported by men and women entitled to ing a retired life with her father and mother.
credit, and with no conceivable motive for defamation.
[From the Express,, Albang-, Wt Y>]
The interests of society and Christianity imperatively de
THE WOODHULL.
mand a sharp and severe inquest into this matter, and the
religious press and evangelical denominations have, by their
Although the news came two days ago that Victoria 0.
severe letting alone of the alleged wickedness, shown a dis Woodhull was dying, we have yet to announce her death,
position to shield which must necessarily militate against and it seems probable that she may again return to the fray
good morals. Beecher’s florid style of generalization has and fight anew her immoral battles before the hand of death
found many imitators among preachers who suppose that lays her low. There was a question in New York whether
Emersonian euphony is religion, and it is high time that the her serious illness was not assumed, and although she lay in
iconoclast should put his hand in vengeance on this thin°- a darkened room, was shielded vigilantly from annoyance by
of clay, and cast it from its altar. Incapable of logic, and her friends, and all over the house was the hush of serious
going “out after the inane,” he has been a diligent seeker sickness, yet many were skeptical of the truth of the melan
sifter public applause as any man we have had in the choly surroundings, and one unmanly and inquisitive stran
country.
ger, whose conduct does not seem worthy of the character
His fall is not a surprise, because his vain and emotional he professed for himself, succeeded in forcing his way almost
character precluded the supposition that he was founded on into the room of the invalid, on the representation that he
the rank of principle. The exposure of his guilt has pro wished to satisfy himself, by his own sight and touch, that
duced, among the feeble-minded, a shock which will go far she was really ill.
to unsettle religious belief, and make question of faith and
The announcement that this remarkable woman has been
creeds of which he was an acknowledged expositor, and stricken down, and that, according to her physicians, her
which he was supposed to exemplify in his life. It is abso life “hangs by a thread,” attracts attention at the pres
lutely a fearful reflection that in the list of Kalloch’s we ent time, caused, perhaps, by being the means of making
have to record a Beecher.
public a huge scandal, in which the names oh two or three
very prominent, and, it was supposed, God-fearing people,
[From the Graphic, June 17.]
were unpleasantly mixed. It would be a misfortune, we
THE BEECHER-BOWEN BUSINESS.
think, if, when the charge against the great preacher is
HOW PLYMOUTH CHUECH PEOPOSES TO TEEAT THE SCANDAL reaching a point that it must be admitted to have some foun
dation in fact, or proven to be utterly false, that the accuser
■—INTEEVIEW WITH THE PEINCIPAL.
What Plymouth Church is going to do about a matter that should sink into her grave. We have no defense to offer for
has set all the rest of the world to talking may, perhaps, be Victoria C. Woodhull’s outrages upon society. We believe
inferred from the following replies,.which were received her to be a bold, bad woman, but we-would remember that
in answer to inquiries by a Daily Graphic reporter at the the charges she makes have never been denied, and while
her offense has been a horrid libel, or her assertion a shock
prayer-meeting last evening:
“ Mr. A. A. Low, is there, or is there not likely to be any ing truth, she has suffered much while endeavoring to prove
movement in Mr. Beecher’s church touching the late reputed her case. It is certain that her present physical prostration
scandal—as, for instance, a movement for the expulsion or has been brought about by her numerous and unnecessary
imprisonments; for the woman bas beenhounded and abused
reprimand of Henry C. Bowen?”
in a manner that humanity revolts at. She was not brought
“ Why, sir, I am as ignorant as a child about this matter;
to trial as she should have been, but as fast as she was bailed
but I think not.”
out on one charge she was thrown back into jail on another,
“ Mr. Henry C. Bowen, is there any movement on foot
thus being kept in the noisome cells of the Tombs the greater
looking toward the consideration of the recent scandal in
part of the winter. To us it looks as though strong efforts
which your name was mentioned, with those of Mr. Beecher
were being made to prevent an investigation.
and Mr. Tilton, by Plymouth Church as an organization?”
Lately the scandal has been brought to the surface from
“There is no movement in this matter of any kind, I
another quarter, and enough has been made public to give
think; and I should probably know it if there was.”
much credence to the bold assertions of Woodhull, so that
Mr. Tilton was asked a similar question.
an investigation became imperative, and is, we think, about
“ I know nothing about any such movement. Many people
to take place. If this woman die, and her death is probable,
think that I am a member of Plymouth Church. I am not,
it will have been indirectly caused by Henry Ward Beecher,
yet I should probably be apprised of it if there was such a
Anthony Comstock, Tilton, Moulton and others, who have
movement—and still (hesitating) I might not.”
preserved a discreet silence, sufficiently long to bring their
James Freeland, President of the Board of Trustees, was
accuser to the tomb. No matter how bad and impure this
greatly surprised at the suggestion.
woman had been, she can tell the truth, and the public may
“The church,” he said, “has never dreamed of such a
yet have reason to believe her horrible story, if they do not
thing as the expulsion of Mr. Bowen.”
do so already.
Deacon Fanning had had a talk with Mr. Bowen, and had
She is as much entitled to justice as is America’s great
asked him what he was going to do about it.
preacher, but she has not had it so far, that is evident.
“Nothing,” said Mr. Bowen; “ I ignore the matter.”
Mr. Fanning himself thought that was about the attitude
[From the Port Huron {Mich.) Times, June 2.]
of the church. It ignored the whole subject.
The publication of the “compact” made between Henry
The Rev. S. B. Halliday, whom Mr. Beecher calls his helper,
Ward Beecher, Henry C. Bowen and Theodore , Tilton, puts
said:
“ The church has never taken action on the subject, and a new phase on the scandal respecting Mr. Beecher. This
“compact” was made because Mr. Bowen and Mr. Tilton
probably never will.”
had said things derogatory to Mr. Beecher’s charactei’, and
is made public because, as its custodian says, Mr. Bowen has
[From the Pottsville Standard.~\
since denied that he ever retracted the asssertions he had
MRS. VICTORIA WOODHULL—HER SUDDEN ILL made affecting Mr. Beecher. Although the matter is still
NESS.
far from clear, it may be said that whereas Mr. Beecher’s
'The news comes that Mrs. Victoria C. Woodhull was character for truthfulness and honor has. never before been
stricken down suddenly on . the night of June 6, with the assailed, Mr. Bowen’s reputation for trickery and malice is
heart disease. So sudden was the attack that she dropped decidedly bad; and as between the two it would seem that
heavily to the floor in an unconscious state. The physicians no one could hesitate for a moment to put their faith in Mr.
who were called in pronounced her case as hopeless, as they Beecher. Still, this “ compact ” only adds to the evidence
thought her dead. Evidences of life, however, returned, and that the charges affecting Mr. Beecher’s character did not
she is now in a fair way to recover.
originate with Victoria Woodhull, and did originate, or
Mrs. Woodhull is a woman who has gained notoriety upon were repeated, by prominent members of his church. In
both hemispheres, and although denounced by many, owing that case, if they are false, it is clearly the duty of Mr.
to her bold and fearless manner in asserting the principles Beecher or his church to punish the slanderers, so far as
she believes right, is not so bad a woman as she is pictured. church discipline can go; for not only has Mr. Bowen
She is impulsive, talks and writes upon the spur of the mo-- uttered the slanders originally, but after having made a sol
ment, expressing only her own convictions, and although it emn compact to bury them forever, he has repeated them,
has involved her in many difficulties, she still continued to according to the evidence of the man in whose custody the
practice them with the same spirit and energy up to tbe time “compact ” was placed. Under these circumstances we do
of her sudden illness.
not see how Mr. Beecher and his church can longer remain
In conversation Mrs. Woodhull is a quick and nervous passive. If the charges against him are false, Mr. Bowen is
talker, expressing her views concisely in a most forcible mam a scoundrel who should not be tolerated in his church for a
ner, and at the same time so happily that she is really fas moment; and if they are true, Mr. Beecher’s character is
cinating. In intellect she is really a phenomena, possessing still worse, and he should be put out without further delay,

*
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than that necessary for a full and fair trial. The matter is
one that concerns not Plymouth Church alone, but every
other Christian church in the country, and the people at
large, before whom Mr. Beecher has stood for years as an
eloquent, outspoken, incorruptible advocate of good morals,
pure religion, and the truth.
Since the above was written we observe in dispatches from
New York that Mr. Beecher and his friends have determined
to take definite action on the whole matter; and that at a
meeting of the deacons of Plymouth Church, Friday even
ing, it was resolved to proceed at once „with an investiga
tion.
[From the Fond du Lac {Wis.) Journal.1
The Woodhull has at length compelled Beecher to take
notice of her charges against him. And it is cleverly done
on his part too. A mutual friend of the Beecher-TiltonBowen trio publishes a covenant—into the possession of
which he has come in ,«ome mysterious way—in which Bowen
retracts all the charges he over made, against the Rev. Henry
and the latter sublimely forgives him, while the gushing Til
ton ecstatically rejoices over the reconciliation thereby ef
fected. This looks to us, as It doubtless will to the general
public, like a very thin attempt of these parties to cover up
the scandal which the Woodhull-Claflin tribe are so indus
triously airing. .Meanwhile the current of sentiment is be
ginning to set against the talented preacher who meets such
direct and infamous charges in such a pitifully childish way.
We await further developments in the caseV
OBSCENE LITERATURE.
To THE EdITOE OE THE SYKACUSE DAILY COUEIEE :
If Victoria C. Woodhull is guilty of obscenity in publish
ing what she believes to be the truth about an eminent
Brooklyn clergyman, and what remains to this day undis
puted by those who are supposed to know, is there safety for
any one outside of the Young Men’s Christian Association,
who dares to speak the truth ?
Even this man Comstock is liable to prosecution if another
person could he found in the land who is mean enough to
move in the dirty work. The Telegram says:
“Cannot this fellow Coipstock, the man who wanted to be
made special postal agent, and censor of newspaper adver
tisements, be indicted for tradmg«in obscene publications
and indecent articles of every kind? We have heard of
queer trades and extraordinary attempts to procure special
legislation, hut this fellow’s occupation, and his recent effort
in Washington to get Congress to provide him with a fat
office, out-Herods anything we have ever heard or read of,
Comstock spends the best years of his life in collecting a
museum of filthy paraphernalia of indecency, and getting
together a library of lewd hooks, prints, etc., etc. We used
to think that this man Comstock reveled in his filthy trade
for its own sake, as a member of the Young Men’s Christian
Association, but, it appears, we were wofully mistaken.
There was a method in this earnest accumulation of filth.
Mr. Comstock wants to he a censor of the press.”
Although this individual has been temporarily defeated in
his grand scheme, he will, undoubtedly, be successful in the
end. Recent events have proved most conclusively to those
who are posted upon those atrocities, that there is a power
ful and unscrupulous association behind Mr. Comstock, if
not in collusion with him, to muzzle the press for the pur
pose of protecting a few individuals in high rank, who stand
to-day convicted in the minds of the people of crimes more
obscene than have as yet appeared in public print.
Fiat Justitia,
—---------- <---------------------- -

MISCELLANEOUS.
(Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1873, by Ellen Bar
ling, in the office of Librarian of Congress at Washington.)
WHAT EVERY MAN, FEMALE AND MALE, AND
PARTICULARLY EVERY LABORER, OUGHT TO
KNOW.
CHAPTER II.
What Education Is, and Heeein oe the Distinction
Between Education and Tkaining.
Education is experience—erperfenfm docct—experience
teaches. The education of an individual man or beast is the
individual experience of that man or beast; the beast can
hear, smell, see, taste, feel, no more. His education is his
experience, his reason of these senses. But the animal man
has another sense that distinguishes him as man. His un
derstanding and his education as man is his experience, his
reason of his understanding. Understanding is government;
it has no other office; it is for the government of man as is
reason for the government of the beast. The beast uses and
depends on his reason for his government and is independent
as to beasts. If man would use and depend on his under
standing, he too would be independent, hut he willfully ab
dicates his understanding and accepts for his government
the teachings, the teaining of others.
Train.—Artifice, strategem of enticement, a series of acts,
process, method of prooeedure.
To Train.—To draw along, to entice, to invite to exercise,
to form to any practice by exeecise, to habituate.
Educate (e, out of, and duco, to draw, Latin).—To educate
is to draw out, to cultivate, to develop.
Education.—Cultivation, development.
Man obtains the government of man and beast by training
—distinguish training from education, for they are opposites.
Training is the government of an individual by another, th®
dependence of an individual for direction in government on
another, and government is force or fear of force, and so
training is the government of another by force or fear
of force—SLAVEEY.

Education is the government of an individual by himself—
the dependence of an individual for government on himself
—that is, self-dependence, self-government—that is, inde=»
pendence libbety.
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As to man, training is the surrender of understanding as taste and qualifications for it. Man can aid, he can advise,
individual will—the government of the beast; for man in and work, and fight, hut he is not capable for the general
such case waives, puts aside understanding, and so is with charge, this requires woman and woman alone is capable for
out understanding; and AN animal without understand it. The state is but the collection of families, the relative
charge of families, and woman who is capable for the family
ing IS A MERE BEAST.
But education is the enforcement of understanding as is consequently capable for the relative charge—the state,
the supremacy, the law, of individual will—the government and man who is incapable for the one, is necessarily inca
of manhood. The parent educates his young to depend on pable FOR THE OTHER.
Woman is the subject of her affections, and her affec
themselves—that is, he cultivates and develops the senses
of the young from immaturity to maturity, from dependence tions, especially as the wife and mother, prompt
to independence. The education of the beast is his depend her to care for, preserve and protect the family,
ence on, his use, his experience of his senses, and the edu and in this charge is involved the care, preservation
cation "of man is that of the beast, with the addition of man’s and protection of the persons, and substance of the persons
dependence on, his use, his experience of, his understanding. composing the family—that is, in this charge are involved
Educated man has depended on, has used, has experienced the rights of the persons composing the family, and the
his understanding. He has taken the responsibility, has rights of the persons are the rights of the people; for the
acted, has taken the consequences—had the experience, people are but the individual, the person, and rights are hut
principles and come of understanding, the understanding of
proven the truth, THE PRINCIPLE for his government;
hut trained man has waived his understanding, and tee ex the people; and of this understanding comes government,
perience oe it, the truth, THE PRINCIPLE, and for the suggestion of understanding, for the enforcement of
the experience, the truth, THE PRINCIPLE; has the pre- understanding—that is, these rights, THESE PRIN
CIPLES. So government is the suggestion of principle for
cept—that is, THE WILL OE THE TEACHER.
Training is mere usage, custom, habit—a matter of the beastly the enforcement of principle. Now, as principle is the will,
senses only—the government of the beast; and as that is, the understanding of the people, what need of
man trains the beast, so he trains man to depend on him for government to enforce the will of the people on themselves,
government. The beast is trained to submit to government because the people is the individual, the beast, THE DES
by force; but man is trained to submit to government by POTISM, who cannot govern himself by principle, but who
lies. As man has been trained, so he trains, or permits to be is governed by individual will. And the beast knows and
trained, his children. So he waives in the child under feels and regrets all this, and so be yearns and craves govern
standing, and so he receives on faith his religion and his gov ment—that is, the enforcement of principle—for his proernment, and so a religion and a government endure with a teotion, against himself and against his fellows, who depre
people. So man becomes a trained animal merely, and so he date on him. So government is for the enforcement of
"makes of understanding a mere vehicle to carry a teacher to principle as a protection against individual will; and so the
train him, to govern him; and so the teacher, the trainer of man, absolute enforcement of principle is tbe absolute inalienable
becomes his governor, and so government becomes a mat right of each individual under government.
So, waive principle and you waive government, and more,
ter of training merely. The training of man to waive under
standing in matters of government, and for government to for government is force—the force of the people for the
depend on his governor—his trainer; so government becomes enforcement of their will, principle; and waive principle
a matter without understanding on the part of man, the and continue government, and straightway government be
subject of it, and on the part of man the governor—a matter comes perversion, for it turns the people against themselves:
of perversion of understanding; for understanding is princi it uses the force of the people to subject themselves to in
ple, and calls for the enforcement of principle as govern dividual will, when government was instituted to save the
ment ; but this governor uses understanding to waive prin people from subjection to individual will.
And principle is but the understanding of man as to what
ciple, and so understanding defeats understanding; and so
understanding is perverted, and so government becomes per the-well being of man demands, and woman, naturally, in
version, and endures by the defeat of understanding. And stinctively, has tbe well-being of man at heart, so principle is
here understand perversion, for we are writing the history of nature, is instinct with woman. And the well-being of man
depends on the enforcement of the rights of the person, and
perversion.
these rights have their root in the care, preservation and pro
To pervert—to distort from the true end or purpose—to
tection of the family. But principle is but understand
corrupt—to turn/rom the right. Pervert is opposed to con
ing knowledge and governs no force, and woman is ex
vert which is to turn from the wrong to the right.
cluded from government and so has no force, and so princi
“Instead of good they work ill, and pervert justice to ex
ple and women have no enforcement, no government.
treme injustice.”—Spencer.
And male man is the government. He has all the force,
“If thou seest the oppression of the poor and violent per
and principle is not nature or instinct with him, but, on
verting of justice in a province, marvel not.”—Eccl.
the contrary, is opposed to his nature, his instinct; for his
Principle is the precept of understanding—the experience, nature, his instinct is selfishness, sensuality and scheming,
the knowledge, the education of mankind; and waive prin and in the gratification of this selfishness he naturally and
ciple and you waive experience, knowledge, education, and instinctively uses force, for he, as all male animals, is the
so come to first principles—that, is to no principle, that is to creature of force, and he respects force and force alone; and
the individual, the beast, bestiality. So waive principle, as principle and woman have no force he respects not them,
and mankind comes to a standstill, and manhood, that is for respect is /ear—the fear of force. And government is
understanding, is held in embryo an undeveloped capa-1 the ciiarge of families, the custody of persons and substance
bility merely, and the beast is the power, and permit gov of families, and waive principle, and government puts the
ernment, and straight it becomes a machinery in the power person and substance of families at the disposition of the
of the beast for his gratification—a machinery for the culti individual will of this creature of force, and government is
vation and development of bestiality, a monster, and of this a necessity only because of the necessity of the restraint of
monster comes all the bestiality of man; for this monster this same creature of force. Woman needs no government,
being the government, the power, the force, bestiality is no force to restrain her. Force is repugnant to woman. She
the government, the power, the force, and so being the gov is never the wrongdoer except as man has unsexed and
ernment, the power, the’ force, compels toleration for itself, so demoralized her, and so trained her to do as he her
and by dispensation; license and pardon tolerates bestial governor and trainer did. And this governor and trainer
ity, and so bestiality, compelling toleration for itself as gov wants the nature, the instinct that prompts the care, preser
ernment, and as government, peddling toleration as license vation and protection of the family; and witness history and
and pardon to subjects, becomes not crime by toleration; for observation that government never has been the care, pres
what is tolerated is not crime, but what Is prohibited; as the ervation and protection of the family, but always something
same monster made truth a crime by prohibiting it; as in quite other than this—the opposite of this; for government
libel and slander, until lately, the truth was not permitted always has been the destruction of the family—the devotion
to be given in evidence in defense, for the legal maxim was, of families in person and substance to the gratification of the
the greater the truth the greater the libel. Under individual sensuality of governors, or to the use of the pro
standing rejects this monster for government, but man is motion of the schemes of governors; and witness history and
not governed by understanding in matters of government, observation that what is known as government is but a batch
but has waived understanding and so become the mere of the schemes of male man, monopolies, tariffs, corporations
beast, the creature of usage, custom, habit; and as this crea and the like, schemes not at all for the care, preservation
ture of usage, custom, habit, has got used to the endurance and protection of the family, but schemes involving the forced
of a government without understanding it, why as he en use of the family, and so wrong and outrage, oppression and
dures it as a matter of course because he has endured it; for war and slaughter.
endurance is usage, custom, habit, and the beast is the crea
Woman would limit government to the care, preservation and
ture of usage, custom, habit.
protection of the family; that is, to the enforcement cf
The whole.trouble with man. is, that he don’t use his un the rights of the person; and this limitation is the
derstanding, and so, as a beast, he takes government for great reform needed.
what his governors give it to him a necessity as it is
Let man no longer use government as a machinery to com
whereas, if he would only use his understanding he would
pel to his use the helpless people as his slaves; let man no
readily perceive that government is not at all a necessity as longer use government as a net to filch to his use the labor of
it is, but that it is simply a conglomeration of lies.
the helpless people. Let man no longer as a liar and a hypo
And this monster government is the contrivance of male crite protest that his schemes, tariffs, corporations and the
man, he originated it and he composes its governor and sub like are for the benefit of the people, but let him vindicate
ject. Woman is recognized only as the beast is recognized, Ms manhood, and tell the .truth, AND CARRY ON HIS
as the laborer—nv<m has himself and family, the persons and SCHEMES on his own RESPONSIBILITY.
substance of all, the rights of all involved in this contriv
The whole end of government is to hold the individual re
ance, and be sees it incessantly encroaching as a tide on
sponsible for his acts, and it is the consciousness of this
these rights, appopriating them as its right, its property,
responsibility that holds the individual in check.
and he protests, and fights-, and bleeds, and dies in defense
THIS IS THE WHOLE MORAL FORCE OF GOVERN
of these rights as he seems to believe, but all in vain; for he
is but the trained beast fighting in the harness of his trainers MENT.
But man uses government to avoid this responsibility, for
_ki g governors, and he is helpless because of his nature for
government hitherto has been but a machinery for the car
naturally he wants the necessary qualification for the
business of government, and so he cannot qualify himself rying on the business, the schemes of male-man on the re
for it. For government should be but the care, perservation sponsibility of the people. Governors, so use the people di
a nd protection of the family; the home, the nest and the rectly as governors, by taxes, tariffs, &c., and indirectly as
care, preservation and protection of the family; the rear corporations. For corporations are but governments in
ing of the young is not the business of the male, the father, little, the progeny of government, and depending on govern
the rooster; it is the business of
the female, the ment for existence, and so the tools and servants of governM.othe«? THE HEN? and she has the necessary natural flient, and so the deadly enemies of the people. The power of

corporations as governments to use the people makes them,
as governments, the masters of the people, and so makes the
people the individual man, the serf, the slave of corpora
tions, and so a second-rate power. Witness how corpor
ations govern the government of the American people, and
ho-w the people, the individual man, IS DWARFED INTO
INSIGNIFICANCE.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

AN ENGLISHMAN ON MR. BEECHER.
At the door of the church we encountered a deacon.
Having expressed our desire, as an English traveler about
quitting Amexica, to hear the eminent preacher, we wei'e po
litely ushered into a pew, from which, owing to the number
of people in the adjacent aisle, it was impossible to get extri
cated until the conclusion of the service. Ere many minutes
the place became choked, so to speak. Then the organ
pealed forth. During the voluntary a tall, gaunt gentleman,
in black morning costume, and black cravat to boot, walked
hurriedly upon the platform, there being no pulpit. If his
manner was ungainly, his appearance was impressive. When
a hymn had been sung, Mr. Beecher “ engaged ” in prayer.
It bad the merit of being extemporary and common-place—
very. Nothing could have been so cold or uninspiring. It
was well suited to the conventicle, being, so far as we could
judge, destitute of thought and sentiment. Then ensued
Scriptural readings. Another hymn followed, during the
singing of which the whole congregation remained comfort
ably ensconced in their cushioned seats. In due course
came the sermon—and such a sermon! We were not igno
rant that the preacher failed in his attempt to interest a large
gathering in Exeter Hall during his visit to this country, and
that the Thunderer did not notice his performance favorably.
Still we listened to his preaching without the slightest taint
of prejudice, as we would listen to Mr. Spurgeon were we for
the first time in his Tabernacle. We were brimful of expecta
tion. But alas! for our disappointment, although suffering
from no fit of indigestion. Dare we say it ? The preaching
was quite on a par with the prayer. Both in subject matter
and in arx-angement it Was beneath mediocrity; in delivery,
shocking. We were struck by the coarseness of one sentence
of the discourse, viz.: “ Some say lawyers can’t go to heaven.
It’s a lie! Some say merchants and traders can’t go to
heaven. It’s a lie! Some say lawyers can’t go to heaven.
It’s a lie! It’s a lie! It’s a lie!” stamping heavily with his
right foot the while—raising a tremendous dust, in order to
render his rapid oratory the more taking. And this is the
apt apostle of the Brooklynites, cogitated we, whose name is
not only “ known in all the churches,” but the “ sittings ” in
whose synagogue are periodically submitted to vulgar auc
tion, for some of which “fancy” pTices are offered by persons
desirous of becoming followers of—Ward Beecher! Popular
preachers in more places than New York, or the city adja
cent, take a good deal to verbal veneering. But sometimes
the mahogany or rosewood coating falls off, when the in
ferior stuff upon which it is glued shows in all its deformity.
Is it invidious to observe that a like tendency is evinced in
this country to regard the shadow more than the substance,
and for Christian people to run after sham and sensation
more eagerly than after divine truth or Christian doctrine ?
—London Illustrated Review.
DIVORCED.
“Custody of the child given to the father.”
My darling, my darling, the midnight is here
To stifle and tempt me with longing and fear:
I hear through the darkness thy sweet little voice,
Like birds in their nests that in slumber rejoice.
My darling! my darling! a long night has come;
I am straying alone in the ashes of home:
Its echoes of love and their answers of peace—
All voices that blessed me in solitude cease.
I gave them my love as our Father gives air;
I gave them my life without stint or compare:
They used me and left me to die by the way;
My darling! my love1! thou wert kinder than they.
From thee in thy blossom, the sweetness of dawn,
The perfume and faith of thy life are not gone;
Thou lovest for love’s sake, not duty nor gain;
Life hath not defiled thee, nor sorrow, nor pain.
Ah! would that together, in some quiet grave,
Or deep in the ocean’s long-sorrowing wave,
Thy tiny arms round me, thy head on my breast,
We two lay forever in passionless rest.
In the night and the daytime I long for thy face;
I dream that thon liest at rest in'thy place;
I waken and call thee with pitiful prayer,
My darling! my darling! why art thou not there!
0 God! when Thou judgest the false and the true—
When the madness and passion of living are through,
1 ask of Thee only to give me above
This baby, who only hath answered my love!
—Scribner for December.
SEEM WHAT YOU AR/E.
BY H. W. BEECHER.

If God made yon half a fool, it is better that you should
seem to be half a fool than that you should make believe
that you are wise. All sorts of animals are willing to seem
what they are. An ass is always willing to be thought an
ass, and he honors God in it. An owl is always willing to be
thought an owl, and he fulfills the function given to him,
even if he does look wiser than he is. And a man should he
willing to be just what God made him. Not that he should
not desire to increase, to augment his talents; not that he
should not put his money out at interest; but a man who is
ignorant had better admit himself to be ignorant. A man
who is not a genius had better not think himself to be a
genius. A man who is poor had better think he is poor. A
man who is unskilled had better admit that he is unskilled.
Whatever you are, while you strive for greater excellence,
stand on that which is true and right, and do not make your
self out to he more than you are. Do not attempt to put no
guises and pretenses in the vain hope of winning praise. (?)
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JAMIESON'S BOOK!

The Friendship Community

S A.FES.

“ THE CLERGY A SOURCE OP DANGER TO THE
AMERICAN REPUBLIC.”

Marv in & Co.’s are the Best

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
INFAMY.

des

Full Expose—Second Edition Just Published, A Volume
of 331 Pages.

265 BROADWAY.

HP

Near Buffalo, Dallas Co., Missouri, has 500 acres of
good land, on which its members all live and work together, combining all their property^and labor for their
mutual assistance and support. It is liberal and prooressive, and allows equal rights to all its niemhers,
both men and women, in its business affairs. More
members are wanted.
The Communist, its monthly paper, will he sent free
to all desiring further information. Address AncAn
Longley, as above.

T HE

NEW YORK

LIBERAL

CLUB

Meets every Friday evening at 8 o’clock.

One of the most startling hooks ever issued from
the press. Price, bound in muslin, postage paid, $1.75.

JOSHUA M. HOLT,
Manufacturer and Proprietor

Books furnished at Reduced. Rates on the Club Plan.

Dr. Hoyt’s Magnetic Pain Cure,

CLUB RATES :

ISSy

For the discussion of scientific and other interesting
■ subjects.
Good speaking and entertaining discussions may
always be expected.

iMviMal W«b@b<

AND

Three Copies, espressage or postage paid, . . $4 50
Six
“
“
“
“ . . . 8 50
Ten
“
“
“
“ . . . 12 50
Parlor Edition, gilt, 20 cents per vol. extra.
AGENCIES.

MILFORD, N. H.

lAROTOZOIWE

Terms made known on application.
Address all orders to W. F.
Monroe street, Chicago, 111.

Holt’s Vegetable Liver Tonic.

Jamieson,

139 and 141

THE FINEST AND MOST PER
FECT BRAIN AND NERVE
WEA T TEE PRESS SA YS :
IN VWOll A NT IN THE
We consider Mr. Jamieson as having done a most
WORLD.
useful and needed work in publishing this hook. It

ought to he read by every one who takes the least in
terest in the Christian Amendment movement, or any
Physicians and others will find it wholly unequaled
of the allied questions. It is erammed with informa
tion of all kinds bearing on. the general issues; and in all cases of illness arising from excessive or per
every page burns with intense earnestness.—Free Reli verted sexism, even when insanity and chronic unrest
have resulted. The female illnesses springing from had
gious Index, Nov. 16, 1872.
magnetism, inducing amative horror and disgust, brain
A meaty volume, a remarkable book, Mr. Jamieson disturbance and exhaustion, vital depletion and sui
writeswith earne.-! ness and fervor. We commend the cidal thought, all yield to PROTOZONE, while barren
hook to the widest possible perusal, believing that it ness, sterility and brain softening are at once relieved.
is singularly calculated to open men’s eyes and do
There is hut one place where it is made, viz.,
their souls permanent goo<\..—Banner of Light, Oct. 12,
1872.
Protozone Laboratory,
Interesting, valuable and timely. It abounds with
17 CAMPBELL BLOCK,
important facts. No more important volume has been
TOLEDO, O.,
issued from the press for many years.—Boston Investi
gator, Oct. 2,1872.
and hut one agency in America, viz.,
MRS. SARAH P. THOMPSON,
THE RELIGIOUS PRESS IS SILENT ! SIGNIFI
1 Phillips Court, Boston, Mass.
CANT !
THE LIBERAL PRESS IS REJOICING.

Price (single pound flasks)
DISCOUNT BY DOZENS OR GROSS.

Closed.

-

-

- $5.00

ADDRESS AS ABOVE.

Open.

THE CRUSADE FAMILY SHIP,
A New Incomparable

CLOTHES
CLOTHES FRAMES, BARS

WM. DIBBLEE,

All women know that it is beauty, rather than
genius, which all generations of men have worship
ped in the sex. Can it he wondered at, then, that
LADIES’ HAIR DRESSER,
so much of woman’s time and attention should he
directed to the iSeans of developing and preserving
854 BROADWAY,
that beauty ? Women know too, that when men
Has removed from his Store to the
speak of the intellect of women, they speak critic
ally, tamely, eooly; hut when they come to speak of
FIRST FLOOR,
the charms of a beautiful woman, both their language
where he will continue to conduct his business in all and their eyes kindle with an enthusiasm which
its branches TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT. CHEAPER shows them tc be profoundly, if not, indeed, ridicu
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference in lously in earnest. It is part of the natural sagacity
his rent.
of women to perceive all this, and therefore employ
CHATELAINE BRAIDS.
every allowable art to become the goddess of that
adoration. Preach to the contrary as we may
LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS.
against the arts employed by women for enhaneing
sati! everything appertaining to the business will he their beauty, there still stands the eternal faet, that
kept C\. hand and made to order.
the world does not prefer the society of an ugly
woman of genius to that of a beauty of less intellect
DIBBLL.XAVIA for stimulating, JAPONICA for ual acquirements.
_
foothing am She MAGIC TAR SALVE for promoting
The world has yet allowed no higher mission to
the growth oi the hair, constantly on hand.
Consultation on diseases of the Scalp, Mondays, woman than to he beautiful, and it would seem that
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a. m. till 3 p. m.
the ladies of the present age are carrying this idea
Also, his celebrated
of the world to greater extremes than ever, for all
women now to whom nature has denied the talisHARABA ZEIN,
manic power of beauty, supply the deficiency by
or FLESH BEAUTIFIER, the only pure and harm the use of a most delightful toilet article known as
less preparation ever made for the complexion. No the “Bloom of Youth,” which has lately been in
lady should ever he without it. Can he obtained only troduced into this country by George W. Laird.'
at
A delicate heautifier which smoothes out all in
WM. DIBBLEE’S, :
dentations, furrows, scars, removing tan, freckles
«
854 Broadway, Up-stairs.
and discolorations, and imparts beauty, clearness,
and softness to the skin, giving the cheeks the
appearance of youth and beauty. With the assist
ance of this new American trick of a lady’s toilet,
female beauty is destined to play a larger part in
I will send (free) recipe for my VEGETABLE the admiration of men, and the ambition of women,
BALM, removing Pimples, Black Worms, Blotches, than all the arts employed since her creation.
Freckles, Moths, Tan and all Diseases of the Skin,
leaving it clear.and with a healthy glow. Also, sure
process for fine growth of Hair on bald heads or Ladies, beware of Dangerous and Worth
smooth faces.
less Imitations of George ft. laird’s
THOS. F. CHAPMAN, Chemist,
Bloom of Youth.”
P. O. Box 5,128.
197 Broadway, New York.
The Genuine renders the Complexion

PIMPLES.

Clear, Brilliant,
Soft and Smooth.

DRYER,
AND

LINES, FRUIT

DRYER AND CHRISTMAS TREE COMBINED.

A GOOD THING, Patented May 24th, 1870.
It is used for wet or dry clothes, in doors or out,
stands firm or will swing and revolve, opens and
closes like an umbrella; with racks made of lath
added, is a fruit dryer, and trimmed with evergreens,
is a Christmas tree. Send for circular descriptive of
it or for the article itself, at any store, or send to the
Patentee and Manufacturer,
W. LIVINGSTON BROWNE,
Shortsville, Ontario County, N. Y.
P. S.—Sales Large, and easy. Agents wanted for
the article, or territory. Address the Manufacturer, as
above, inclosing stamp.

THE

KNABE & CO.’S PIANOS

AMERICAN

BATH

(ESTABLISHED 1833, BALTIMORE, MD.)
NORTH-EAST CORNER
18,000 of these Celebrated Instruments are now in use
this country and Europe, hey have been awarded
85 Gold and Silver Medals. Every Instrument fully Embraces the most comprehensive system of remedial
warranted for five years.
agencies of any like institution in this country. In
warerooms:
addition
to the
650 Broadway, N. Y., and 69 Washington Street,
Chicago, 111.
TURKISH,

17tli St. & Irving Place,

J.

BALED & CO.,

GENERAL AGENS.
Pianos to rent; sold on installments; and old ones
taken in exchange. Illustrated atalogues sent on ap
plication.

RUSSIAN,
ORIENTAL,
SULPHURETS,
SULPIIUROUSWAPOR,

Fruit Dryer.

Christmas Tree.

Be. E. WOODRUFF,

Botanic Physician.

DR.

AMMI

the

Skin

‘ (New-York Herald, April 26, 1870.)

MERCURIAL,
IODINE, Etc., BATHS,
FIRST MORTGAGE 8 PER CENT. BONDS
Treatment by ELECTRICITY and MAGNETISM
'OF THE
receives special attention.

MILWAUKEE AND NORTERN
RAILWAY.

BROWN,

Iiouimou’s Crows! Crinoline#

T

Are Charming for Lightlies*.

homson** Crown Crinoline*

These Baths are select, and given singly, and are
Coupon and registered; Interest June and December. administered in such a way as to healthfully adapt
themselves to each individual case of either sex.
ROOT, BARK AND HERB STORE,
DENOMINATIONS, 1,000s AND 500s.
PRICES OP BATHS—From $1.00 to |3.00.
We
offer
these
Bonds
for
sale
at
90
and
accrued
in
38 CANAL ST., UP STAIRS, GRAND
terest, believing them to he a secure as well as a profit NEW YORK, May, 1872. ■
RAPIDS, Mich.,
able investment. Full particulars furnished on appli
Where for thirteen years every description of Acute,
ENTRANCE TO GENTLEMENS BATES,
Chronic and Private Diseases have been successfully cation.
Irving Place.
treated strictly on Botanic principles.
VERMILYE & CO.,
NO POISON USED.
Nos. 16 and 18 Nassau Street. ENTRANCE TO LABIES' BATHS,
*125 E. 17th Street.
P. O'. Drawer, 2,391.
Counsel at office Free
GREENLEAF, NORRIS & CO.,
No. 66 Exchange Place.
OFFICE AT HIS

Beautiful;

One of the most eminent Physicians of New-York
City,
Dr. LOUIS A. SAYRE,
After carefully examining the analysis of the
genuine Laird’s “Bloom op Youth,” pronounced
the preparation harmless, and free from any ingre*
dient injurious to health.

FUMIGATED,
Clothes Dryer.

and

This delightful Toilet Prepara
tion is used throughout the world. Thousands
of testimonials have been sent to the proprietor,
indorsing and recommending the use of this purely
harmless Toilet preparation. A dangerous Counter
feit of this article was in circulation; had it not
been stopped, it was calculated to damage the wellknown reputation of the Genuine Preparation.
Be Particular to ask for the Genuine. It has the
name Cr. W. LAIRD stamped in glass on the
hack of each bottle.
Ladies who are careful to obtain the genuine
“ Bloom of Youth,” will certainly be pleased with,
the effect produced by it.

T
T
T

Are Superior for Elasticity.

homson** Crown Crinoline*

Are unequalled for Durability,

homson’s Crown Crinoline*,

In a worjl, are the best in the world, and
more widely known than any other.
At wholesale by
THOMSON, LANGDON & Co.,
391 Broadway,
New York.

HOWE’S'

TITUS & JORDAN,

Dentist,
Attorneys & Counsellors,

Removed to 20 East Twenty-fourth Street,
Near Madison Square.

Piles

MRS. C. A. DELAFOLIE,

HASLAM’S PILE REMEDIES—-THE
19 '.Nassau Street,
607 Hudson Street, New York,
most practical and reliable infoimation in regard to the prevention and
cure of Piles is to he found m HAo:’S TREATISE, just published. It will pay you
ta copy, whether you use our remedies or
.
Well
known for her correct diagnosis of disease and 9BORGE G. TITUS,
he obtained, free, by addressing Fred. H
aslam
York,
HON. J. PARKER JORDAN,
ielmeatipn.
pf character.
37 Paris Row, New Yorl?.

■

Medical and Business Clairvoyant.

vert description oe scale

▼**■*»» *•

mrriKi „T«r*,oTiai,. Send for Catalogue and Circ:-,AJ.
E
tecund-hand Scales ci etber maker*, taken la pars ^i>, for
for wue CB£A?.

SOW* SCALE CO.,
S Eavk Piac*. New V#fk,
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Sanguis Invigorator.

HOME

$50,000

Will he distributed this year, to the subscribers for the
THE BEST
viewers are one of the few things in life that bring
AMERICAN WORKING PEOPLE, a large quarto,
ns unmixed pleasure. They are the most innocent
16 page Monthly, costing but $1 50 per year. It gives
DENTIFRICE IN THE WORLD
a premium to every subscriber, varying from 25 cents
tribate of courtesy or affection, as acceptable in the
for
Cleansing
and
Preserving
the
TEETH
and
for
•
in
value up to $2, $5, $10, $20, $100, $200, and $500 in
#ay of feasting as in .the house of mourning. Florists
' Greenbacks, besides Watches, Sewing Machines, Par
healing Diseased Gums.
are thus in a sense public benefactors. Hodgson, at
lor Organs and numerous other premiums of value.
Sold at
CHAS. N. CKITTENTON’S,
Send for Specimen and Circulars to
No. 403 Fifth avenue, from among the palaces takes
BTo. 135 BROADWAY.
No. 7, Sixth avenue, New York.
CAPEON & CO,,
ns away to the sights and odors of the country with
Pittsburgh, Pa.
By inclosing 50 cents and two 3-cent stamps, the
his rustic work, his gnarled houghs, and curiously
will be forwarded to any address within
crooked seats, his fragrant flowers and beautifully as DENTIFKICE
one week from its reception at the Post-office.
sorted bouquets.
All letters must be addressed to
Of all the ornaments now devised for beautifying
AN EXHAUSTIVE ARGUMENT
gentlemen’s grounds, there are none that can surpass
Dr. L. P. fVINTITIt OP,
rustic work, either in grandeur, beauty, utility or dura
AGAINST MARRIAGE LEGISLATION,.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
bility. It may be introduced almost anywhere if the
By C. L. James,
surroundings are in the least rural; in many cases it
can be placed where nothing else could be, oftentimes AMERICAN CONGRESS SOCIAL
Author of “Manual of Transcendental Philosophy.’
SCIENCE.
converting an eyesore into a place of great beauty, and
For sale by the author, post paid, for 25c.
yet ornamental and useful. As it is, there are few that
A LAEGE PAMPHLET CONTAINING
Address,
EAU CLAIRE, WIS.
have either the taste or good judgment for the judi
THU
cious arrangement of the materials out of which the
Proceedings of Cleveland
best rustieds made. To make or design rustic objects
This Company having provided for all its Chicago
the maker or designer must exercise good judgment as
Convention.
CATHARTIC MEDICINE MADE PLEASANT
losses, without borrowing a dollar or disturbing a
to the best place for his object—whether it is a house,
TO THE TASTE AND DEIGHTFUL
Price, postpaid, 25 cents. Address,
bridge, vase, basket or any of the many objects that
IN EFFECT.
single Bond and Mortgage, invites the attention of
J, W. EVAETS,
may be formed of rustic work—foj if the object is in
the public to the following certificate of Hon. George
Centralia, 111.
a bad position, be the object ever so good, it loses half
W. Miller, Superintendent of the Insurance Depart
the effect, or even becomes an eyesore. There must be
ment of the State of New York, that the Capital has
something rural in the locality, something in tone with
the object. Perfect taste is required for the form of
been restored to the full amount of Two and One-half
any object, although in anything rustic the form will
Millions of Dollars.
Is pleasant to the taste, and will be readily eaten by
be much modified; yet there must be an original de
children or adults. It is free from poisonous drugs,
CHAELES J. MAETIN, Pres.
is purely vegetable, and, unlike other Cathartic Medi
sign to give meaning and grace to the object. In all
cines, the dose need not to he increased from con
J. H. Washburk, Sec.
cases, unless working with straight material, nature
' tinned use. And it positively cures constipation.
FOR JU^E, 8878.
must be followed as nearly as possible, avoiding right
The directions accompanying each package. Bead
the following recommendations:
angles or anything that looks formal; every piece
COfSTTElSTTS:
“ New York, July 8, 1871.
should look as if joined by nature. This not only gives CHEAP YACHTING.
Ikstjrance Department, Albany, N. Y., )
“Dr. Orvis: Dear Sir—Please send me, C. O. D., one
beauty but stability to the work. To all this must be
Dec., 27,1871. j
box such as I had before; and am pleased to say, it
Illustrations.—Cheap Yachting in Buzzard’s
combined the skill of the builder, to give strength,
has acted as a charm with my wife.
Bay. Tempe’s Knobs in the Distance—The Sap]flio.
Having, on the 10th day of November, 1871, made a
“ Yours,
TUNIS H. BLACKWELL.”
finish and neatness to the whole work. Many people
—Map of Buzzard’s Bav.—The Skipper of Marion.
(This was one of the worst cases of constipation I
—Some
Fish.—Bird
Island
Light,
Buzzard’s
Bay.
think that as a matter of course carpenters can build
—Long Pier, Martha’s Vineyard.—SiasConset — requisition, directing the officers of the Home Insur have ever known.—A. O.)
rustic, but there are few if any that can give tha
Light-house, Sankaty Head, Nantucket.—The Her ance Company, of New York, to require the Stock
“Brooklyn, L. L, Noy. 3,1871.
natural rusticity so necessary to it. It is a trade by
mit of Quidnet.—Gay Head, Martha’s Vineyard.—
“ Dear Sir: Since your Cathartic Medicine was made
holders of said Company to pay up the sum of One known
Blue
Fishing.—Old Whaler, New Bedford.
to me, I have used it, and it only, in my family,
itself, and requires men with a natural taste and in
Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars deficiency to obviate the evil it is intended to remedy; and I as
ventive genius. Some men work at it for years and THE MAEQUIS OP HASTINGS IN AMEEICA.
sure you I prefer it to all other expedients. Its opera
cannot do it creditably.
IttustratioMs.—Boston, seen between Castle then existing in the Capital of said Company, and tion is gentle and wholesome, not enervating the sys
William and Governor’s Island, distant four miles.
tem, or leaving a tendency to increased difficulty. It
There is nothing that may not be made in rustic
upon
due
examination
made,
it
appearing
that
the
—Burning of Charlestown.—Map of Boston and
clears the complexion, relieves oppressioui'.and invig
work, from a dwelling-house to a cage, a bridge to a
Vicinity.—Bunker Hill after the Battle.—New said amount of One Million Five Hundred Thousand orates the whole physical economy.
card basket. Many of the vases are filled with plants
York, with the Entrance of the North and East
“Respectfully,
Mrs. R. C. MAITLAND.”
Elvers.—The English Church built at New York. Dollars has been duly subscribed and fully paid in, in
and look very handsome, with ivy half hiding the
It is extensively used by Dr. Foster, of Clifton
—Careening
Place,
New
York.—Landing
of
the
Springs,
and
many
other
eminent
Physicians.
woodwork, and fine flowering plants capping the whole
British Forces in jihe Jerseys, November 20,1776. cash, I hereby certify thafthe capital of said Compa
and making it a thing complete in itself. There are
SPECIAL
AGENTS:
ny
has
been
fully
restored
to
its
original
amount
of
also many fine baskets filled. Certainly nothing could IMPEOVISATIONS.—VI. By Bayard Taylor.
Hudnut, Herald Building, Broadway, New York; D.
Two Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars.
C. Earwell, cor. Amity and Broadway, do.; Macy, cor.
be more ornamental or better in a window than one of THE WINE ISLANDS OP LAKE EKIE.
6th
avenue and 14th Street, do.; Robt. S. McCurdy, 494
Illustrations.—Gathering
the
Grapes.—Memo
these. But these things, to be appreciated, must be
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand Broadway, Albany; J. K. Post & Co,, Lane & Paine,
rial to Commodore Perry, Gibraltar Islandseen; for large constructions we would advise any one
Shores of Put-in-Bay.—The Lake Erie Yacht.— and affixed my official seal on the day and year above and Almy, Osbum House, Rochester, N. Y.; S. E.
Samuels, Columbus, O.; Dixon & Deidrich, Dayton,
to’visit the grounds Of Mr. Hoey, at Long Branch, orThe Steamer Michigan.—Burial Place of the Slain
O.; Briggs, Clifton Springs, N. Y.
in the Battle of Lake Erie.—Put-in-Bay Scenery.— written.
Peter B. King, Esq., on the Palisades overlooking the
On Put-in-Bay Island.
GEOEGE W. MILLEE,
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS GENERALLY
Hudson, or General Ward’s estate.
TO-MOEEOW
Price 25 cts. per Package.
(L. S.)
Superintendent.
Illustrations.—u~B\\(A\y workingund singing, she
Address all Orders,
Published in Pamphlet Form.
wove the Wreath and the Vine.”—“ What was it
DR. A. ORVIS. Rochester. N. Y.
that I heard him say ? ”
THE
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH SCEOGGS? By
Charles Nordhoff.
With a Map of Alaska, etc.
With numerous Extracts from
THE PEESS OF THE COUNTEY
DISAPPOINTED.
OK THE
A SIMPLETON.—A STOEY OF TH® DAY. By
Prosecution and Hlegal Arrest of the brave defenders
Charles Baade.
of freedom,
A SONG IN MANY KEYS.
VICTOBIA C. WOODHULL,
WHEN A DEEAM COMES TEUE.
THE HAEZ MOUNTAINS : A TOUE IN THE TOY
TENNIE CLAFLIN,
Gives special attention to the treatment of CANCER,
COUNTEY. By Henry Blackburn.
of all varieties, and is radically curing large numbers
AND
Illustrations.—Little Gretchen.—On the Way to
of them.
the Brocken,—Map of the Harz Mountains.—A
COLONEL BLOOD.
J3P” Call or address at
Glimpse of Hanover.—A Mid-day Dream.—A
Street in Goslar.—Over the Cobble-stones.—Drink
Price of pamphlet reduced to $15 per hundred.
ing
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in
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E. TWENTY-SIXTH STREET, N. Y.,
Apply to the Editor and Publisher,
Toy Country.—On the Burgberg.—The Professor.
From 8 to 9)4 e. m. ; 4 to 6 p. m. "
A Portrait.—A School-Girl.—Noah and his Family.
CHAELOTTE BAEBEE,
—Spectres of the Brocken.—In the Brockenhaus.
Toledo, Ohio.
—The Point of Union—The Eathhans, Wernigerode.—The Schloss, Blankenburg.—View from
the Ziegenkoff.—The Brocken from the Hexen
FOR USE IN FAMILIES,
Tanzplatz,—The Waiter’s greeting.—A Prussian
SEXUAL SCIENCE.
General.—Thirsty Natives.—A Clausthaler.—At
Clausthal.—Prepared for the Descent.—The ManLift.
OLD KENSINGTON. By Miss Thackeray.—(Cimduded.)
Chapter LIH. That thou are blamed shall not
A pamphlet of 60 pages, by P. B. Dowd. Priceless
THE FAMOUS
be thy Defect.
to wives and mothers, and such as are trying to be
men. Price 50c. Address
E. B. DOWD,
Chapter LIV. Holy St. Francis, what a Change
Wellsville, Mo.
is there!
Chapter LV. See you not something besides
masonry ?
23 Hew St. and 60 Broadway
Chapter LVL The Play is played, the Curtain
drops.
(CLAIRYOYANT,)
Head-piece.—Dolly and Charlotte
by the Eiver.
AND
EECOLLECTIONS OE AN OLD STAGEE.
THE NEW MAGDALEN. By Wilkie Collins.—(Cwicluded.)
210 West Foety-Thied Street, N. Y.
AND
Chapter XXVH. Magdalen’s Apprenticeship.
. Chapter XXVIII. Sentence is pronounced on
her.
Chapter XXIX. The last Trial.
OFFICE HOURS FROM 9 A. M. TILL 9 P. M.
Epilogue: Containing Selections from the Cor
respondence of Miss Grace Eoseherry and Mr.
NOT OPEN SATURDAY.
Horace Holmcroft; to which are added 'Extracts
from the Diary of the Beverend Julian Gray.
EBB AND FLOW.
76 Pasdera Lane& 8 Liberty St.
THE
BEST
REELS H EDITOE’S EASY CHAIE.
EDITOE’S LITERARY EECOED.
EDITOE’S HISTOBICAL EEOOED.
7 Fer Cent Gold Bonds,
EDITOE’S SCIENTIFIC EECOED.
EDITOE’S DBAWEE.
---- AND---Put up in any part of the world for Family Use.
Guaranteed by New York Midland.
TERMS for HARPER'S MAGAZINE, WEEKLY
and BAZAR.
The Montclair is the Direct and Short Line oh
Magazine, One Copy for One Year.....................$4 00
the Midland through New Jersey. Its bonds are
issued
on the basis of half cost. They are Guaranteed.
Weekly,
One Copy for one Year............
4 00
It is a home road, running Direct from the City op
Bazar,
One Copy for One Year.................... 4 00
New York, assured of a large business and a fine
Can be bought of any First-Class Grocer Harper's Magazine, Harper's Weekly, and Harper's Mr. Kurtz invites to Ms warm and comfortably fur future. This Bond Offers an Advantage over all
other Midland First Mortgage Bonds, in
Bazar for One Year, $10.00; or any two for $7.00.
nished dining apartments the down-town public,'as tthe
Sat, with Equal Security, it is Less in Lrice.
HAEPEE & BEOTHEES, New York.
suring them that they will always find there the
We commend it to investors. For sale by
choicest viands, served in the most elegant style, the
A SEANCE WITH FOSTER, THE most carefully-selected brands of wines and liquors,
TESY MEDIUM,
SPIRITUALIST,
B^JSTKERS,
as well as the most prompt attention by accomplished
19 WEST TWENTY-SECOND ST1WET
waiters.
SCRIBNER FOR JUNE.
No,
PINS STREET,

mraiii company

Branch Office 586 Sixth Avenue.

THE LAW OE MARRIAGE,

Capital, - $2,500,000

Assets over 4,000,000

The Great Discovery!
DR.

O R YIS ’

Cathartic Compound

HARPER’S

lew lontlily Magazine

BEECHER-TILTON SCANDAL,

CANCER.

FREDERICK KURTZ’S

DINING

J. M. COMIHS, M. D.,
PROF. OF OBSTETRICS k DISEASES OF FEMALES,

ROOMS, The Road to Power.
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL REOENERATION.

HALFORD LEICESTERSHIRE

DR. H. SLADE,

J. SIMMONS,

Table Sauce,

MIDLAND FIST ifTSME
Issued by the Montclair Railway Co.

'CHARLES H. FOSTER,

Allen, Stephens & Co.,

